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disturbed, the kraken directs more of its tentacles into the 
room. Every two rounds a new tentacle appears, until there 
are four. The tentacles grab the nearest creature. usually a 
devilfih unless you want to make rhe adventurers really 
sweat. 11 crushes its victim and then throws the lifeless body 
into the Abyss. The temple shakes as the kraken's other ten- 
tacles tear at the walls, and everyone feels a sudden jolt. as 
the temple is pulled closer to the Abyss. 

Hamish yells for someone to bring the model to him. 
Upon grasping it his energy levels are restored, bur he is still 
roo weak to cast spells. He smashes the model on the floor 
and demands to he released. He then swims across the room 
to get his clothes and sporran. No matter what happens, 
Hamish will not leave without his sporran. Once he has it, 
he takes out a pair of dark vision goggles and leaves the 
temple as quickly as he can, while yelling at the adventurers 
10 follow him. 

The temple shudders again and stam to lean at a steeper 
angle, as a tentacle breaks through the dome. Dexterity 
Checks are required to avoid taking ld6 points of damage 
from falling ruhhk. Brave swimmers head out through the 
newly made hole, others retreat the way they came in. A 
fast retreat secures the adventurers' escape, but any who 
stay to loot or pick up  other items must make a Dexterity 
Check or he hit by falling rubble: ld4 on the tint round; 
ld6 on the next; then ld8; ld10; 1dZO. Once a Id20 has 
been rolled. the temDle falls into the Ahvss. Anv characters 
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ically along the top of the creature’s 
back. The arms extend as a quizzical 
over the large face of the humanoid 

Klick, shoowl:’ The eyes roll 
ide to side as the silver crest wriggles and waves. 

. hold on a moment, please. Just get this 
s spell cast and we’ll find out what Silvercrest, 
a guide, is trying to tell us. All right, here it 

large blue eyes roll forward as the mouth opens. 
come, surface dwellers, to the waters beneath the 

es:’ the kna says, as its mouth splits in a wide fishy 
1 

Welcome to The Sea People, the rhird in the CREATURE 
CRUCIBLE’” series of D&Dm game’ supplements. In this 
product, you’U fmd ~ I e s  for creating and adventuring with 
all kinds of player cbaracten who have the sea as their natu- 
ral habitat. Some of these characters are similar to conven- 
tional characters, but others are very different indeed. 
Playcn can take on the roles of aquatic elves, merrow (mer- 
maids and mermen), tritons, and nixies. Or, if you prefer 
something more exotic. you can play a h a ,  kopru, shark- 
kin, or a young and immature sea giant. And that’s not all. 
Special rules are provided so that any character may bccome 
a spellcaster of the sea. 

To bring underwater settings to life, this product also in- 
cludes tips on how to stage underwater adventures, and 
prcscnrs new NICS for aquatic adventuring. Life undcrwatcr 
bas similarities to life on land, to be sure. but for thc’most 
part it is very different. Spells function differently under- 
water and the sea peoples have developed many new spells 
uoiquc to their environment. This is a setting where three- 
dimensional movement is taken for granted, and where 
many different races live side by side in a watery world. 

“Secrets of the Sea Peoples” introduces thc player char- 
acter races and provides background information on each 
race. The descriptinns are sccn either through the eyes of 
characters from the surface world or from the pcrspmive of 
the underwater races themselvcs. More background, in- 
cluding a large campaign setting, is presented in “The 
World of Undenca.” Thii chapter looks at life underwater, 
the way the various races interact with each other, and the 
geography and history of the Sunlit Sea. It provides a color- 
ful bdgmund  for player characters to adventurc in and 
around. 
To enable you to begin adventuring immediatcly, nine 

short adventures detail some of the common locations of 
the setting. An extended 16-page adventure takes a band of 
adventurers dcep below the surface of the sea and involves 
them in a titanic struggle to save Undersea itself. 

micb  Sfctio~s C ~ N  1 ReaO? 
Where to begin depends on the types of player characters 
involved, Players with characten from the surface world 
should read only the “Secrets of the Sea Peoples” section. 
The rest of the information in tbii hooklet should be dis- 
covered only as they journey underneath the waves and in- 
t emt  with the local inhabitants, or by consulting a sage 
who specializes in underwater environments. 
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Munanska pulled hard on his pipe and frowned. F 
took it out of his mouth, peered closely at the risir 
smoke, and then examined the bowl. After assuring 
himself that all was well, he put the stem hack into his 
mouth and resumed his frowning. He glanced at Yuri, 
and then inhaled deeply. 

Yuri leaned forward and tugged the pipe from 
Munanska’s mouth. He pressed his face a little too close 
to Munanska’s and grated, ‘‘Well. this isn’t much of a 
service. It distinctly said Sage 00 the door, not absent- 
minded old fool! Or maybe you didn’t bear me. I 

I 

I said . . .” 
“No need to rmeat it. I’m not deaf:’ Munanska rc- 

marked as he effortlessly pulled the pipe out of Yuri’s 
hand. “I was merely reminiscine on the time I merit in 
the Kingdom of th; Tritons. Y& see. I cou1dn’;smoke 
there. No. It’s very hard to light fires underwater,” the 
sage sighed as he blew smoke into Yuri’s face. Yuri, re- 
membering his manners, retreated to a polite, smoke- 
free distance from the sage. 

Suddenly putting down his pipe, Munanska became 
animated. “Now. you came for information. and infor- 
mation you shall have. You say you want to go underwa- 
ter? Do you have the requisite magics?” 

“I  have knowledge of the wafer breathing spell,” Yuri 
replied proudly. 

”It’ll do for a start. But there’s more to going un 
water than just being able to breathe. Life under 
waves is very different from life on land. During 
time there, I made many remarkable discoveries. 
you know that because of the difficulty of forging ir 
and steel underwater, these metals are rarely used by tt 
sea peoples? Instead, the sea dwellers rely on shell, 
hone, and coral for their tools and weapons. 

“Also, the sea people move in three dimensions, 
While we are restricted to two-dimensional movement, 
the sea people can move not only to the east, west, 
north, and south, but also upward and downward. It is 
as though they were flying through the sea, with the 
lowest reaches being the depths of the ocean floor where 

h you need to know befor- 
es.” 

LiqW aNb Visibility 
Ncar the surface of the sea there is plenty of light, at least 
during the day, hut the water distorts the light and reduces 
visibility. Within SO’ of the d a c e ,  visibility in the Sunlit 
Sea extends for 180’. Use the following tahle to determine 
visibility at greaur depths. 

ViSihiIiV Visibility 

111.200’ 110‘ 701-710’ 40‘ 

Light sources arc required to see at depths bqond 1,100’. 

Regardless of depth. the dfccrivcncss of any light mum 
is halved. so a liaht mell would illuminate onlv a 15’ dim- 
eter arca; a con&u> light spell a 30’ diamct& area. 

When determining encounter distances underwater, two 
factors need to be taken into account: sight and hearing. 

Sighting Enemies: To determine the distance at which 
approaching creatures are fmt seen. roll 3d6 and multiply 
by 10 to fmd the distance in feet. If the number rolled ex- 
ceeds the current visibility distance, thc encountered crea- 
tures arc seen only when &cy enter the range of visibility, 

Heating Enemies: Underwater, mund carries farther 
than light. It is auite likelv that characters will hear m- 
proyhing creatures before &cy actually scc them, panic;- 
larly when operating at great depths. To keep things 
simple, assume that characters can detect approaching m a -  
tures (but not those using the Silent Glide skill-sa 
“Skills“) out to a range of 180’ (3d6 x 10‘) on a succeaful 
Hear Noise roll. 

VisioN 
Some sea creatures p e s  peripheral vision which allows 
them to see to the sides 1s well 1s to the front. This reduces 
the chance of their being surprised to a roll of 1 on ld6. 
Creatures with peripheral vision include km, shark-kin. 
and kopru. All other sea ueatures described in this product 
have normal vision. 

SOUNb 
Sca creatures suffer penalties to their hearing rolls whenever 
they are out of water, hccausc they rely on water to amplify 
sounds. When in a4 they fmd it harder to hear. All x a  
creatures, with the exception of aquatic elves. have their 
H a  Noise rolls halved whenout ofwater. Players ofunder- 
water hems should role-play their relative deafncu when- 
NCI they venture out of water. 

101-110’ 80‘ 



M O V f M f N t  
Movement underwater is conducted in feet per round or 
turn, not yards. Most aquatic races prefer to swim and suf- 
fer no penalties or bonuses to movement when diving or as- 
cending. Visitors from the surface world who enter this 
alien environment have their movement rates halved while 
ascending or diving. This penalty does not apply to charac- 
ten who are walking along the sea floor; any ascents or de- 
scents made while crossing an obstacle are ignored. 

Walking on the sea floor is the preferred method of 
movement for sea giants. Any surface dwellers wearing ar- 
mor heavier than leather also have to walk along the sea 
floor. Walking characters suffer no penalties to their move- 
ment rate, but they have to contend with such hazards as 
mud banks, coral reefs, kelp forests, underwater hills and 
mountains, and other such obstacles to movement. Swim. 
mers can simply pass over the top of most of these obstruc- 
tions. 

Any creature weaing armor will tend to sink 
unless energy is expended to negate the drag of the m o r .  
Creatures in armor suffer normal penalties to movement for 
encumbrance, and may ascend at only halfspeed. Any time 
an armored C I C ~ N ~ ~  docs not expend energy to float, he 
sinks at the same ratc as his encumbrance penalty. For ex- 
ample, a human wearing chain mail armor has his move- 
ment rate reduced to 90' (30'). so he sinks at the rate of 30' 
per round. Any character who is treading water suffers a - 2 
penalty to hit rolls. 
Direction Sense: Sea creatures are born in the sea and 

suffer no orientation penalties. They always know which 
way is up. Surface dwellers are not so fortunate. A Wisdom 
or Intelligence Check is required in any situation where one 
has been swept away by a current and cannot see either the 
sudace of the sea or its floor. A failed Check results in swim. 
ming the opposite way to that intended. 

Armor: 

Spell aNb Missile Ra~qes 
The effects of water resistance and visibility reduce the e f -  
fective range of spells and missiles. Treat all ranges as feet, 
and do not convert to yards even when in open waters. 
However, spell and missile ranges on or above the surface of 
the sea are converted to yards as normal. 

Commentaries on spells used 
by surface dwellers, and information on underwater magic 
can be found in the "Sea Magic" section on pages 60-63. 

Spellcasting Undcrwatu: 

speecl) 
Underwater communication is conducted on many levels. 
It involves large amounts of body language with the move- 
ment of fms, spines, eyes, arms, legs, as well as inclinations 
of the head, all helping creaturn to communicate. Certain 
creatures also employ color changes to emphasize their 
speech. Formnately for players and DMs, normal speech is 
also used, so you don't have to worry about getting too so- 
phisticated. 

Any time undersea characters want to communicate be- 
meen species, they use the kna trade language which. in an 
amended form, is spoken throughout the seas of the world. 
Where the kna would move their fm and roll their eyes, 
other races have created word sounds to convey the same 
thoughts. Characters from the surface are going to fmd it 
difficult when they attempt to communicate with the kna 
unless they havc another character to translate for them. 

n, and the tritons and mer- 
row frequently speak 

Manual, p. 36). 

'Caste aNb Shnell 
As aquatic creatures use filter oxygen from the wa- 

re who cannot brcathe air, 

acters may hold their b 
to their Constitution Sc 

a number of rounds equal 
ey do not exert themselves 



(halve the number of rounds if the character is fighting, 
running, swimming, em.). After that time, Constitution 
Checks are required or the character begins to drown. The 
fmt of these Checks is made normally, but subsequent 
Checks are made at a cumulative - 1 penalty. Once a Check 
is failed, the character begins to drown and dies after a 
number of rounds equal to one-third of the character’s 
Constitution Score (unmodified by previous Checks). 
Characters may be prevented fmm drowning if they can be 
given either water or air to breathe (depending on racial 
needs) before death. Drowned characters may be raised 
from the dead normally. 

Any creature who is holding his breath and is hit for 
more than 10 p i n t s  of damage must make a Constitution 
Check to prevent his breath from being expelled. 

While some sea creatures are able to 
breathe air naturally, and others can do so with the aid of air 
brcathing spells, the greatest problem that faces all sea crea- 
tures is dehydration. A sea CMNIC can stay out ofwater for 
only one day without suffering any adverse effects. On the 
second day, he begins to feel ill, and &en a cumulative - 
2 reduction on Attack rolls. Saving Throws, and Constitu- 
tion each day. until he immerses himself in salt water. Any 
character whose Constitution reaches 0 dies immediately 
and cannot be mied from the dead. 

The initial immersion removes the first day’s penalties; 
penalties for spending additional days out of the water are 
removed at the same rate as they were incurred + 2 per day 
spent immersed. Sea creatures with the Endurance skill (xe 
“Skills”) can stay out ofwater for longerperiods of time by 
making an Endurance Check each day A successful Check 
allows one to ignore the effects of being out of water for 
that day. Note that the Endurance skill is reduced if a cbar- 
acter loses any Constitution points. 
Nixies and Shark-kin with Less: Thest are special cases. 

Nixies are water sprites who must remain in contact with 
water or suffer a loss of hit points (full details are given in 
the description of nixies in “Heroes of thc Sea”). Shark-kin 
whose legs have grown (see “Secrets of the Sea Peoples” 
and “Heroes of the Sea”) go through numerow physical 
and psychological changes which adapt them to life on 
land. They suffer no penalties for remaining out of the wa- 
ter, but normal “legless” shark-kin do. 

Dehydntion: 

provide protection once any aggressors close Don’t fa 

t that you will be a visitor from an alien world. As f 
some of the undersea races are concerned, you’ll be i 

welcome visitor. There are also plenty of predators 
ing in the sea who’ll consider you to be nothing more 
in a tarry morsel. You need to know bow they w... 

ht, because you are going be at a disadvantaxe.” 

UNbenwaten CoMbat 
Unlike most normal fights. underwater combats nearly al- 
ways take place in three dimensions. The advantages of be- 
ing able to attack enemies from above and below, as well as 
from the sides, are rarely overlooked by underwater crea- 
tures Aquatic races always attempt to gain an advantage by 
attacking their. enemies from all possible directions. Only 
when forced to fqht in enclosed spaces, such as caves and 
buildings, will they not employ three-dimensional (3-D) 
combat. 

Three-dimensional combat techniques involve sur- 
rounding foes 50 that attacks can be launched from all 
sides. It is much easier to maneuver into a position where 
it’s possible to hit an enemy in the back ifbe is assailed from 
four or more directions at once. Most intelligent attackers 
attempt to encircle their enemies before moving in for me- 
lee combat. Dunng the encirclement, missiles are launched 
to weaken the enemy as much as possible. Once in position, 
attacks are launched from every possible angle. 

A typical defensive strategy is to attempt to reach a posi- 
tion which limits the number of angles of attack. Rising to 
the surface, or descending to the sea floor negates a& 
from above or below. Rock formations are also used to pre- 
vent attacks from behind. 

It is up to the DM to determine at 
which range enemies encounter each other. This can be de- 
termined in advance, during the design of a scenaio. or by 
using the procedures given above (see “Encounter Dis- 
tances”). Once the distance has been determined, the 
plane of attack needs to be considered. This may involve at- 
tacks from above or below, as well as attacks from the back 
or sides, or even a combination of the two. The diagnm be- 
low is a handy way of determining the plane of attack. 

Planes of A d :  

The “0” represents the position of the adventurers. To dis- 
cover the height of the encounter and its direction dative 
to the adventurers, roll Id8 and consult the diagnm. A roll 
of 1 = an attack dirccdy from above; 2 = from bebind and 
above; 3 = an attack from behind; 4 = from behind and 
below; 5 = an attack from below; 6 = from in front and 
below; 7 = from directly in front; 8 from in front and 
above. For cxample, an adventuring band swims toward 
some devilfiib. The encounter mmrs at 100‘. and a roll on 
the diagm yields a result of 6 .  The devilfikh are in front of 
the adventurers, and launch their attack from below. 
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Representing 3-D Combat: The representation of 3-D 
combat can pose a few problems when playing out b a d e  
involving large numbers of characters on each side. In 
smaller battles, m i n i a m  can be placed 00 dice or other 
solid objects to show their relative heights. chuacters can 
also keep a mord of bow  fa^ above or below the plane of 
combat their chvacrers are. With larger groups, visual aids 
can be a great asset. 

Paper marked with hexagonal grids (hexes) is ideal as it 
makes adjudicating dlstances far easier. Squared paper can 
also be uxd, but ic is important to remember that any diag- 
onal movement counts as 1 '/z squares of stmight move- 
ment. Each hex or squarc represenrs 10' (a diagonal move 
on a square therefore equals 15'). A chvacrer moving 30' 
pcr round would move thrce hexes or squares. Characters 
may move upward or downmd by staying in the m e  
square and making a note of their ncw height, or by mov- 
ing forward and down (or up). For example, a character 
moves one hex forward (10') and descends for 10' (another 
10' of movement) for a total of 20'. 

All surface dwellers suffer a - 4  to 
bit pcnalty when fighting or fidng missiles underwater. As 
they become more aperienced with underwatcr combat, 
this penalty may be reduced. Make an Intelligence Check 
for each month spent underwater and, on a successful 
Check, reduce the penalty by 1 until it no longer exists. 

Weapons: Cutting and smashing weapons are ncxf to 
useless undcrwater. Anyone who ins& on using axes. 
swords,maces, etc.,suffersa -1Otobitpenaltyandintlim 
only half damage. Weapons suitcd for use underwater are 
the thrusting weapons: spcus, staves (ld4 damage only), 
tridents, daggers, short swords, and lances wben used from 
the back of a mount. 

Bows will not function underwater, and only aosbows 
made by the underwater races operate properly. 

Metal Weapm and Armor: Non-magical metal weap- 
ons and m o r  rust in salt water if they are exposed to air. 
Steel and iron m o r  and weapons continue to function 
normally if they arc kept underwater. Each time that steel 
or iron weapons are exposed to air there is a 2 in 6 chancc 
that they will become rusty. This Rust Check is madc one 
month after the items have been in contact with air. Any 
weapons which becomc mty suffer a cumulative - 1 pen- 
alty to hit and damage rolls each rime they fail a Rust 
Check. Armor deteriorates at the same rate: m o r  wbich 
fails a Rust Check loses - 1 from its AC; so after failing two 
Rust Checks. plate mail is reduced to AC I (AC 3 - 2) .  

Magical weapons and m o r  are not affected by salt wa- 
ter, and arc highly sought after. 

Piring from Mounts: Certain sea aeanues can be used 
as mounts in the m e  way tbat horses are used on the SUI- 
face world. All missile fEe from the back of a moving 
mount is at a - 2  to bit penalty Fire from stationary 
mounts is conducted at no penalty. 

Bleeding: Blood loss is the greatest danger in any com- 
bat. Even a tiny match can send nearby sharks into feeding 
frenzies, as wcll as draw other predators and scavengers to 
the scene of the fight. After any combat, all underwater 
aeanues (with the exccption of the shack-kin) apply algae 
bandages to stem the flow of blood. They then quickly re- 
treat to a distancc of at lcast 500'. Any predators and mv-  
engers, meanwhile, busy themselves with any dead bodies 
that remain behind. In the event ofthere being no conven- 
ient bodies to leave behind, the n o d  recourse of under- 
water h e m  is to move as quickly as possible to a place of 
safety, or ro leave bebind false trails. Trails can be left by a 
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in a different direction from 
g blood from a bladder. Al- 

land. Whcn they do. 
attacks Sea cmamrcs 
fuc dmagc intlicts 

a rriron. Kcnvo is a 

it  rises and falls. 
the effect of thc 

adventurers dcwcnd in 

t by a lighr spell. Charaaers 
wherc 00 light pcanrates, 
glowing lights wbich bob 
of shapes that bump into 
dcnircns of thc deep arc them unsccn in 

abovc all, have fun. 



In this section, we take a look at the lifestyles of the sea 
peoples. 

we ZnitoNs aNb UNbensfa - - 
Munanska the Sage gives us the bendir of his knowledge. 

Munanska leaned his arms on the dcsk whilc hc collcctcd 
his thoughrs. "Now. about thc rrirons. Fmt thing to get 
clear is that although thcy appear similar IO the mermen 
and mermaids of thc Sca of Drcad. vast cultural differ- 
ences exit  bcrwccn the two. Whereas the mcrrow, as thc 
mcrfok call themselves. arc freedom-loving wandcrcrs 
with a wry loose social organization, the tritons prefer to 
arrange thcir livcs around a much more structured and 
civilized patrern. Their arts are much more defined. 6ach 
one of thcm is knowledgcablc in thc ways of magic. Somc 
of them possess incredible powcn. bcing able to conrrol 
the very sea itself. 

"But I'm sraning to ramblc. Lct's concentrate on thc 
physical diffrrenccs for now. Tritons are, on average. tallcr 
than thc mcrrow. Not by much. but noticeably so. They 
also have a dmnctive blue sheen to thcit skins. Nor much 
chancc of mistaking a uiton for a human. Mind you. a few 
magical apprenuces I've mct have sported very unusual 
skin colors. Bur that's more a result of cxperimcnts going 
wrong. Now, I rcmembcr when I was studying in 
Glantri . . ." 

Yuri coughed and lookcd at rhc sagc, "Glantri's not by 
thc sea. so I'm not intcrestcd. Tell mc about the tritons." 

"Ofcounc, of course. Ah! Thc impauencc of youth. Tri- 
tons also have disrmctive shell-shaped cars and aquiline 
noses. Curly green hair is "cry common, blue hair less so. 
Whcthcr thcy and thc mcrrow mer were the samc racc is 
hard to ray. They might bc dcxcndcd from a common 
stock, but you can rcll the diffcnncc bctwccn them now. 
It's just likc when you first yc a bunch of humanoids, they 
all look pretty much alike, bur once you know what to look 
for you can soon tell thc goblins from the hobgoblins. the 
hobgoblins from the bugbears. thc orcs from the . . ." 

"Okay, I get thc mcssagc:' snccred Yuri. 
. . . gnolls. It's rude to intertupt! Do not do it again!" 

commanded Munanska, his cycs full of flame. YUn bit back 
his ncxt comment. Maybe this old fool was not as dodder- 
ing as he looked. 

Munanskalit hispipeandstaredat Yuri. "Ready tolinen 
again?" Yuri nodded slowly. "Good. Wc were discusing 
anatomy. Like the mcmw. the tritons have twin tails whch 
allow rhcm to walk upright. Although thcy c a n  breathc air 
frccly, thcy have no desirc to lcave thc sea, as their rails are 
incapablc of supporting them for any length of timc." 

Thc uirons of the Sunlit Sen live in the Kingdom of Un- 
dcrsca which lics roughly bctwccn thc Islcs of lcrcndi and 
the Minrothad Guilds. Quccn Tarovra rules ovcr hcr peoplc 
from thc c o d  c d c  of Smau. WcU. that's the way it was 
whcn I was last thcrc. shc might have taken a mate by now. 
Thc castle is a wondrous placc built into a living c o d  reef. 
It srans at a depth of about 150'. but its topmost pinnacles 
arc only a few feet below the surface of thc sea. It's brightly 
colorcd and a marvcl to behold. At Smau, thc quccn's ad- 
visors and barons gather to help hcr NIC her rcalm. Thc 
barons also have thcir own holdings which are arrayed 
around the castle. They also live in coral castles, all as bcau- 
riful as thc queen's. but smallcr in s i x .  

"The political reach of the queen and her bmns  covers 
most of the sea floor bcrwccn Uttcr Island in lcrcndi and 

Trader's Island, the capital of the Minrothad Guilds. They 
havc friendly relations with thc merrow. the kna, the 
Aquarendi-they're the aquatic elves, by the way-the ni- 
xies of the coastal regions, and the sea giants. Members of 
all these races can be found living within Undersea, just as 
you fmd dwarves living in humao kingdoms. 

"Undersea has been engaged in a long, smoldering, 'er, 
now what's the word, bush war? No. tImmm! Ah! Kelp 
war. Yes, therc's bccn a smoldering kelp war with the devil- 
fuh of the deep for almost as long as anyone can remember. 
Those vile flatures will eat anyone they find. Fortunately 
the fighting has been contained to border skirmishes of 
late, but the uitons remain vigilant for any signs of a mass 
attack by the devilfish. 

"The uitons are unusual among sea dwellers in that they 
maintain a standing army. This habit comes from their set- 
tled lifestyle, with so many of them involved full-time in 
administration, farming, and crafts, that they need to have 
full-time warriors as well. Not that full-time has the same 
meaning for us as it does for them. The tritons, in common 
with moa aquatic folk, have a very relaxed attitude toward 
work. 

"Tritons favor spem and tridents, with nets being em. 
ployed to capture enemies. But don't be fooled into think- 
ing that normal tritons are a bunch of sedentary wimps. 
Most of them are capable of zapping you with some magic. 
Triton weapons are made from fBh bones, shells. and coral, 
with bronze being popular as well. The tin and copper used 
for making the bronze is brought from the surface by the 
families of kna, the underwater traders. The kopru smelt 
these metals in the great heat of thc underwater volcan&, 
and they have recently bcca expetimcnting with iron and 
steel production. In exchange for metals, the tritons supply 
magical ingredients and foodstuffs, much of which fmds its 
way to the laboratories of Alphaua and Glanui. 

"The army tends to be composed mlinly of cavalry-sea 
horse riders to be exact. These majestic 15foot-long crea- 
tures are capable of very quick b u m  of speed and c ~ l y  
their riders willingly. An attack by a sea lanccr can bc a very 
painful experience! In addition, uained swordtiih are also 
used, as are manta rays. both for canlry mounts and for 
transprting the infantry around. 

"On the whole they are a peaceful folk who delight in 
life. They grow their own food, and fish herding is one of 
their main sources of Livelihood. Vast forests of kelp are 
carefully maintained to pmvide a staple fwd  source. By 
mixing thii kelp with other sca vegetables and small crusta- 
ceans, the tritons can e t c  some wonderful tasting foods. 
And the types of fish herds they have are just incredible. AU 
manner of fuh provide them with their meat. The fish are 
allowed a fairly free course, but traincd dogfish are used to 
prevent them from wandering too far. A ready supply of 
food fish is kept dose to every dwclling place, with tbwc 
being replenished on a daily basis. 

"The tritons tend to live in the more xcnic pans of the 
sea, and amid the deeper, cooler waters. It's also darker 
down there, and their eyes are not really suited to seeing in 
the deprhs of the sea. This shows good sense. if you a& mc. 
The deeper pans are home to the dreaded kmkcns and 
other f a m e  beasts. That's probably why the devilfkh 
and the shark-kin are so mean-they have to be in order to 
survive. 

"So, uiton homes can be found in thosc shallow waters 
which boast good visibility and warm cumts. The more 
picturesque the setting, the more they like it. Underwater 
fairy grottixs arc what thcy really go for. They arc not too 
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fond of the volcanic areas since a baron’s castle was de- 
stroyed in a volcano a few hundred years ago, a time still 
within living memory for some elder tritons, as they often 
live to be 210 years old. And that’s it. Any questions?” 

Ct~f  Mfnnow -- 
The merrow, Haldo Waverider, introduces us to the hfe- 
style of the m m w .  

“Greetings! I’m Haldo Waverida and I’ve been chosen to 
tell you of the ways of my people. As I’ve worked with the 
Royal Navy of Icrendi, I was considered to be the m m  
qualified to get across the differences between my folk and 
yours, mainly because I’m well versed in your tongue, but 
also became I p w e s  an extensive knowledge of the ways of 
you land dwellers. 

“Now. In’s get started. First, there are two types of mer- 
row: the dwellers of the Sunlit Sea, and the Deep Ocean 
merrow. I’m from the Sunlit Sea, h e  relatively shallow sea 
which surrounds the Ierendi and Minrothad Isles. This sea 
is warm in compariran with the deeper Ocean to the south, 
where the sun’s warming rays penetrate only the Uppermost 
part of thc great oceanic abyss. However, there are many 
volcanoes under the sea which serve to warm the darker 
reaches and make them habitable. 

“But I’m not here to give yon a geography lesson. Suffice 
it to say thar the major differences between the two types of 
merrowarcmoreculturalthanphysical, atleasasfarasI’m 
aware. Our skin coloration does tend to differ, though. We 
who live in the Sunlit Sea tend to be browner, while our 
deeper water brethren are greener. Ofconrse, the degree of 
skin color is not sct. Great variations exkt between different 
mermw, with some Sunlit Sea dwellers being very green. 
Muchas youhumansvaryinthecolorofyourskins, wemer- 

“As you can see, I’m what you call an amphibian, a crea- 
cure able to breathe both air and water equally as well. To 
do this, I have gills and lungs. My lungs are like youn, and 
my gills work like any other fish’s, used to fdter air from the 
water when I’m submerged. When I’m in the water my 
lungs fill with water, but this is no problem as long as I smy 
submerged, as the water has no effective weight. Upon en- 
tering the world of air, though, it is necessary to ‘blow’ the 
lungs to avoid their becoming heavy. 

“Once the water has been expelled, the lungs then work 
normally, and the gills close into recesses on the side of the 
neck,” Ducking under the water, Haldo took a deep draft of 
water and then rose up to expel it, taking pains to point out 
his dosing gills. “We can continue to breathe air for as long 
as we wish. And, as I just demonstrated, it is a simple mat- 
ter for us to breathe water again. All we have to do is inhale 
it and our gills take over. 

“From the waist up, you can see that I look very much 
the same as yon. In fact, there are some who claim that yon 
are descended from us, but that is a topic for another time. 
From the waist down, I resemble a fnh, albeit a fwh with 
two tails. much like your legs, in fact. My tails are scaled 
and have fms at the end. 

“You’ll xe that I ais0 have webs between my fingers. 
These are useful for swimming, as they make my hands into 
extremely dficient paddles. At the same time. they do not 
hinder my movement in any way, allowing me to grasp im- 
plements and weapons. For we, like yon, are tool users. 

“We merrow are the mast populons of the races of the 
Sunlit Sea. Our tribes range fmm Elegy, in the west of the 

row vary in om. 

rcplctushes iunock fmm er schools. If& worst comes to 
rhc worst. it’s oosslbk 10 on the keb and the smdlcr fish 
that swim h c k  Some ui do turn iad and attack others 
our of rnalue, bur thcx 



“The tribes consist of 50 to 100 members, including the 
young and the old. During the year we follow our schools of 
fish as they swim around the rich waters of the Sunlit Sea. 
On the way we barvest kelp, always taking care to ensure 
that it will continue to grow freely. 

“Our most tmsted friends are the dolphins, and many 
live among us. Land dwellers are often mistaken in think- 
ing that we catch and train the dolphins, but this is very far 
from the uuth. The dolphins aid us bxause they want to. 
They work with us to keep the sea a safe place for their 
youug and ours. True, we ride on their hacks, but this is be- 
cause we are their friends, not their masters. 

“Our food consists of fish and shellfii, eaten fresh of 
course, not burned like human food. Shark is one of our 
delicacies, as are squid and octopus. We also eat lots of sea 
vegetables, particularly kelp.” 

roe AQuatic Elves 
Sardrendil, Keeper of the Sacred Frond, enlightens us on 
the mysteries of the aquatic elves. 

“We, the Aquarendi, are the elves of the sea. We ace not 
dissimilar to the elves of the land, but you should not mis- 
take us for the Meditor Water Elves of Minrothad. Unlike 
them, we are born of and in the sea. We breathe the ele- 
menu of water and air with ease. Like many of the sea 
dwellers, we Aquarendi have blue or green hair, and eyes of 
a similar color. But we are not the same as the merrow or the 
tritons. Look at my legs and feet, see how they are similar to 
yours. Only the webbing between my tocs and fmgers 
shows that I am of the sea. I can walk the land, just as easily 
as I swim the sea. My gills allow me to breathe the water, 
and my lungs, the air. And yet, we prefer the comfort of the 
sea to the hardships of the land. 

“We are the oldcst of the old. When the world was new. 
water was all around. covering everything in its life-giving 
protection. But change is a nanual pan of Time, and the 
powers of Energy looked upon the peaceful world and de- 
sired to change and pervert it to its own ends. They called to 
Matter and showed how thc eartb was covered by water. As 
Air looked thoughtfully on, Energy and Matter stoked fires 
deep under the ocean which blistered the rocks and caused 
deep cracks to appear in the ocean floor. The water rushed 
into these fssures and boiled with the beat below. Great 
gouts of molten rwk were blasted into the sky as the ocean 
sank  deeper into the world. The Ocean floor budded under 
this assault, sending up great ridges of rock. When the 
worst was over, the continents had been created and were 
claimed by Matter. Flung out of the safety of the ocean, the 
land underwent great changes, changes which beckoned to 
many of us. 

“We aquatic elves left the seas to explore the land and 
lost our ability to breathe water, We settled in Evergrun 
where we lived in hannony with the land elves. Many. tak- 
ing delight in the trees and life of the land, turned their 
backs on the water. They joined with the land elves in ac- 
cepting the pollution of Blackmoor and its filthy technol- 
ogy. Those of us who held to our origins called to Manwara 
to return us to the ocean. But the Old Elf of the Sea was 
angry that we had forsaken him to follow the sphere of En- 
ergy and live upon the surface of Matter. He gave us an ul- 
timatum. return now to the sea or be forever sundered 
from it. Wc who entered the seas were few in number, but 
the tides raged in our blood, and we could not forgct the 
old ways. 

Disaster struck our land brethren and almost broke the 
world. Manwm, Calitha Starbrow, and the other great 
powers wiped Blackmoor and Evergrun from the world. It 
was centuries before we kamed that some of the land elves 
were s t i l l  alive. These elves settled upon the shores of the 
sunken sea until the forces of Energy and Matter again 
struck the sea. Fires boiled the great ocean, earth flung it- 
self outward to cover more ocean, but Man- was wait- 
ing. He moved the ocean back, and so that earth fell, 
crushing the fues of Energy which assaulted from below. As 
his enemies fought each other, Manwm sent thc ocean 
back and reclaimed much of what had been previously lost. 
At the intercession of Calitha Starbrow, he spared the Me- 
ditor elves and left them on islands in the sea. The humans 
and lizardmen to the east he also spared, leaving them the 
Ierendi Isles. 

“Since then. Time bas flowed smoothly, with a natural 
state of affairs being accepted among the Spheres. The sew 
have changed little in that time, but the war is not quite 
over. Fires still rage on the sea floor, and volcanoes smoke 
and erupt on the islands in the sea. But this is the way of the 
world, and it sball continue. We have lived for so long that 
we know that Time brings change, and that the other 
Spheres have their own aims. Our aim is to maintain the 
flow, so that all else can continue to exist. 

“I, Sardrendil, Keeper of the Sacred Frond, tell you this 
not because you ask, but because you need to know. The wa- 
ter is Time, ever flowing and ever changing, giving birth to 
all living things. Treat it with respect and you shall grow wisc. 

“Now I will take you beneath the waves to Airandal. 
Drink this, it will enable you to breathe. Ready? k t ’ s  go.” 
Sardrendil dived toward the coral rccf below. Yuri had dif- 
ficulty keeping up with the slender female elf and soon lost 
sight of her. At the cdgc of the coral, she spoke to him, but 
he could only barely make out her form, so well did she 
blend with the corals. “Aimdal lies before you:’ shc said, 
pointing at a large expanse of coral. Yuri blinked. but could 
see nothing other than a school of dolphins playing among 
the outcrops of the reef. 

“It is well hidden:’ she remarked, “so that it b m e s  
pan of the natud surroundings. Most Aquarcndi mtle- 
ments are like this. We prefer reefs and occasionally lagoon 
bottoms for our homes. We uy to change things as little as 
possible on the outside.” 

Sardrendil glided forward and swam over to a piece of 
coral. Yuri followed her and discovered an opening leading 
into the middle of the reef. Inside, colored fish swam be- 
ween seemingly endless forests and groves of seaweed. 
Sardrendil beckoned him along seaweed shrouded paths to 
a large cavern lit by a soft white light. Here they swam up- 
ward and shortly emerged into a large cmcd-coral chamber 
lit by dappled sunlight which played softly over thew& as 
the waves above washed ovcr the coral. 

“This is F m d a J ,  the Cavern of the Sun,” she said, 
sweeping her arm around the chamber. “As you can see we 
are not t o d y  aquatic. Here we comc when we wish to be dry 
and breathe the air. We also store our pcrishable gooQ and 
iron implements in smaller chambers e k w h m  in Ainodal. 
When we returned to the sea, we kept many d t h e  things we 
had grown to love on the land. In the many moms leading 
from here, we mate magical potions and other items ofuse 
to the Meditor elves. We use thse prepmtions and the 
pa rk  from our oyster beds to trade with the Mediror CIVK for 
the goods that we cannot manufactue ours~lvcs. 

“You may make yourself at homc. The only place whcrc 
you cannot go is to Kellaalri, the Cavern of the Frond, as it 
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is forbidden that the eyes of an outsider should ever fall 
upon our sacred artifact. 

“See, we are not that different from the elves of the land. 
We have our mysteries and our love of n a d  beauty just as 
they do. Even after thousands of years of separation. we 
aquatic elves do not differ that much,” 

me KNa 
In an inn on the Island of lerendi, we lcam about the ways 
of the kna. 

Horn  Iandas drained the offered glass and placed it on the 
table. She peered closcly at the wasted, pale f w r e  before 
her. The man was a mage, no doubt about that. Thirty 
years or so old. shifty looking, with a strong sue& of mal- 
ice. “What do you want?” she asked. The mage smiled. 
Horn could tell that it hurt his face. “I require some infor- 
mation,” he said. “I was told that you were the woman to 
speak to.” 

“Well, that depends,” Horn replied. “on how much 
you’re offering.” 

The mage slipped his hand into his robe and pulled out a 
pouch. He dropped it onto the table where it landed with a 
heavy clink of coin. Horn picked it up and thumbed 
through the gold. She looked at the mage a bit more pleas- 
andy now. She didn’t like the man, but his money could 
tide her over that slight disagreement. “What do you want 
to know?” she asked. 

His teeth pulled back into a feral smile. “Tell me about 
the kna:’ Yuri said. “I believe you worked for them at one 
time?” 

“Yeah. I did,” she answered, “not that it made me rich 
or anyrhing-the kna are a strange people,” she replied. 
“They’re basically a bunch of f&-eyes who swim round the 
sea carrying goods. They are the traders and merchants of 
the deep. They spend their lives traveling the seas and 
oceans, keeping the keels of commerce flowing, so to speak. 
Every now and again they turn up in Ierendi, Alphatia. 
Kanmeikos, the Northern Reaches, the Five Shires, any- 
where except Miomthad:’ 

“Why not there?” Yuri asked. 
“Same reason no one else trades there-the Guilds don’t 

like it. In the old days the kna used to go there, but the 
Guilds forced them out. They shut them down. Fairly 
bloody it was, too. Lots of kna floating around on their 
sides with their eyes popped out of their heads. The Guilds 
don’t l i e  anyone uading in their waters, although thcy’ll 
never admit to the killings. ‘The work of privateers,’ they 
say, but who are they trying to kid? 

“ M i d  you. it’snot asthoughMinrothadisreallyinapo- 
sition to supply all the stuff that the kna could get. Things 
like pearls and magical ingredients are now all bought by 
Guildsmen from traders in other pons. who get it from the 
kna anyhow. 

“You never seen a kna?” she asked. Yuri shook his head. 
“Well, for fish-eyes they’re pmty impressive. Ten to 12 feet 
tall, bright orange skin, with big fm along their backs and 
heads. Pretty strong, t-I’ve seen one snap a shark in two 
with its bare hands. But, they’re really just a bunch ofover- 
grown tropical f&. They live in small family gmups consist- 
ing of a couple of parents and their offspring. Big families 
will have three, mavbe four cenerations of koa. Small fatni- 
lies arc usually a yo& coupk j u t  s t h g  out on thcu own 
Anyway, cach family has in own pet mashcr which they usc 
to tow chcu horna and floaters around with.” 

<,.: ’ 

“A masher? What’ 

”The kna catch the 
their stingers right out 

e they’re young and rip 
cs them less dangerous, 

e with shells and precious 
stones, each famil 
swirls and motifs. 
seal thun “0. This 



varying the amount of air according to the weight of cargo 
carried, they can keep their floaters at any depth they like. 

“The kna also deal in f sh  skins, which they use to water- 
proof any goods bound for the surface world. This means 
that the kna can always deliver dry goods. even through 
they may UDSS thousands of miles ofoccan dong the way“ 

Yud pursed his lips and poured a drink for Horan. “Why 
do they hire humans?” he asked. 

“To act as shore-based factors,” Horan replied, pausing 
briefly to sip the offered drink. “They can’t breathe air very 
well. They’re okay atfmt, but after about minute, they fall 
over and flop around, just like a goldfii that’s been 
knocked out of its bowl. Makes any kind of business deal 
kind of hard to sort out. They also employ mermen, tritons. 
and Aquarendi. Anyone who can breathe out of water. One 
group hired a gmup of nixies once, but it didn’t work out. 
The people they were meant to be doing business with were 
more interested in diving into the water and cuddling the 
nixies than talking trade. h k e d  like the nixies were happy 
with that, as they left, taking the traders with them. 

"Iguessyoucoulddescribemeasago-between, asudace 
interface. An oiler of works:’ 

Yuri’s e m  pricked up. “I heard not all kna are quite as 
you describe them. There was talk in Minmthad of their bc- 
ing pirates and murderers. Is there anydung in that?’’ he 
asked. 

“Now that you mention it, yes. But get me another drink 
fmt:’ she said, handing her glass to Yuri. When he re- 
turned she downed the wine in one gulp. “The Minroths 
call it piracy. but shey sorrcd it hy cutting off the kna‘s 
trade. Some of the kna families decided to get their own 
back. They swim up to Guild ships, hitch up a couple of 
mashers and head off to the nearest reef or whirlpool. Once 
the ship founders. they pull the cfew under the waves and 
fmish them off. They then take the cargo and sell it some- 
where else. At least that’s the way I head it.” 

me 1<0pnu 
DmI&, the ~OPN,  gives us the lowdown on the new spirit 
dentemrise. 

about. It’s not even that any humans come anpvhere near 
us-the bleeding wimps would melt before they even got 
anywhere near an active volcano. Oh, sure, I could live up 
above on the land, but I can do without the aggravation. 
Humans, dwarves, elves, and those half things coming 
around to pester you all the time. They’re either looking for 
vcasu~r, or d o n  some fool quest to right some imaginary 
wrong. Hate them? Of course I hate them. Poking thcir 
noses where they’re not wanted. Knocking over self- 
respecting monsters while all we’re trying to do is make a 
living preying on the MUV-, and varying our diets with 
any tasty morsels that get shipwrecked on the coast. 

“Naw. I gave all that up when we moved do& into 
the water. Besides, I love basking in this hot water. No 
problems with sweating too much and dehydrating. You 
can just sit here all day, drink as much as you like. and swat  
out the poisons from the jellyfish you ate for lunch. 

“Yeah, it’s better down here, but it can s t i l l  get boring. 
You can pump out all of your energies into hating humans 
and anything that resemhles them. But where’s it get you? 
Nowhere. It’s not a very rewarding experience sitting 
around hating and festering and eating. Naw, I don’t mean 
that. Eaung’s all right. 

“So, I thought that I needed change. Get about a bit. 
See some more of the world. Go visit a few folks. Well, I 
tried it, but it just didn’t work out quite right. That’s not to 
say people weren’t friendly. I met quite a few who were fall- 
ing over themselves to be my friends. But they say rnvel 
broadens the mind. More like the diet. WeU, what are 

“Times are hard. Our civilization collapsed long ago. Our 

how big and wide they are? You just can’t help falling into 
them.Now,sitstillandstopfidgeting.No, Idon’twanta 
kiss. Try to resist my highly attractive fanged and sphinc- 
tered mouth, will you? A kiss from me may be not all you 
expect. 

for me, you poor demented fwl. but just sit there and lis- 
ten. I don’t want to be pawed. 

“For years, we just sat around festering in our hatred of 



“Ideal, you see. No one elsc could work in the intense 
heat of the volcanoes, and any iron and steel bad to be im- 
ported before. I wcnt back home, recruited afew fne sala- 
manders to work the me&, picked up a fnv other kopru to 
help make people friendly, and we set up. Things went 
well, lots of metal nodules on the sca floor. The kna fami- 
lies didn’t like it much at f m ,  and they seemed unim- 
pressed with OUT friendly personalities. But once I offered 
thun the transportadon rights on my goods. they were 
happy enough to stop trading the nodules with the surface 
world. 

“Since then I’ve branched out a bit-I now havc a re- 
cruitment agency My sta@of highly mained kopru will find 
the right person for any job. No matter how dirty, unpleas- 
ant, repugnant, or anti-social, we’ll fmd someone who’ll 
do the job with a smilc on his face and a glow in his b m .  
Mind you, he’ll probably be human. We fu them up with a 
ycarly contract, and give thcm good benetiu; water breath- 
ing spclls for a year, and a guaranteed no-livestock clausc- 
that means we won’t accidentally eat them. Humans, I may 
hate them, but they’ve got their uses.” 

. ~ ., I /  

, :  . ~ ,  Nixies 
, .. ~ . 

Far from the nearest land, we diccover that the lure of the 
nixies is suong. 

“Man in the water!” uicd the lookout and pointed to star- 
board. Captain Hood scanned thc waves until he spotted 
the bobbing shape. “Bring her ’round, Jakes. Bosun, cut 
the sails, and gct a boat launched:’ 

Captain Hwd leaned over the ship’s nil and watched as 
the half-drowned figure was caught by a g& and hauled 
unccremoniously into the ship’s boat. 

“Clem day, no fog. Then there he is. not 30 feet fmm 
us:’ the bosun observed with a shiver in his voice. “Lookout 
should have spotted him hours ago. It’s not ~ t ~ t a l .  Let’s 
just kill him and be done with it.” 

Captain Hood turned and peered up at the crow’s nest. 
“What’s the chance that the lookout was aslcep?” 

“None. That’s Bnedv UD there, he knows better than to 
I .  ~ 

risk the lash.” 
“We best be careful," CaptainHoodsaid. “Thesearethe 

waters of thc seafolk. Our &d may not be all he seems.” 
The captain watched as the boat puled alongside and 

the man was bundled onto the deck. One of the seamen 
pushed the man forward, causing him to stumble. 

“Yon:’ Captain Hwd pointed at one of the sailors, 
“bring him to my cabin, but first get somc clothes and 
brandy for our guest.” 

later, the captain sat in his cabin fingering a jeweled dag- 
ger. The bosun and two burly sailoa stood menacingly be- 
hind the chair where the man sat. He seemed unconcerned, 
and beamed a self-satisfied smile at the captain. “You 
don’t seem bothered that you werc found floating in the 
middle of the sea, miles from the nearest land. How did 
you get there? What’s your name? Where’re you from?” 
the captain asked, as he punctuated each question with the 
point of his dagger. 

“I’m callcd Pyotr. I hail from Karameikos. I was ship- 
wrecked,” the man anwcred simply, smilig constantly. 

“You seem to be in good shape for a man who survived a 
shipwreck-particularly one which must have occurred a 
while ago, There are no reefs around here, and there’ve 
been no storms for over a week.” Captain Hood glowered 
and pointed the dagger at Pyott’s throat. “I want answers. 

k l and I want them iast, or e e you’re going to cnd up wirn a 
pair of gills.” 

For a brief momcnt Pv tt’s expression showed fear, but 

t. When the ship hit the 
Ilashedmysclftoamast. 
ticed that the canvas was 

still attached to it. , was also a d e d  to the 

myself‘ sinking. My visi 
& c a p p e d .  I though 
mMt beautiful woman 
but that didn’t seem 

fdled with fire. and my 
hum. I think I passcd 

“When I came to 
Around me werc co 
drifted on the wate 

do anything f i r  the little 
Cap& H o d  glanced 

fmd rhis hard to believe. ~~~~~~.~~ ~ ~~~~ 

Pyotr’s eyes glazed ov e smile spread even further 

about three fect tall 

tion on his face. 
“Sounds like a load of lop to me, Cap’n,” the bosun, 

“No. A few more aue i ions fmt.” Cavtain Hwd re- 

always a practical man, sai . “Let’s cut his throat and t h g  
him back:’ 

~ 

plied. “Pyotr, where 
around the head from 

males? A quick cuff 
focus Pyott’s atten- 

“Beats me. I ncver saw ln 7. Not that I‘m complaining. 
don on thc question. 

Thcy would have only port!& in the way’’ 
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“So, they just let you go?” the Captain asked. 
“Yep. One year is all I got. But I’m going back soon.” 
“Sooner than you think,” sneered the Captain. ‘‘Okay, 

bosun. Take him out and iling into the drink. He’s obvi- 
ously deranged. Get rid of him.” Captain Hood watched as 
the bosun led the still smiling Pyotr outside. A few mo- 
ments later, the sound of a splash drew the captain’s atten- 
tion to the window. As he looked out, he thought he heard 
Pyotr call out “Thad you” at the dcpvtiog ship. But he 
was never sure whether it was the gray fm of a shark he saw 
break the water, or the slender shape of a diminutive 
woman. Whatever it was, it dragged the grinning Pyotl un- 
der the waves. 

me Sea C;iaNts 
In the re& of the tritons, we leam much about the ways of 
the giants of the sea. 

CRASH! CRUNCH! “Run for your Lives, the giants are 
coming;’ the cry went up. In all directions mitons and mer- 
row flee 1s fast as they can as two hulking shapes pick their 
way through the once tidy c o d  garden. Beautiful outcrops 
of sculpted c o d  collapse into broken piles of rubble as one 
of the giants throws his weight lgainst them. Not satisfed 
with that, the giant flings himself on the ground to crush 
flowers and sea anemones under his huge huk. 

Only one lone triton stays to face the giant’s dcstructive 
onslaught. He stands fnm, his trident gnsped in his strong 
hands, his armor of polished shells shining in the light fd- 
tering down fmm above. Seeing him, the giants move to- 
ward him. He raises his trident and readics it to throw. 
“Stay where you are!” he commands. 

mortals do you think 
gantic f o m .  Slowly 
destroying more of th 

smaller of the two be 

“I thii it’s th 



“Hey! Dad. I’ve found a pearl.’’ yelled Grafgat. He 
bounded along, and the sea floor rocked and shuddered in 
protest. “Lwk:’ he said, holding it proudly. “I only need 
another 200 or so, and I’ll be able to make that necklace for 
Mom. Gee! It was in about the eightieth one I ate. So, if1 
eat another hundred or so, I might f u d  another couple of 
pearls.” 

Luctius’s jaw dropped, “You ate nearly a hundred oys- 
ters? That’s not possible!” 

“Oh. it is:’ Bratar remarked in a matter of fact way. 
“He’s a gmwing lad. I rcmanbcr when 1 could eat a whole 
oyster bed, and finish it off with a few grcat white sharks. 
Portunately:’ he said, giving Lucrius a pointed look, “I’ve 
stopped growing. So you’ve really only got Grafgat to feed. 
He needs his f d .  Sti l l  got a way to go yet-he‘ll pmbably 
end up 20 feet tdl, just like his great grandfather.” 

Bratar looked with pride at his son, “Grafgat, go and 
have a look at the sky Just climb that hill over there. and 
you’ll scc something you’ve never seen before. And be sure 
to hold you breath.” 

The young giant rushed off. forgetting hs hunger as he 
suambled up the sides of the slope. 

“If it’s the M e n .  and the devilfii ze responsible, you 
can he sure that they’re doing it for a rcason:’ the giant 
mused. “How many attacked your pauol?” 

“The patml claimed that there were hundreds of them. 
Hard to say, though. Certainly enough to cause us trouble.” 

A large splash reverberated through the water, then the 
body of the young giant bobbcd above them. “Hey, what’s 
happened?” roared B m u ,  as he rushed over to his son. “If 
he’s hurt, I’ll kill whoever did it!” 

It didn’t look good. Gnfgat floated motionles on his 
back looking like a capsizcd galley. Whatcver had atradred 
him, it had managed to k n d  the young giant out with one 
blow. Bmtar grabbed Grafgat by the ankles and pulled him 
under the water. Takiq a deep breath of water, he blew it 
into his son’s mouth. Grafgat’s cyes shot open and he 
groaned. 

A mermaid swam toward them. “Is he all right?” she 
&ed. “I saw him staring at the sky. His cheeks were a hit 
puffed up, and he looked bluer than I thought healthy. 
Next t h i i ,  his eyes rolled back into his head, and he just 
keeled over. What‘s wrong with him?” 

Bmtar laughed loud and deep. Currents sprang up where 
the water had previously been still. Luctius and the mer- 
maid were swept off along with a xhool of passing fish. 
Bratar picked up his son and held him nut before him. 
“Next time you go out of the water, son. try coming back 
for a breath of water every now and again!” 

SbaRk-kiN 
Upon an isolated &land, we discover that the shark-kin are 
driven by iartinm beyond their control. 

Shakakk moved swiftly through the shallow waters and ap- 
proached the beach. Pausing briefly, hc lied his head 
above the waves and tasted the air. The sickening stench of 
the land dwellers assailed his nostrils. Thin  of them to the 
east. Shakakk slid under the water and led the sharks to- 
ward his prey 

Ahead, the bobbing shape of a boat came into view. 
Blood pounded in Shakakk’s temples as his hands tight- 
ened on his barbed trident. Soon theywould die, and their 
flesh would fdl his aching belly The sharks grinned and 
darted toward the boat. their mouths opening in anricipa- 

approached the boat. No 

. He almost rushed forward. 



the shark-kin would undergo the changes that allowed 
them to leave thc sea. 

The changes were at fim subtle, a desire to rise to lighter, 
warmer waters. nothing more. As the tribe rode its sharks 
up from the depths, the legs of its members k a m e  thicker 
and longer, growing into limbs which dangled beneath the 
tail. The sharks too sensed the change. They bunted with 
more power, killing everything that had the ill fortune to 
pus within their range. But most of the fond they left for 
their humanoid cousins. The tribe needed the extra 
strength for what lay ahead. 

They entered the warm waters, always drawn to that one 
island UI the sea. Why it should be that islaod. none knew 
for sure. Other tribes went to other islands, but this was the 
only one for Shakakk and his people. They had reached it at 
night. Shakakk and his hmthets had been the fm to try the 
strength of their legs on the land. The air had at first 
burned as it pwcd through their gills, but that soon sub. 
sided, leaving their senses heightened. 

They returned to the waters, knowing the beach was safe. 
Thc young could be brought from the sea to marvel at the 
stars, the colors of the world above. and the strange scents. 
Shakakk had led the way to the sacred mountain fmm 
which their ancestors had returned to the waters in the dis- 
rant past. Watched only by the stars, they cast the sacred 
stones, and the shaman danced the ancient dance of the 
Walking Shark. 

The umc was almost upon them, their new elder was 
about to be revealed. when the fm armw struck one of the 
young. Loud were the screams of anguish, as he and others 
fell to the ground. A mighty b d  of fire sped muss the 
mountaintop and exploded outward in hat&, scorching 
heat. His skin burnt and W n g ,  Shakakk beat at the 
flames on the young body next to him. The child lay still- 
its life had hegun its long flow back to the sea. 

Shakakk roared and his legs pounded muss the ground. 
caqing him toward the nearest land dweller. The creature 
waved a bright metal bar at Shakakk, and screamed ohscen- 
ities in its horrible speech, then it fell, impaled on his 
uident. 

had been killed by their pets as they stag crcd, bleed- 
ine. into the waters. he was mate s because the 
sb&s were sated, or 
hold them. he 

For six days Shakakk 
kin. He found only one 

skins lcamed auicklv. aid moved onlv in Iheer erouDs. 
with guvds wLo k&d &&sharks with:baipk " , 
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He attacked at nieht. blood boded. c lme h m  to 
the mountain, but Ihe 
slem. Soon the killine 
would visit the mount&, and be would 

were to die bekore then, 
continue. the blood 
fade. Sbakakk shuddered.1 



Now that you know a little about the aquatic races, how 
would you like to play in a campaign featuring them? In 
this section you’ll find out how to generate and equip un- 
derwater heroes. These rules make a wide variety of charac- 
ter types available for play Players can take on the roles of 
merrow. nixies, shark-kin, tritons, aquatic elves, kna, ko- 
pru, or sea giants. The races have special powers available to 
them: aquatic elves, like land elves, are fighters as well as 
mages. Tritons can be clerics, mages, or dericlmages-a 
combination of the two. Nixies and kopru can cham other 
characters; shark-kin can empathize with sharks; sea giants 
can create waves; and merrow can sing the language of the 
dolphins and whales. 

All characters may have access to magic spells. Aquatic 
elves and tritons are spellcasten automatically, hut mem- 
hers of other races can also opt to learn spells by becoming 
wiccas (tribal magic-users) or shamans (nihal clerics). See 
“Magic of the Sea” for more information. 

AQUatiC ElVfS - 
Aquatic elves are different fmm other sea creature heroes. 
They are fmt and foremost elves, not monsters. All nand- 
ard rules which apply to elves in the D & P  rulebooks are 
still in effect: aquatic elves use six-sided dice for their Hit 
Dice, fight as human fighters. and make Saving Throws as 
dootherelves. Theyarealsolimitedinthenumbcroflwels 
they can gain, but this is offxt by their ability to gain At- 
tack Ranks or additional levels of Magic Use (see the de- 
scription in “Heroes of the Sea” for more information). 
Unless otherwise stated, all of the following rules apply to 
aquatic elves, as well as to other races. 

Coanacten CneatioN 
Before deciding which character type to play, have a look 
through the “Secrets of the Sea Peoples,” where you’ll find 
descriptions of each of the featured creatures. ?hen read 
through “Heroes of the Sea” to scc how the creatures are 
detailed in D&D@ game terms. Information on how to cre- 
ate a spell caster, if your character is not an aquatic elf or a 
triton, can he found in “Magic of the Sea.” 

Once you’ve checked over the backgmnnd. you’re ready 
to begin generating your character. 

lNitial@2N€RatiON 

To generate a sea creature hero, roll 3d6 for each of the 
Ability Scores. These scores may be assigned to an Ability 
Score of your choice, allowing you more freedom over the 
type of character generated. Special abilities and restric- 
tions of each race are described in “ H e w  of the Sea.” 
As indicated in the chart helow, some of the Ability 

Scores have modifiers according to the race of the character. 
Exchange Ability Score points as described in the D&D” 
game rules (Playen Manual, p. 49). if desired, More ap- 
plying m&iers from the chart. Final Ability Score results 
should remain within the limitations given for the chosen 
character face. Points beyond these limitations are lost. 
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seagiants need 15. 

Ability Scores of less than 
less than 3 cannot be avoi 
ter’s Ability Scores. 

PKiM€ RCQUiSiteS 

Sea crea,tures have Prime R 

may choose Strength. 
as their Prime Rcquis’ 
tles your charaster to 

Wisdom, or Dexterity 
equisite of 13-15 enti- 
Bonus of 5%;  a Prime 

aracter a 10% bonus to 
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menrs during combat 
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DM may decide to all 
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. In addition to their ra- 
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represenus a reduction of agility caused by the loss of buoy- 
ancy and of 3-D movement. On land. x a  creatures are un- 
able to swim upward or downward and have to rely on their 
own muscular coordination to avoid k ing  hit in combat. 
They also have to compensate for the effects of winds and 
lack of water reskmce when f+ missiles. For aumple, a 
merman with a Dexterity of 17 comes ashore at an island 
while be is on land, bis Dexterity is reduced to 15. 

Constitution: Whether big or small, a sea hem’s Consti- 
tution is a measute of the creature’s health. A 15-foot-tall 
sea giant gains bis power fmm his Hit Dice and Strength. 
not from his Constitution. While s t i l l  being an imposing 
character, a giant with a low Constitution could be as thin 
as a rake, catch a cold as soon as he enters chilly waters, and 
tire easily. Similarly, an exceptionally healthy nixie could 
glow with good health and vitality without appearing any 
larger than other nixies. All normal Constitution bonuses 
and penalties apply to underwater heroes. 

Charisma: Sea creatures are innuenced by Charisma as 
much as humans or demi-humans are. Within a m e  of sea 
creatures, Charisma bonuses and penalties are used as nor- 
mal, but when two or more races are involved, racial likes 
and dislikes come into play. The following chm shows the 
b u s e s  and mndties to be made to any Reaction Roll ac- 

g to hdw the mes  view each othei. 

Racial P K € f € K € N C €  mbIe 

R € a C t i O N  MOOififns A C C O R ~ ~ N G  to RaC€ 
Aquatic MU- Sea Sbark- 

I - - -  +1 - - +z - Koa 

ltiton - - - - + I  - -1 - 

ARMOR Class 
All sca creatures have a natural Annor Class due to the 
toughness of their skins and their inherent swimming abil- 
ity. The AC given in the descriptions of creatures in the 
D&D” rulebooks are averages h w d  on rhe creature’s =tu- 
ral hide, armor worn. swimming ability, and Dexterity bo- 
nuses to Armor Class (where applicable). These Armor 
Classes are not used for all sea creature hemes as they repre- 
sent equipped and armored members of their races. To 
keep Player Character herocs in line with NPC members of 
their race, use the base Armor Classes given below. 

Aquatic Elf: 7 Nixie: 7 
Kna: < Sea Giant: 9’ 
Koptu: Shark-kin: 6 
Merrow: Triton: 7 

Creatures with Dexteri 

INitial Hit Dice 
In mas  cases, characters 
lowest number of Hit D 
tions in “Heroes of the S 
character race. Roll the 

negative points and mo 
of age bands until ’ 

then KNIS normall 

0-level: 
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Shark-kin enter play almost M y  grown as teenagers and 
progress from there to 0-level. 

To help game balance, very large creatures glin their ab&- 
tics slowly. Thq do not cntcr play with all the abilities of a 
fuUy grown creature. Instead, they grow into them. Sea gi- 
ants start off relatively weak, but become increasingly 
tougher. They begin at a very young age and are relatively 
d. but as they earn experience they grow tallcr and are 
able to use larger weapons. To reflect this, the amount of 
damage they can inilict slowly incrcascs. Upon becoming 0. 
level creatnm, charactus have all the abilities of a normal 
monster of their race (scc the crcaturc ducriptions for full 
details of how this affects each race). 

Split-Levd Abilities: Because sea giants and kopru re- 
quire large amounts of XPs to move from one age group to 
the next, split levels have bccn introduced. The= mlke 
beneiits availahlc to a character without the charactcr hav- 
ing to earn enough XPs to gain a new HD. Split levels allow 
characters to gain improvements smoothly, instead of all at 
once upon gaining a ncw HD. The aeacure descriptions 
show how many XPs are ncedcd to gain a split level. 

Example: Gnnric the sea ghat starts off as a Pingerling 
~‘th4HD,AC9;usingawcaponhcclusesId6pointsof 
damage (plus his Strength bonus). He has -372,000 XPs 
andneeds -360,000tobecoincaShrimp. That’sa totalof 
12,OWXPs. That’salotofcxpcriencefora beginningchar- 
acrer and Gatzzik is unlikely to earn it quickly. However, 
Ganlik onlyneedshllfthatamount (6,OOOXpS)in order 
togah hissplitlevdadvantagesofan increasein hisnatural 
Armor Urn finm 9 to 8, and to improve the amount of 
damage he docs with a weapon to 2d6. When he does he- 
come a Shrimp, GsrzrikgaioS M exva HD and an increase 
to his Armor Clm. 

Split levels arc an optional d e .  If thc idea doesn’t appeal 
to you, feel free to ignore them. In that case, the creanue 
gilins tht additional bcneiits upon gaining the next age 
hand, as w d  as any benefits for that age band. 

Constitution bnnuss: These are added to hit points 
when tint creating the character, and at each rime he gains 
a new Hit Die, up to 8th level. At 9th level and beyond, sea 
aeafures receive only an extta 2 hp (aquatic elves gain only 
1 hp per level), with no enra bonuses. Thus the maxLnum 
number of hit points an 18 constitution sea giant could 
have is 221. 

Example: A sea giant with an 18 Constitution (+3 bo- 
nus) starts &as a Fingerling with 4 HD. Assuming that a 
total of20 is rolled forhitpointr, thesrnrtinghitpoints are 
then23. Upon hecomingaShfimp, theseagiaotgctsan cx- 
tm HD (dS), plus +3 for its constitution. Assuming a roll 
of4, th~se;rgiantnowhas30hitpoints. 

Special abilities: These vary from race to race. U e  a look 
at the c r e a m  descriptions in “Heroes of the Sea” for in- 
formation on what the abilities are and when a character 
gains thcm. 

as Fighters. Clerics, or 

CoMbat 

Life anen stb L 
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, has 8 HD. To become a 9 



kakk ever reaches 36th level, hc would be equivalent to a 22 
HD monster. He would attack as a 22 HD monster, and 
make Saving Throws as a 22nd-levcl Fighter. Note that Sha- 
kakk. once he reaches 9th level, gains only 2 hp per level. 
His hit points are unaffected by the number - C U D  he is as- 
sumed to posscss. 

Monale  
Morale never affects player characters. Standara M O ~ C  
Rules affect only NPCs and other conventional monsters. If 
humans and demi-humans u e  encountered as “monsters,” 
assume their Base Mode underwater is 8. On dry land. hu- 
man and demi-human modes can bc as high as 11. NPC 
Mode should always remain lower than 12 unless they are 
fanatical or mindlcss creatures. 

At the DMS discretion, if your PC is leading a group of 
NPC sea creatures their Morale may be sffccted by your 
character’s Charisma Adjustment. If this rule is used. bc 
sure to take into account any adjustments for racial prefer- 
ences. Use of Charisma Adjustments replaces Morale rules 
given in the D&D@ game books, in the descriptions of sea 
creatures and their leaders. 

Example: Shnttek the shark-kin is leading a mmow 
smutingpztyinto deep waters. Shattek has a Charisma of 
14, giving him a + I  bonus. But because memw a t  to 
shark-kin at -2, thememw%BaseMorale(gbenin the&- 
pert D&D*game d e s )  of 8 is reduced to 6. Shuck’s Cha- 
rismahdpsovercome themcrrow’snaturaldtofhim, 
but theystill feel uneasy following ashark-kin. So, thcirac- 
tuai M o d e  is 7. 

AbbiNc, New Cnfatunes 
to toe List 
Your DM may approve the use of different creatures. In this 
case, here are sane guidelines on how to convert them into 
player characters. 

Sea Creatures use eight-sided Hit Dice (aquatic elves use 
d6). In some cases. changes are needed to reilect pcculiad- 
ties of the D&D@ game rules. For example. kopru are listed 
as having 8 + 4 HD . These HD modifien should bc accu- 
mulated each time the creature gains a new HD. In the case 
of multiple-HD momets, HD modifers are accumulatcd 
every 2 HD for 2 HD monsters, every 3 HD for 3 HD mon- 
sters, and so on, when they go up levels (see the kopru for 
an example). 
As a rule of thumb, a 1 HD Normal Monsrm, Wre a mer- 

row, needs 1,oOO XP to reach 1st level. This is called the 
Base xf! Experience Points needed to reach the next level 
thendoubleforeachsubsequcntlevelupunril9th, orupto 
300,000 XP inctemcnts maximum. At that time, X P  
needed for the following levels stop increasing. The XP 
needed to reach all subsequent levels should remain equal 
to 200 times the creature’s XP needed to teach fmt level. or 
300,000 D, whichevcr ~ccurs  f m .  

If the Crcature has a + / -adjustment to its HD, simply 
add or subtnct 20% to irs Blsc XP. Creatures with multiple 
attacks should also have 20% added to thdr Base XP to 
take into account their impmved fehting abilities. If a 
creature has aminor magical ability, such as the nixie has, it 
should also have 20% added to its Base XP. , ,  

tures. This causes to 
XP to minimize 
creatures. The ac 

plus 1,oOO for the wa 
his high damage, for 
sion goes fmm there. 

Specid abilities are (LO 
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mal Monsm. The damage range of normal sea giants is 
givenas4dlO. Thisisfartoopowerfulforayoungseagiant. 
To help maintain game balance, the amount of damage 
that a sea giant can cause increases as it grows older. A sea 
giant with 16-17 Strength has a + 2 damage bonus from its 
Strength: on becoming a Normal Monster it gains an addi- 
tional + 2 damage bonus, giving it a total damage bonus of 
+4.Ta!&g4fmm40(therotalof4d10)leaves36. D6'sue 
the best damage dice to arrive at this score; 6 x 6 = 36. So, 
the giant's damage is now 6d6 +4. Working fmm this, it's 
easy to extrapolate back. Assuming that a young 4 HD gi- 
ant resembles a be+-looking human, base damage of ld6 
seems reasonable. This increases by ld6 at each Split Level. 
until 6d6 is reached. Sea giants with Strength sores of 16- 
17 arc average members of their species: stronger or weaker 
gianrs will c a w  slightly more or less damage. 
Other powers and abilities can be treated in a s i m i i  

manner. A sca giant's Armor Clam can improve gradually 
up to AC 0: nvring at a base of 9 it increases by 1 point at 
each new age band and split level. By weakening big and 
powerful creatures until they grow up. both play balance 
and realism ax maintained. Players taking on the roles of 
giants had better be preparcd to spend a long time getting 
to 0-level. 

Hit Dice: Sea creatures may not necessarily gain HD 
when reaching each level. This is an optional twist which it 
IS up to the DM to accept or not. For example. the shark-kin 
docs not get an exua HD at 3rd and 7th levels. Feel free to 
modify these numbers for the personal preferences of your 
gamine group. 

me OptioNal Appnoacb 
If the idea of sea creature PCs or NPCs is unappealing, you 
can ignore any PC or NPC levels and extra HD when facing 
human or demi-human opponents. In this case sca creature 
h e m  revert to their conventional Normal Monster de- 
scriptions in the rules. A 12th-level shark-kin facing a 12th- 
level human fighter would remain a 2 HD creature. In the 
case of creatures which haven't yet reached their Normal 
Monster status, they should stay at their current level of 
abiliry. An immature giant is not going to suddenly grow 
into an 18-foot-tall world desrroyer with 9 HD just because 
he's tun into a dwarf with an axe. 

Henoes of tne Sea 
Heroes of the sea come in many shapes and sizes. u fe  
underwater has given birth to many different species, 
from the slender, graceful elves to the brutal shark-kin 
and the repulsive kopru. All of these creatures are de- 
scribed below in D&D@ game terms. Before reading 
them, check out "Secrets of the Sea Peoples," if you ha- 
ven't already done so. 

Names: Selected names are given for each character race. 
These arc intended as a spur to the imagination, not as a 
complete list. Feel free to make up your own. As these peo- 
ple are alien, all of the provided names can be used for male 
or female characters. 

Size: For most creatures, size is easily determined using 
the tables in the creature descriptions. Younger creatures 

the nearest whole number. 

Example: Kuzil  the k enfidygmwn willbc8'2" 
tall. As a Fingerling, he 
etc. 
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Aquarendi are very easy gomg. k w  things. other than 
the destruction of natural beauty and the unnecessary talc- 
ing of life, u p m  the chcerhrl Aquarendi. 

As well as using weapons, Aquarendi can attack with 
their bare hands. This talces the form of a punch that in- 
flicts ld4 poinrs of damage per succcsJful a d .  
concealment: AU Aquarendi can conceal themselves 

in reefs or weeds so that thcy become &ectively invisible. A 
motionless Aquarendi has a 95 % chancc of not being de- 
tccted. As they increase in level. Aquarendi gain the ability 
to move and s t i l l  remain unseen. When moving whilst con- 
cealed, Aquarendi move at '/4 speed-60' (20'). Faster 
movement is possible but at a reduction co the chance of 
success. To movc at ' 12  spccd their chance of success is re- 
duced by half; at 3/4 speed it is quartered. For arample, 
when a 7th-level Aquarendi with a 60% chance of success 
m o m  at balf speed, he bas a 30% chance of remaining 
concealed. 
The ability continues to incrcase as Aquarendi gain At- 

tack or Magic Ranks (see Mow) hy 10% each time. No 
Aquarcndi ever har better than a 95% chance of success of 
remaining concealed while moving at ' 14  speed, but higher 
ability levels help Aquarendi move more quickly. For exam- 
ple, an Aquarendi with a 110% chance of success, has a 
91 % chance of remaining unseen while stationary or mov- 
ing at 1/4 speed, a 55% chance of remaining unseen mow 
ing at 1/2 spccd, and a 27% chance of staying concealed 
while moving at 3/4 speed. 

Aquarcndi speak (or sing) the language 
of dolphins and whales, which consists of a strange mixture 
of high pitched whistles and rumbling sounds. They can 
communicate with any dolphin or whale within 500 fcet. 

Aquarendi use the same spell tables as 
magic-users of thc same level. The "Sea Magic" section 
contains a lis1 of underwater spells. Aquarendi do not use 
normal spell books. Instead, their spells are inscribed on 
colorful pebbles or slatc tablets. 

Like normal elves, Aquarcndi 
can advance past loth level as Fighters, gaining the advan- 
tages described on pagc 30 of the D&D@ P/aycrs Compan- 
ion book. This tnining is carried out by cxpcrienced elves. 
Alternatively, thcy may incrcasc their magic-using abilities. 
The Experience Point levels are the same as for those elves 
increasing their fighting ability, but X p s  must be applied to 
either fighting or magic, not both. Elves specialize. either 
becoming fighter lords or wizards. GAZ 5 ,  The Elves of 
Alfheim contains new spells developed by clves; those of 
you with a copy can easily add them to an Aquarendi's spell 
lists, as long as you take into account how using them un- 
derwater may change their &em. 

Each major Aquarendi sctdement 
has a Frond of Life. This magical seaweed frond has similar 
powen to a Tree ofLife (see Players Cbmpmon, p. 29; and 
GAZ 5 .  pp. 69-70). The fmt frond was created by Tallivai 
the Root Maker, an Immortal of the Aquarendi. Each frond 
contains an Avatar of Wlivai and is cared for by a Frond 
Keeper, a highly traioed and dedicated NPC elf. 

By calling upon the powers of the Frond. a Keeper can 
create a ship of the deeps, a magical vessel capable of de- 
scending to vast depths. A ship of the deeps has dairvoy- 
ance and claimudiencc abilities which allow its crew to see 
where thcy are going and bear any communications di- 

Dolphin Song: 

Ma@ Use: 

10th level and Beyond: 

The Frond Keeper: 
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Bright blue and g m n  Aquarcndi are found among more 
isolated settlements. 

G m n  or blue hair is common among the A q w n d i .  AI- 
though some have brown or black hair, this is unusual. Hair 
styles vary greatly and, in most cases. daily as the 
Aquvendi follow no strict c d e s  of dress or appearance and 
admire imaginative styles. 

Average Sue: 4’ 10” + d6 inches 
Physique (d6): 1-2 skinny 

3-4 normal 
1-6 fat 

Common Names: Aquarendi have elvi.& .smnding 
names: Alvundal. Brasda, Calithus, Delion, Dilelechi*. 
Doutothal. Pingala, Finwa, Jellerai, Kallatai, Lothoncl; 
Malluwa, Morlai, Nellorian, Revallion, Saarill, S a r c d a l .  
Thorien. Yavanal. 

KNa 
The kna are the traders of the oceans, and they can be 
found anywhere there are creatures with sometbing to 
d e .  Since the dawn of time, the kna have traveled all over 
the oceans of the world. Most kna families are content to 
travel well-established routes, carrying gods  that they 
know they can make a profit on. While not all kna are long- 
distance &ea, n w  and information is passed freely 
among them making them reliable sources of information 
and news. Not all kna are traders, however. Some find trad- 
ing not to their liking and seek action and adventure as ad- 
venturers or as soldiers and SEOUU in the army of Undersea. 
Their high Strength and large size makes them formidable 
opponents, and highly sought after as allies 

Certain kna families carry out a war again% the ships of 
the Minrothad Guilds (see GAZ 9, The Minmrhad Guilds). 
Many maintain a grudge against the Guilds for attacks car- 
riedoutagainsthtradingpanies. Atleastsixknafvnilies 
were exterminated by privateers operaring out of Minro- 
chad waters. Now these h a  raiders attack Minrothad ships 
as often as they can. Because of their close ties to the Verdier 
Elves of the Minrothad Guilds, the Aquarendi are dis- 
uusted by the h. 

Kna cannot breathe air, and have 
difficulty in staying out of the water for more than a min- 
ute. They have no legs so they tend to flop around on land. 
Speech out of water is impossible as a kna would keel over 
after only a couple of words. See “Underwater Adventur- 
ing” for rules on drowning. 

Kna prefer underwater crwbows and spears 
as weapons. The crossbows are made hy the kna themselves 
to while away the hours during long sea crossings and are 
often SumpNoUsly decorated. These weapons are very 
strong and fue with great force: treat as heavy crossbows 
which inflict 2d4 poinu of damage plus the user’s damage 
bonus. 

Out of the Watex: 

Wcapom: 
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like to spend any length of time alone with them, particu- 
larly when food supplies are short. 

Elsewhere, in their volcanic homes, more traditional ko- 
PN wait for victims to fall into their clutches. They are said 
to be allied to the devilfish whom they aid in their attacks 
on Undersea. 

FireResistance: K O ~ N  are almost totally unaffected by 
heat. They can bask in the heat of hot bubbling springs 
with no problem, although higher temperatures will affect 
them. A kopru immerxd into molten lava would burn up 
after a few seconds, but they can apptoach closely to the 
lava without being burnt. They are treated as though pro- 
tected by a permanent clerical re& fm spell. 

KOPN enjoy a high magic resist- 
ance which gives them bonuses on their Saving Throws vs. 
Magical Am&. K O ~ N  develop this ability on becoming 
Normal Momten. 

Kopm attack by biting (ld4 points of dam- 
age) and by using their three tails. KOPN wrap their tails 
around their victims, using the tails to uusb and rip. Young 
kopm develop the power of their w i l s  as they grow older. 

Tbe kopru’s most feared attack is 
its specid charming power. By concentrating, a kopru can 
use this on any intelligent creature witbin 40 feet. If the vic- 
tim fails a Saving Throw vs. Death Ray, it becomes totally 
dominated by the kopru. Victims can act normally, using 
spells and magic items. while remaining under the control 
of a koptu. A kopru knows the thoughts and memories of 
any character it has dominated, and it can control a cbarac- 
ter over any distance. 

K O ~ N  are limited in the number of creatures they may 
dominate. All kopru can dominate one cIeature. They ax 
unable to dominate another creature (unless they have 
multiple domination powers-see below) until they relin- 
quish their control, or the victim breaks free. As long as a 
kopru is not controlling a victim it can freely use its domi- 
nation power; once it has a victim in irs power it no longer 
has the ability to dominate another with the same power. 

KOPN gain additional domination powers in the same 
way as normal characters know additional languages. For 
example. a kopru with an Intelligence score of 16 can domi- 
nate two victims; an 18 Intelligence kopN can dominate a 
total of four victims. Each p e r  is treated separately; dom- 
inating one character does not affect a kopm’s ability to 
dominate others. An intelligent kopru could thcmfore 
dominate a total of four victims. 

The domination power can be broken by a dispel magic 
spell (using the kopru’s HD as the level of the magic for dis- 
pelling purposes), a wisb spell, ot by the death of the con- 
trolling kopru. A kopru’s victim is allowed a Saving Throw 
every month to brcak ftee of a kopru‘s domination. 

A creature which has made a successful Saving Throw 
against a kopm’s domination can nwet be dominated by a 
kopm: the charmer’s will is just too strong fb be manipu- 
lated by a kopm. Anyone who is dominated and then ei- 
ther breaks free. or has the domination removed, remains 
open to being dominated again. A successful Saving Throw 
against a subsequent domination attempt stops the charac- 
fer from ever being affected again 

Magical Resistan= 

Attacks: 

Domination Ability: 
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Memow 
Mermen and mermaids, or merrow as they call themselves, 
can be found throughout the warm waters of the world. 
Merrow societies vary from long-established kingdoms to 
small nomadic bands. In the waters of the Sunlit Sea, no- 
madic merrow arc vcry common. Tribes of 50-100 merrow 
follow their f& herds wherever they may lead. Nomadic 
memw are fun loving, but take offense at anyone trying to 
currail their fun. Historically, this led to clashes between 
them and the tritons of Undersea. The merrow saw no rea- 
son why their herds could not graze on the cultivated kelp 
forests of Undersea, except that the tritons didn't want 
them there, and skirmishes were common. Today, the no- 
madic merrow pas through Undersea only occasionally, 
preferring to skirt around the more settled lands. 

Some merrow live permanently in Undersea, but most of 
those who have dealings with Undersea do so as merce- 
naries, serving as scouts and cavalry for the triton army. 
Merrow are also sought out by tritons to act as uouble- 
shootcn. The Kingdom of Ierendi employs merrow to train 
is sea troops and to supplement its own forces. 

Merrow speak (or sing) thc language of 
dolphins and whalcs up to a range of 500 feet. Thii allows 
them to communicate with whales and dolphins. Merrow 
may also usc it to communicate among themselves. 

Doiphia Song: 

,. .-.- 
I-- 

I 2  2,000 3d8 
3 4,000 - 

68 32,000 6d8 
7 LA n M  - - .,"-- 

+ I  I.-" 

* Constitution bonus no longer applies; +2 bit pints  
per level thereafier. 

Move: swimmiag 120' (40') 
land 30' (10') 

App=arance: The mcrrow are the classical mermcn and 
mermaids of legend. They have two fihy tails which resem- 
ble human legs covered in scales and ending in fm. Some 
mermw have a single tail. The color of their tails varies 
greatly among merrow. Some have green scales, others 
blue. Gold and silver tails arc not uncommon, and varie- 
gated tails arc considered vcry attractive. 

The torsos of the merrow are flesh colored, but vary ac- 
cording to where the merrow arc from: brown near the 
Ierendi Isles, pink near the coast of Karameikos and the 
Five Shim, and green-blue among the merrow of the 
southern seas. This is of come a generalization, as merrow 
of widely varying colors can be found within the same cnm- 

munitics. Hair color is no color similar to that nf 
being common amon& 
Somcmermw, however, 

do have hair of a color t from their tails. 

Common Names: Mcrro a fmt name and a color- 
Conda, Gunar, Haldo, 
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righting: N~xies prefer to avoid combat ifpossiblc, but 
if forced to fight they use small tridents (ld6 points of dam- 
age) and daggers (ld4 points of damage). 

Nme 

F,xperience C b  wate 
Title/level W HD Points Brea&ing 
(Nomal 
Monrrerl 

6 60,000 6dS 7 4 

+1 Level 
for each 

* Constitution bonus no longer applies; + 2  bit points 

@ Charm points continue to increlsc at + 1 pcr level. 
I Warer bmthiag spells continue to increase by 1 every 

extra +300,000 

per level thereafter. 

other Ievel. 

Move: swimming 120' (40') 
land 0' 

Appeuulee: Nixes resemble small, beautiful women 
with long flowing hair and flashing. seductive eyes. Their 
skin color varies from light blue to various shades of green, 
through to gray green. There is no standard color for their 
hair as nixies use OaNd dyes to color it. Their eyes are of- 
ten blue or green, tinged with silver or gold flecks. Some ni- 
xies have dark brown eyes, and black-eyed nixies are not 
unknown. 

Although composed mainly of water, nixies are solid 
creafures. Unlike most sea dwellen they have no webs bc- 
tween their fmgets or toes. 

Average Size: 2' 10" + ld4 inches 
Physique: 1-2 attractive 

3-4 beautiful 
5-6 ravishing 

Common Namcs: Nixies hive short, soft names: Amah, 
Barcasar. Carfal, Flora, Hallma, W a .  Nuda ,  Palm, 
Salver, Slyvar, Tarella, Wenall. 

Sea GiaNt 
Moa sea giants prefer to live in deep canyons on the sea 
floor, hut some live close to Undersea. These giants live in 
the deeper waters near the Temes. The shark-kin Leave 
them well alone, as do all creatures with any sense. The sea 
giants in the vicinity of Undersea have aided in its defense 
in the past, and arc likely to do so again in the future. 

about the world aro 

WatezBlasr: U 

giants do not sfan their 
available. 



. 
-252,000 - 5d6/2d8 2 

Tanager -200,000 8d8 1 
(N0nlW.I 
Monster) 

0 0 9d8 6d6/3d6 0 
+ 2 damage 
bonus 

1 400,000 - 
2 700.000 lOd8 
3 1,000,000 - 

9 2,800,000 +2hp* 
+ 1 Level for 
each extra ~ +300.000 

* Constitution bonus no longer applies; +2  hit points 

@ A giant's Armor Class improves as the giant grows 
per level thereafter. 

older. AC is affected by Dexterity bonuses and penaltics. 

Move: swtnmig 120' (40') 
walking 120' (40') 

A w :  Sea giants rescmhle tall humans with blue 
sheens to their skins. They have webs between their fingers 
andtoes tohelpthemtoswim. althoughtheyprefcrtowalk 
along the sea floor if possible. Their hair is normally dark 
and decorated with coloifd shells, gems, and sea flowers. 
Eye color vhes greatly b e e n  them and h o s t  any eye 
color can be found. 

Average Size: 14' + ld6 feet and Id12 inches 
Physique: 1-2 skinny 

3-4 normal 
1-6 fat 

Common Names: Sea gianrs favor short and fairly harsh 
names: Bratu, Chinufud. Fudat. Gnfik, Hafkis. Jakar, 
Malkis. Makarr. Sa&, Tenrg. Yapat. 

SDatlR-RiN 
Depending on your point ofview, the shark-kin are either a 
menace or simply just another underwater m e .  The 
Aquarendi hate them, memw distrust them. tritons toler- 
ate them, kna consider thc shark-kin to be valuable trading 
parmen, and kopru almost like them. Pomnatcly for most 

26 
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shark-kin are nervous 

B l d u s t :  Like 

races, the shark-kin prefer th deeper, colder waters as th 
hunting grounds. It's only w m they decide to hunt in t 
wanner waters that the othe mes get edgy. 

Shark-kin are Neutral, h t they are aggressive hunt 
and rarely respect other rac ' tribal waters or fh. This 1 
Icd to numerous clashes wi the other aquatic races at o 
t h e  or another. As the sh k-kin hunt with sharh. d 
makes them doubly unpop ar. The sighting of a shark-k 
tribe is cause for concern. F are rounded up as quickly 
possible, and patrols are sen to watch the shark-kin. Mt 
of the time the shark-kin tri I pass through without in 
dent. Sometimcr. thcy 

Not all shark-kin 
kin tribes have been employkd as mercenaries whose job 



On a failed roll, the shark-kin goes berserk, rushinc toward 
the source of the blood and at&king anythmg perceived as 
an cncmv. Oncc a shark-kin kdls his victim another Wis- 
dom Check is allowed with the same resulrs as above. A 
bloodlusting shark-kin can distinguish friends and ene- 
mies, and will attack his enemies. If none are left, a shark- 
kin may Nm on his friends. A +4 bonus is allowed to the 
Wisdom Check in such SiNations. 

Shark-kin in a state of bloodlust attack at + 2 to hit, gain 
a +2 bonus against fear attacks. and NPC shark-kin never 
fail a morale check. 

Shark Empathy: Shark-kin can communicate empathi- 
cally with sharks within I n  yuds. No speech is required, 
but only simple emotions can be expressed: hunger, anger, 
friendship, fear, joy, etc. On a succe&l Wisdom Check, 
shark-kin can end the feeding frenzy of sharks (see 
Dungeon Masters Companion. p. 36). This does not auto- 
matically make the sharks friendly, but it prevents the 
sharks from attacking the character's party. 

To elect their tribal leaders, shark- 
kin tribes have to reNN to a sacred island and perform an- 
cient ceremonies. As more and more of these islands are 
being inhabited by antagonistic humans, the shark-kin are 
being pushed into crisis. When the time comes to elect a 
leader, the shark-kin's vestigial legs grow. reverting to nor- 
mal ld4 days after a new leader has been chosen. Unable to 
carry unt their natural function of choosing a leader, tribes 
of shark-kin are being slowly destroyed. Others are fighting 
back and attempting to free their islands from the invaders. 

Many shark-kin have become outcasts. These are usually 
the sole survivors of tribes which have heen attacked by hu- 
mans. With their legs fully grown they wander the seas 
nursing their hatred for humans. Each full moon they are 
drawn back tu their sacred island where they go on a ram- 
page, and then renun to the sea. 

A shark-kin character can either be an outcast or part of a 
tribe with a leader. The DM can decide this or the player 
can roll ld6: 1-2, outcast; 3-6, uik. 

Shark-kin with developed legs do not suffer a - 2 Dcx- 
terity penalty for being on land. The physiological changes 
they have undergone have adapted them to life upon the 
land. They are also able to breathe air. Note, shark-kin in 
their "normal" state cannot breathe air and may drown if 
they leave the water. 

legs and Leaders: 

Shark-kin 

EXpeIiellCe 
Title/lcVel IEP HD 
Teenager -1,200 Id8 

per level thereafter. 

Move: 
land (legs only) 

C&IS running from the tops of thcu heads d 
and tails. Thcircw bulecoutwardsfrom th 
mouths are fded with 

tion of these skin colors. 

Average Size:5' 10" + 1 
Physique: 

Common Names: Shark kin like names wi lots of kk's 
and ss's in them: Bass , Bmak.  CnMr , Cnkkcad, 
Gakkak. Hakkak, Kktm, Rakkask, S$, Skakakk, 
Ssaskk,TriSd&,Yd&i , 

CRlfON I 

dewater races. 
Tritons lead a mo 

ton does not eain an add - 
lcvcl docs not incrcasc. On reaching 
an addiuonal H i r  Dic and bccomes 

level, 2; third-level, 2; 
Spell Use: Young 

spells. hut they tun the 
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d r s  in a misfre: the spell either doesn’t work or goes dra- 
matically wrong. Any spell which misfires is used up as 
though cast normally. 

Spell Mistirr Table 
Use this table whenever a spell misfrres. Roll Zd6: 

Move: 

2 
3 

The caster suffers 2d6 points of damage, 
The spell causes the m e r  to spin helplcssly in dr- 
cles for Zd6 rounds. 
Bubbles spring up around the caster in a 10’-radius 
globe and obscure vision for ld6 rounds. 
A creature other than the target is affected: ran- 

pink to brown and black 
green or blue, although g 
also common. 

hair and eyes are often 
sher  eyes and hair a& 

Physique: 

and attack the caster. 

spells cause damage, etc. Have fun! 
12 The caster is cursed. Intelligence, Wisdom, Saving 1-2 Bald 

the curse is dispelled. 

9-10 Hair-sh ly, unusual haint 

17-18 Dorsalfin 

33-34 Humpbacked 
9 1,860,000 1,910,oM) 2.040,ooO +2 hp* 11@ 35-36 kZe’srnal1em 

uua + 1 0 0 , ~  



49-50 
51.52 
13-54 
55-56 
17-58 
59-60 
61-62 
63-64 
65-66 
67-68 
69-70 
71-72 
73-74 
75-76 
77-78 
79-80 
81-82 
83-84 
85-86 
87-88 
89-90 
91-92 
93-94 
95-00 

Nose-pointed, flat, bulbous, none 
Scarred-all over, face, hands, legs, ctc. 
Enoocd 
Variegated scales 
Always wears shells 
Likes to eat dams 
Dislikes shrimps (the real ones!) 
Impatient with youngsten 
Dislikes fishermen 
Dislikes all dry skins 
Likes to show off 
Always acts the gentleman (gentldish!) 
Wears earrings 
Wears necklace 
Chews lip 
Talks too much 
Taciturn 
Likes to play practical jokes 
Keeps pet fish 
Shy 
Abrupt, rude or pushy 
Smelly 
Lewd 
Roll twice more 

roe Waves of Pate (OptioNal) - 
You can use the following tables to gain improvements and 
suffer disabfities for your character, but you must roll on 
both rabies. Don’t use them if you don’t want to lose any- 
thing. If you decide to use thun, you can roll on each table 
only once. If your DM doesn’t like the idea of random gains 
and losses. then he may assign these exUa abilities, let you 
choose one, or ignore them altogether. Note: M Ability 
Score may exceed its racial maximum, and GoodLife results 
may cancel out Unfortunate Legacies. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

~ -, 
vulse on a failedCoustitution Check (Dexterity and 
AC are penalized by 3 points) until the cause of the 

2 

3 

5 

allergy moves at least 100’ away. Your allergy is to 
clams, spiders, jellyfii, squids, octopi, sea horses, 
dolphins, whales, sharks, or anything else your DM 
agrees to. 
Bad Hearing: Your character can hear only loud 
speaking or louder noises. 
Bad Sighf: Roll ld6: 1-3, nearsighted. -3 to &- 
sile attacks, spotting distances halved; 4-6 far- 
sighted, -3 to melee attacks, spotting distances 
increased by 50%. 
Bubbler: Your c h m t e r  has diffiity speaking 
clearly, making bubbling sounds instead, much like 
a human would stutter. Spellcastcn with this skill 
must make a succeh l  IntelligencelWisdom Check 
when casting spells to avoid spell failure. 
Clumsy: - 1 to Dmenty; make a Dexterity Check 
any time your character draws a weapon, moves in an 
endosed or clunered space, or caries out a Dexterity 
related nsk: failure indicates that your chvacter drops 
his weapon, breaks something, or fumbles badly. 

20 None. 

me S;oob Life 
Roll ld20: 

ligence test. 

1-3 on ld6. 



5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 

14 

15 

17 
16 

18 
19 
20 

Fish or Mammal Friend: + 1 to Fish or Animal Em- 
pathy skills. 
GoodHearing: +Ztohearingrolls; +20% tothe 
H e x  Noise skill. 
High Snmina: +1 to Constitution (maximum 
18). 
Intelligent: 
Language Ability: The chancter knows Id3 addi- 
tional languages. 
N a d  Rider: 
Presence: 
Resistant to Dsea~e:  
Throws. 
Resistant to Poison: 
Throws. 
Strong Swimmer: 
ment rate. 
%ugh: + 1 to a a t u d  AC. 
Veq Strong: + 1 to Strength (maximum 18). 
Walker: +30' (10') to walking movement rate 
(chancten unable to move on land gain no bene- 

W k  
RoU mice more on this chart. 
None. 

+ 1 to Intelligence (maximum 18). 

+ 2 to Riding skill. 
+ 1 to C h a r h a  (maximum 18). 

+ 3 bonus to disease Saving 

+ 3  bonus to poison Saving 

+ 30' (IO') to s w h n h g  move- 

fits). 
+ 1 to Wisdom (maximum 18). 

Skills (OptioNal) 
Skills are a useful and optional addition to the D O  game 
rules. Skills add depth to your chancter by helping to dcfine 
him further, and by increasing your role-playing options. 

Teenager 
Normal Monster 

as a Teenager, with thr 
skills upon becoming a 
one new skill. The fmt 
must be Racial 

e, a memw with 13 I 

are avdable 1s soon as a 

HOW Skiff6 A R f  

Skills arc based on 
(Strength, Intclligenc 

difficult task is att 

quired, or that it receives 

I 



XMprtoviNG Skills 

Characters can improve their skills by making them higher 
than the Ability Scores on which they are based. To improve 
a skill score, your character must “trade in” one ordinary 
skill choice to increase a different skill score by one point. 
Each skill choice traded in gives a character a permanent 
+ 1 to another skill. For example, Bald0 Starseer decides 
that she wants to learn the Dodge skill at + 1. Traldo has 
four skills available, but she spends one of her skills im- 
proving her Dodge skill to Dexterity + 1. 

An improved skill is indicated on the character sheet by 
marking the number of additional points with a ‘‘plus” 
sign after the skill name (i.e. Dart + 1, Sea Lore +2, etc.). 
Improving a skill increases the chance of a successful Check 
against that skill. 

time goes by, characters may gain more skills or improve 
g ones. Young characters receive their fnt skill as 
and gain a new skill each age band until they reach 

el. After reaching or starting at 0-level, all characters 
new skill choice every four Experience Levels. A Nor- 
Monster has four initial skills (modified by Intelli- 
): at 4th level he gains an extra skill choice, at 8th 

died only if a teacher can be found. 
character, or any NPC with the 

Modifiers should be freely 

will be more highly regarded than a character 
cted of working with the devilfiih. 
an NPC cannot be found to teach a character, 

in order. This may be as simple as visiting a 
or as arduous as descending into the twilight 

quest must be accomplished before reaching 
erience Level or the character suEers a perma- 

ty to the next skill choice. This penalty in- 
level of delay. If the chancter still hasn’t 
by the level at which the new skill would be 

ed, it is lost forever. 

Skakkat the shark-kin is 0-level and wants to 
Ilust, a skill that is unknown to shark-kin. 

t leaves on a quest to fmd a teacher. After being 
number of times, at  2nd level he fmally 

teach him. When he reaches 4th level, he 
but with a permanent -2 modifier. 
ad changed his mind before reaching 3rd 

studiedliighting Instinct horn hismothet, 
ave only a - 1 m d e r  to his skill. 

Penalties to a skill, no matter how high, can be remmd 
completely by trading in one skill choice. By trading in one 
more skill choice, the skill can be improved normally. 

Racial Skills 

Some skills are racial knowledge and are tawht to members 
of each race as soon as they are capable of learning skills. 

Aquatic Elf: Ancient History (In), Planar Geography (In) 
Kna: Bargain (Ch), Know Market Value (In), Crossbow 

Kopru: Deceive (Ch), Muscle (St) 
Merrow: Mammal Empathy (Wi), Dodge (Dx) 
Nixie: Allure (Ch), Fish Empathy (Giant Bass) (Wi) 
Sea Giant: Endurance (Co), Intimidate (St) 
Shark-kin: Alertness (Dx), Rip (Dx) 
%ton: Cleric: Honor Immortal (Wi), Mysticism (Wi); 

Mage: Alternate Magics (In), Coral Manipulation 
(In); Cleric/mage: Honor Immortal m i ) ,  Mysticism 
(Wi), Alternate Magics (In), Coral Manipulation (In) 

Maker (In) 

Skills a N O  Ywrt  Coaltacten Soeet 
Skills are recorded on a character sheet in my suitable 
space. Write down the names of the skills and the ability 
score needed for the Skill Check plus any  modifiers. 

Example: Skakkat the shark-kin (St 14, In 9, Wi 7, Dx 
16, Co 13, Ch 12) has just reached 0-level. l% hte&cnce 
is not suiZcient to gain him any extra skills, so he has four 
skills available, including his Racial Skills. Slcakkat has de- 
cided to maximize on his high Dexterity score, so his ski4 
choice looks like this: 

Rip (St): 14 
Alertness (Dx): 16 
Dodge (Dx): 16 
Fighting Instinct (Dx): 16 

Skills aNO toe DM 

It’s the DM’s responsibility to make sure that Skill Checks 
aren’t abused to achieve inappropriate results. The DM 
may also reward players for using skills in a dwer or enter- 
taining manner. Players are free to request Skill  Chedrs at 
any time they consider to be appropriate. But the DM de- 
cides when it is actually necessary to make a Skill Check, 
and also what the effects are. 

Skill Checks should be made only at critic4 points of an 
adventure. For example, a kea trading common items, such 
as mother-of-pearl, does not need to make a Know Market 
Value Check each time he comes across it. To gauge the 
value of a magical suit of armor, inlaid with mother-of- 
pearl, a Skill Check is required. 

Similarly, there are many very simple tasks that can be per- 
formed successfully without requiring a Skill Check. For ex- 
ample, a net maker does not have to make a Skill Check 
each time she makes a net, but a Skill Check may be in or- 
der if she is making one in a hurry, or does not have mite 
the right materials. 
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Positive and Negative Modifiers: Depending on the dr- 
cumstances under which a chvacter um a skill. the DM 
may reduce or increase the chances of success. 

Example: Poitius the triton has an Underwarer Boar skill 
of14 Inplacid, calm wate~hemaneuvershirboatthrough 
rock formations with a +4 bonus. Lare6 the sea begins to 
chum asastonnripsoveritssurf;?ce: in ordertoavoidcrash- 
ing, Pnm‘us has ro make hir Skill Checks with a - 5 penalty 

Time Use: The DM decides how long ea& task takes to 
accomplish. For arynplc. it ukes only a few seconds to use 
the Area Knowledge skill, but a character using the Manip- 
ulate Coral takes months to create a modest residence. 

The DM’s ruling is final. If, as a player, you think a judge- 
ment was unreasonable, discuss ir with your DM after the 
game, with the hope of avoiding misunderstandings in the 
future. 

Many skills, especially Charisma-based skills, are for use 
on NPCs only. For example, skills &e Allure and Persuade 
influence only Npc. 

Skill DfsmiptioNs 
In this section you’ll find descriptions of some of the skills 
available to underwater heroes. This is not an exclusive list, 
as other skills are possible and may be added during the 
course of a campaign. Players should not overlwk the p i -  
bility of having essentially useless but entertaining skills. A 
skill which is useless when it comes to in-session problem 
solving could still be a lot of fun to role-play and fit per- 
fectly a characcer’s personality and background. 

StlZfNGtO Skills 
Intimidare: A talent for bullying people into doing what 
you want them to do. A successful Check means that an 
“C with fewer HD obeys. NF’Cs with the same or better 
HD or Fxpetience Levels may ignore .a successful Check if 
they succeed in a Morale Check (as dexdbed in the rules for 
monsters), or a Bravery Check (q.v.). 

This skill also adds a + 1 bonus to the Leadership ski  
(¶.V.). 

Muscle: Knowledge and experience of heavy lifting 
and heavy labor. A character with this skill knows how to di- 
rect slaves or laborers to make their work most effective, 
and understands simple concepts such 1s pnllcys. levers, 
and wedges. Your character gains a + Z  for difficult tasks 
such as bending ban or smashing through doors and walls. 
Ram: This is the ability to ram into an opponent using 

the head or snout. While it’s an effective attack, the at- 
tacker always takes damage from it! This skill is available to 
any sea creature with a Swimming Move Per Round of 50‘ or 
more, except shark-kin who always “rip” instead. Slower 
creatures may combine this with the Dart ski (4.v.). 

The character moves forwards at full speed for at least 
one round before attempting to bit his opponent, and he 
must have moved at least halfof his move speed to carry out 
this attack. Ifa ram was declared on a previous round. but 
the character did not have enough movement to reach the 
target, then any movement at all in the next round quali- 
fies the character for a ram attack. 

The artack 15 carnea out normally and if a successM 
hit is made the character makes a Ram Skill Check. On 3- 
succdssful Check, the character hits his target for d m a  
equ$ to half of the character’s Strength (round up), 3 
for every point that the skill has been improved. A faile$ 
roll heans the character takes one point of damage f 
eveq point by which the roll was failed. On a successa 
Che k the character takes ld4 points of damage. On f 
failel Check the target takes damage equal to the Ch- 
acter’s Strength bonus. 

Rip: This is an attack favored by shark-kin. It involv& 
makhg a high speed Swimming Move similar to a 
(4.v.). but the charmer tips a chunk out of his opponens 
and @en keeps on moving for a whole round. This skill 7 
availible only to creatures with bite attacks! 

Resolve the attack normally, then make a Skill Check. A 
succasful Check inflicts triple damage, + 1 for every poiqt 
thes!+Uhas beenimproved. AfdedCheckcawsnod2m. 
age, but the attacker must keep on moving for all of th 
next bund. 

Wmsthg: Successful use of this skill gives a character 
+ 1 *nus to his or her Wrestling Rating as dcfined in th 
D&K@ Companion Rules. Higher skill scores give bighe 
bonum: a chvacter with Wrestling + 1 receives a + 2 bs 
nus, and so on. 

.! 
INt611ilXNCe Skills 
Acdg: The ability to pretend to he someone else of % 
same~nce, or tn show fake emotions. ~uccessful w of thg 
skill &ows a character to tell lies m r  a period of time. ’ ’  

races living on the islands and coasts of the Sunlit Sea. ii Aka Knowledge: This is similar to Ancient History e z ~  
cept that it dcaS with recent events, and with local geogra. 
phy. A successful Check on this skill allows a character t% 

piece of useful infomatinn relating to the g? 
Sunlit Sea, or know where to go to contact4 

us 
&q: The ability to operate and maintain unde?. 

watei ballistae. A successful Check gives + Z  to hit wi# 
such weapons. 

cycles of corals, and how to form thern into pleasing and & 
otic shapes. A character with this skill can yllsc the appro 
imam thickness and strength of c o d  s t ~ c t u r e s  on 
succe+l Skill Check. 

bow maker, coral builder or sculptor, shell worker, n$ 
maker, smelter (kopru only), etc. 

A charmer with this skill aut& 
mari&y knows the market value of goods, including 
weapbm. fuh, pearls, gems, ctc. A successful Check allow2 
the approximate value of special goods like magical ired8 
and ueasures to be evaluated. 

Cob Manipulation: Knowledge of the process of 
formation. It includes training in how to speed up 

Cr+ft.mm: Choose one type of craft: armorer, 

Know Marker Value: 

?= I I 
I I 

I 



MagicalEnginering: The ability to recognize the basic 
principles of some unfamiliar magical device. It does not 
indude practical training in design or fabrication of magi- 
cal artifacts. It does include recognition of most common 
magical items. 

Mapping: A character with this skill does not necessar- 
ily know how to read and write, but he is capable of under- 
standing and making maps. A successful Check is needed 
for complicated three-dimensional layouts or to map areas 
by memory. 

Navigation: By observing the flow and relative warmth 
of currents, and by taking note of pressure and light, a char- 
acter will always know roughly where he is. 

Odor Exking: This skill allows a character to follow 
the scent of any creature through the sea. Modifiers should 
be applied according to how old the scent is ( - 1 per hour), 
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and whether it passes through any fast flowing currents ( - 5 
to -10). 

Planar Geography: General knowledge of the Prime, 
Inner, Outer, Astral, and Ethereal planes described in the 
D&D@ Companion Rules. It includes knowledge of tech- 
niques of travel among the planes. 

Racial Knowledge: This is knowledge of other aquatic 
races. All characters know something about other races (as- 
sume they have a default skill of half of their Intelligence), 
but this skill provides detailed knowledge of two races 
(player choice). It includes knowledge of their beliefs, the 
best way to approach them in a friendly manner, a limited 
vocabulary, and their skius with magic. If this skill is taken 
more than once, further races can be added to the charac- 
ter’s knowledge. 

Signaling: Allows a character to leave messages that 
can be understood only by another signaling specialist. In 
uninhabited areas, this skill is limited to use on a sea bed or 
surface. It can be used to trace marks in sand, to pile up 
pebbles, or to leave floating messages on the sea surface. 

Survival: This skill allows a character to fmd food and 
shelter in one type of sea: shallow, deep, twilight, warm, 
cold, etc. A separate skill choice is required for each type. A 
successful Check means that the character has found or 
caught sufficient food for several companions. 

IIHctics: The ability to use troops in the best way possi- 
ble. A successful Check means that the DM will m o w  the 
outcome of a confrontation in a reasonable way. 

W i s C w M  Skills 
Bloodlust Control: Characterswho suffer from bloodlust, 
notably shark-kin, gain a + 2 bonus to their Wisdom Check 
whenever they attempt to control their bloodlust. An addi- 
tional + 1 is gained for each extra level of skill. 

This allows a character to negate the effects of 
any magical fear. An NFC may also disregard the effects of 
an Intimidate Check on a successful use of this skill. 

Codes of Law and Justice: Knowledge of the laws 
and moral codes which exist in the sea. Skill Checks deal- 
ing with your character’s own race or culture are made 
without any modifiers; those dealing with other races or 
cultures are made at - 5 .  For example, a merrow from 
Undersea is familiar with the culture of Undersea and of 
her own race, and makes Checks normally. A nomadic 
merrow is at a - 5  penalty when answering questions 
dealing with Undersea. 

Bravery: 

Danger Sense: An aptitude for sensing danger or odd 
situations. A successful Check (made by the DM in secret) 
means that a character detects an imminent danger, but 
will be unaware of its nature or source. 

Detect Deception: The ability to recognize deceptim 
tricks or behaviors in an NPC. This does not reveal the truth 
or falsity of statements, nor the motivations ofthe speaker. 
It warns the character to distrust an NPC, but reveals no 
clues about which statements are true or false. The DM 
makes this Check in secret and informs the player of the 
perceived result. A failed Check could make a very honest 
NFC appear deceidul to the character. 

Fish Empathy: A character with this skill can commu- 
nicate empathically with one type of f d  (including giant 
varieties up to 20 feet long) within a range of 200 feet. 
Shark-kin who take this skill have their shark empathy ex- 
tended to 400 feet. This skill also gives a + 2 bonus to rid- 
ing the chosen type of fsh (see the Riding Skill). 

Fkh Eaiuing: Choose a particular type of fuh, includ- 
ing giant varieties up to 20 feet long (larger creatures re- 
quire the Sea Monster Training skill). Your character knows 
how to raise, uain, and care for this type of fsh. The fish 
can be taught some simple tricks and to obey simple orders. 

Fim Aid: A successful Check allows a character to re- 
store ld4 hit points to any wounded character or creature. 
This skill may not be used on a wounded character more 
than once. If the character is subsequently restored to fidl 
hit points, and then wounded again, first aid may again be 
applied. A roll of 20 when using this skill results in the pa- 
tient taking ld4 points of damage. 

Honor (Spec& Immortal): The ability to properly 
honor an Immortal to gain aid or favor. This indudes know- 
ing the code of behavior and the rituals pleasing to the Im- 
mortal in question. This skill enables a cleric to 
automatically gain the use of clerical spells. If a deric has 
performed actions which are displeasing to the Immortal, a 
Skill Check is required. Failure may mean that the cleric 
does not receive one or more spells, or suffers some other 
penalty. 

Mammal Empathy: Whales and dolphins will initially 
be friendly to a character who successfully uses this skil l .  A 
character with this skill can communicate and sense basic 
feelings up to a distance of 500 yards. This skill also gives 
+ 2  bonus to riding dolphins and whales (see the Riding 
Skill). Aquatic elves and merrow who take this skill have 
their dolphin song ability extended to 1,000 feet. 

Mysticism: The character knows the best course of 
action to follow to please the Immortals, and to avoid being 
the victim of a curse. A successful Check indicates that a 
character has recognized an idol dedicated to an Immortal, 
allowing him to give it its proper respects. 

Natural Healing: A character with this skill is knowl- 
edgeable in the use of seaweed and mollusk cures. On a suc- 
cessful Natural Healing Check, any character who hls been 
poisoned is allowed a second Saving Throw at - 2. It also al- 
lows a character to naturally heal 2 hit points per day of to- 
tal rest, on a successful Check. 

Sea Lore: Knowledge of common plant and fish life. 
This skill includes being able to distinguish between edibk 
and poisonous plants and ffih. It allows a charaeter to no- 
tice signs of unnatural danger like an absence of normal 
plant or fsh life, and to note strange f d  behaviors. 
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The effectiveness of this skill depends on depth and wa. 

ter temperame. It is usd normally at the character's home 
depth and in home waters, but meives a - 2  penalty for 
each depth or temperam change. Thcx can be rated as 
shallow seas, deep seas, the twilight zone, the depths; and 
as warm, temperate, cold, or arctic. For example, a triton of 
the S d t  Sea would use this skill normally, but would snf. 
fer a -2  penalty on the Terraces, a - 4  p e d t y  in the mi- 
light, and a -6  penalty in the depths. 

Sea Monster Empathy: The character chooscs a puticu- 
la sea monster and is able to sense and communicate basic 
feelings with it. A Check is needed for each attempt, and is 
penalized by - 1 for each HD of difference between the 
cbaraaer and the monster (if the monster is the tougher of 
the two). This skill is required More a character can at- 
tempt to ride a sea monster. 

E&g: The ability to teach a skill efficiently. A suc- 
cessful Check means the apprentice lcvns the skill with a 
permanent + 1 mcdZer, as long as his final score skill does 
not exceed that of the teacher's. 

DfXtmiol Skill6 

Alertness: Allows a character to draw a weapn without 
losing time. and to avoid the effects of surprise. A success- 
ful Check means that a character gains lirst attack on a foe, 
or wakes up at the slightest odd nom. 

Using this skill a character can travel at twice nor- 
mal speed for one round. A Skill Check is required every 
round. It makes ram attacks possible for slower moving 
characters and is uxful in chase and pursnit situations. Af- 
Tcr 10 rounds of darting, or attempting to dart (charanen 
are still expending energy), an Endurance (q.v.) Check is 
required each mund or the charaacr is no longer able to 
dart. To avoid making an Endurance Check a character 
must have rested for a full tum before again attempting to 
dart. 

Dkmount Rider: On a successful Check a character can 
attempt to dismount an enemy. The character inilim nor- 
mal damage and the target must make a successful Riding 
Check to avoid being dismounted. The difference between 
the levels or HD of the two characters is used as a modifier 
when attempting to dismount an enemy, and when trying 
to avoid being dismounted. 

Dodge: This skill can be used only by unarmored and 
unencumbered characters. It allows a character to dodge 
out of the wav of an attack. effcctivelv incrcasine AC bv - 2 

Dart: 

in Sbbdows. Aquatic elves gain a + 5 % bonus on the3 in- 
nate ability by taking this skill. 

Hide in Shadows: The ability to remain uo~ctn in 
dark.1 shadowed places, as o p w  to brighter coral I&. 
othctwise this is the same as the Hide in Corals skill (costs 
two QOinrs). 

Ri#ing: This skill can be used with one type ofcmture 
only, and the aeatnre must be s-ed when the skill is 
fmt talicn. Typical aeatures covued hy this skill are dol- 
phins, sharks, glant bus, baacudas. whala. manu rays, 
and ther aqnatic lifeforms suitable for riding. Ridiag m y  

scpamtc skill. 
Thps~killallowJacharactertof~ht,~missilcs, andcvt 

s p q  wthout making a Riding Check. This skill d e s  p m -  
edenye ove! the Morale Rules. Chedu are requircd in the 
foU- cucnmstances: each time the c-e is hit in 
cornhat (large creatures may go bersuk. d e r  creatures 
may F). to use the creature to jump above the water, and 
to make the a e a m  dart (q.v.). 

Sea MonstcrRidiog: A sucodnl ust of this skill dows 
a chapter to ride a sea monster (q.v. Riding Jkill). The 
Check is, however, subject to a - 1 penalty for each HD of 
diffedence between the chvarrer and the monster (if the 
mondter is the tougher ofthe two). 

be t 2 en more than once, with each creature counting as a 

The ability to Mwc Silently as a thief of 
Characters using this skill may move up to 

rate; they are &tnc~y gliding 
Any &stu mnvment is detected iftheir 

It can be 
used ro attack, or to avoid a conflict. Successful use of this 
skill ves a + 1 to surprise. 

Underwater Boat: ' h e  ability to operate and safely 
steer Ian underwater boat. sea chariot, or similv convey. 
ance. A Skill Check is required only in *emus situa- 
tionsl 

cONS&lftiON Skills 

Endmce:  The ability to perfom a suenuow task for long 
peridls of time without resting. A characm is &IC to swim 
up tq a number of h o w  qual to his Constitution score. 
Aftefi that a succesgful Check is requircd m avoid coUaps- 
ing. A ncw Check is required for each addiriond hour spent 
Swimmi, at a cnmulativc penalty of -1. A Check is 
needid for each hour that a dcmandine task is anemDted. 
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on a succnsh;l Check A roll of 20 m&ans that &e ch&ctcr 
has dodecd the wrone wav and automaudv takes doublc 

with a penalty of - 1 for each a t r a  ho; A charmer h s  
three mes the l e n d  of h D U ~ O I I ~ ~ ~ C C  to movcr from 

daJnag&tom an am&. This skill cannot be k e d  by a char- 
acter who is not under water. 

Fighring Ioninct: The reaction of compulsively attack- 
ing frm in order to gain an advantage in combat. Successful 
use gives a +2 bonus to Initiative. 

Find Tnps: The ability to dctcct traps after observing a 
room or area. This skill costs two points, but gives the char- 
acter the mefs FindlRemove Traps abilities, used at the 
same level as the character. 

Hear Noise: This skill CON two pints. but allows a 
charaaer to Hear Noise as though a thief of the same level. 
Hear Noise skills are halved when used out of water for all 
mes exceot aauatic elves. 

Hide id GI& This skill costs two pomts, but allows a 
character to hide among c o d  rcds as though a thief Hiding 

exhaystion. 
En@urancc is also used whenever a chancnr dam (q.v.) 

for dore than a "I. with a penalty of - 1 for each exm 

the "bndcrwater Adventuring" section). 
Sfwpk: The habit of being able to sleep through 

a n e g  A successful Check mans your chvarrer man- 
ages 40 sleep through a fight. This is a urdul skill for spell- 
castem need i i  rest. 

CiJartishfa Skills 

Alluze: A character with this skill appears to he nocep- 
tionakly beautifnl or handsome and d&bk to a member 
of thy opposite ser. Your chvlnu m y  dinct this skill at 
any &uactcr of the opposite ser regardless of race. On a 

Nm, a n d f O f s t a y i n g O U t o f ~ t e f f O f a n y l e n g t h o f r i  



successful Check, a character will be favorably disposed to- 
ward you, willing to offer help and advice, but not to en- 
danger his people or himself in any major way. Requests for 
aid in a fight are okay; requests to attack comrades or do 
something dangerous like wrestle a shark arc not. 

The allurement lasts as long your character does not at- 
tack or harm your admirer in any way. 
Bargain: A successful Check allows a character to get 

the best deal available for goods, services, or information. If 
two characters with this skill bargain against each other, 
whoever makes the best roll wins. The DM may give bo- 
nuses and penalties to either character to reflect the d s i -  
culties in the attempted bargain. 

Deceive: The ability to mislead a listener about what is 
being said. Successful use of this skill causes an NPC to be- 
lieve an untrue statement or to accept a misleading state- 
ment as the truth. Failure indicates that the character 
stumbles over the words, or sounds unconvincing. “Shat- 
tak’s gone to . . . ummm . . . count your f&.” 

Gain b t :  With t h i s  skill a character c q a i n  the trust 
of NPCs through a combinqtion of courtesy, respect for tra- 
ditions, and honorable behavior. In routine situations, a 
successful use of the skill is sufficient. In dangerous or 
threatening situations, or where the NPC has reason to dis- 
trust the character, the DM should apply penalties to the 
Check. When two races are involved, Racial Preference 
modifiers should also be applied. 

Gambling: A talent for most games involving bets. A 
successful Check means that the DM should increase your 
chances of winning. 

Leadership: Successful use of this skill adds + 1 to the 
morale of any NPCs under the character’s control. It may 
also be used to convince other NPCs to follow the charac- 
ter’s commands, providing the commands are not obvi- 
ously suicidal or otherwise self-defeating. When two races 
are involved, Racial Preference modifiers should also be 
applied. 

Persuade: The ability to prove your honesty and sincer- 
ity to NPCs. This skill cannot be used to deceive listeners; 
the speaker must always believe the uuth of what he says. 
On a successful Check, listeners believe what the speaker 
tells them. This doesn’t imply that they will agree to 
actions proposed by the character. Hostile or distrustful lis- 
teners require the DM to apply penalties of - 1 to - 8  to 
the Check. When two races are involved, Racial Preference 
modifiers should also be applied. 

Storyteller: The ability to captivate an audience by tell- 
ing them stories. 
Toadying: This skill is useful for sucking up to more 

powerful characters. It allows a character to ingratiate him- 
self by agreeing with an NPC and by generally polishing an 
NPC’s ego. Failure at this skU can have interesting reper- 
cussions, as it makes a character sound highly insincere and 
sarcastic. This skill as0 lets a character plead for his life, or 
to avoid some other punishment. 

AG€S a N b  AGiNG 

The races of the sea live for a long time, unless shortened by 
violent death or disease. The following ages are recom- 
mended as maximums for character races: 

Aquatic Elves 1,000 (900 + 2d%) 
(140 + 3d10) Kna 150 

Shark-kin 100 (95 +2d12) 
Tritons 200 (190 + 2d20) 

YOUR Coa~acten’s B a c l c ~ ~ o u ~ b  - 

Characters can be part of Undersea or be from olpe of the 
many tribes that live in the Sunlit Sea. Tribal society tends 
to be closely knit and inward looking. Tribes are compmsd 
of members of the same race, with other races being trcatd 
with a certain amount of suspicion. Undersea is much more 
cosmopolitan; it is so much bigger than a single uibc, and 
has many different races w i h  it. Characters from boch 
backgrounds can easily adventure together, however. The 
campaign setting is flexible enough to allow chamcms of 
different backgrounds and races to adventure to@a in 
the same party. 

Before choosing the background of yow charaeter, con- 
sult with your DM, as he or she may want you to bc from a 
particular background. 

CURTWNCg 

The standard currency of Undersea is the Pearl &is& is ap- 
proximately ‘/4” diameter and has a buying power oh 50 gp 
in Undersea. In the surface world, where pearls are mpch 
rarer and therefore highly valued, a standwd pearl is wazth 
approximately 100 gp. Larger pearls have much 
ues, upward of 100,000 gp for the rarest bhck pearls, but 
pearls of this size and beauty are rarely used as curr-tx~cy. 
Pearls of lesser value pass hands frequently and am used in 
all transactions. 

Coins of precious metal comprise the md d.lulge of 
Undersea. These coins are from many W m m t  teafihg 
countries-they are from treasure troves salvaged fmn 
sunken ships. Many of the coins are also very old, mme dat- 
ing back to the days when the Sunlit Sea was dry land. 
These coins are worth as much as five to 10 times their face 
value to collectors of antiquities in the surface world. 

In Undersea, 50 gold pieces = one Pearl. Other wins axe 
worth the same, relative to a gp as in the surface wdd. Por 
convenience, all prices in Undersea are given in gp. 

All sea creature heroes start with the possessiosls standard to 
their race as shown on the table below. 

Aquatic Elf: 
Kaa: 
KOPN: 
Merrow: 
Nixie: 
sea Giant: 
Shatk-kill: 
Triton: 

Trident 
Spear and heavy crossbow 
None 
Trident or spear, dagger 
Trident, dagger, giant bass 
Trident or spear, layered shell armor 
Trident or spear, ld3 javelins, net 
Trident or spear 
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In addition, Player Characters have money available which 
may be spent on more equipment and mounts. Characters 
of higher statu have more starting funds available. To de- 
termine statu, roll d%: 

Aanatic sea 

a. outlaw: Your characters family or tribe has a bad reputa- 
tion and has bcen expelled from your me’s sadety for commit- 
ting a crime, or for the bdief that it bas committed a crime. 

Kna outlaws attack ships of the Minrothad Guilds. Mer- 
row and shark-kin raid nearby herds and into Undersea. 
Aquatic elves have broken with tradition and are treated 
with great suspicion by other elves. Tritons arc wanted aim- 
inah within Undersea; there may be bounty hunters on 
their uail. 

Starting Punds: 2d12 gp 
b. Struggling: Your family or uibe finds making a liv- 

ing hard. They hunt or farm thc kast productive areas, and 
hope one day to move to more fertile waters, either peace- 
fully or by force. 

Starting Punds: 3d10 gp 
c. Comfortable: Thc sea  is good to you. Your family or 

tribe makes a comfortable living and rarely goes short of 
food. 

Starting Funds: 2d12 +20 gp 
d. Well o& You want for nothing. Your family or tribe 

enjoys a high standard of living, and is respected by other 
families and tribes. 

Srvt ing Punds: 3d20 +60 gp 
e. Honod: Your family or tribe is generally regarded 

as being highly placed. In Undersea this would make you a 
member of an impatant and rich family. In Aquarendi so- 
ciety you are related to your Clan Head or Frond Keeper. 

Starting Punds: Sd20+80 gp 

Weapohls of the Sea 
Because of the effects of water resmance. underwater races 
do not use slashing or crushing weapons. Thrusting and 
streamlined missile weapons are employed instcad: spears, 
javelins. tridents. knives, and light and heavy crossbows 
made especially for underwater use. Lances arc used from 
dolphin, sea horse and sharkback. In addition, nets are 
used to trap opponents. Player characters may s t a n  with any 
of thcsc weapons that their starting money allows. 

Weapons are made from shell, coral. and the bones of 
fnh. Tritons also usc bronze weapons. Underwater, these 
weapons function as normal, but when used on dry land 
they are at - 1 to hit and damage rolls. Iron and steel weap- 
ons are slowly becoming more common as the kopru retine 
their smelting techniques. These weapons continue to 
function normally unlca exposed to air (see “Underwater 
Adventures”). 

ARMOR 

Armor is made from the shells of sea creatures. This comes 
in two distinct types: layered shells, joined together with 

I 0 1 

L 
tough scawecd fronds, and large shells worn to protect a r m  
of the body. Shell-piece armor takes the form of conch 
shells worn as helmets, giant clam shells worn as back and 
breast plates, and razor shells for leg and arm protection. 

AC Type Encumbnoce Cost 
S Layered-shell armor 300cn 40gp 
3 Shell-piece armor 400cn 60gp 

Shell armor is flexible and hard while in water. If allowed to 
dry out, it bccomes brittle: any roll of 20 or more, or five 
points over that needed to hit a target, shatters the armor 
and makes it useless. 

Shlelds give no bonus to Armor Class while underwater. 
A shield needs to be moved into a defensive position, and 
the drag caused by water resistance makes this impoosible. 

Ra&d Attitudes to Armor: Most races p&er to remain 
unencumbered and so rarely wear armor. Only tritons. 
aquatic elves, and young sea giants wear armor regularly. 
Sea giants generally stop wearing it once their natural Ar- 
mor Class improves. Also. as they grow older, sea giants 
rapidly outgrow their armor, ofren while still wearing it! 

Merrow wear layered-shell armor when going into a bat- 
tle which takes them up to the surface. Otherwise, they pn-  
fer to retain their freedom of movement. 

Shark-kin and kopru never wear armor, both races cnn- 
sidering it to be fit only for crabs and spineless jellyfiih, re- 
gardless ofwhether these lowlives claim to be clves, tritons, 
or merrow. Scars are a source of pride to the shark-kin and 
they cannot understand why othcr races scck to avoid tak- 
n g  wounds in battle. 
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little need for armor, although they will occa- 
ar magical armor if they fear an attack on their 

cues wear armor when they have to. Most nixies will 
ear cheap armor. It has to be well made and nicely 

decorated to enhance the nixie's natural good looks. Simi- 

S. 

I 

lady, old armor is no good, as no self-respecting nixie wants 
to be seen wearing someone else's castoffs. Also, the armor 
should always be styled in the latest fashion. 

I COStS Of EQUipM€Nt 
Equipment costs in Undersea are the same as those in the 
surface world. The buying power of one Pearl in the surface 
world is such that items can be imported relatively cheaply 
to Undersea. Certain items such as torches, tinderboxes, 
horses, waterskins, and so on will not be found in Undersea 
for obvious reasons. 

Cost Capaaty 
40 gp 4,500-6,000 

100 gP 3,000-6,000 
100 gP 2.000-4,000 

Small underwater boat 10,000 gp 10,000 
Large underwater boat 25,000 gp 200,000 

Dolphins are free and intelligent creatures. To trade in 
them is illegal in Undersea and is a cause for armed conflict 
among the nomadic merrow. The only way to attain a dol- 
phin as a mount is to make friends with one and form a 
partnership. 

Sharks are not traded for different reasons. Thev are cot-  
sidered to be too dangerous to keep as pets or work animals 
by all but the shark-kin. The shark-kin do not trade sharks, 
as a tribe's sharks are a sign of its power and are trpatpJ as 
though they were family pets. 

Sea Maqic 
All tritons and aauatic elves are automaticallv soellcasters. , I  

The majority of the other races comprise primarily fighters, 
but shamans and wiccas exist within their ranks. In order to 
be a SDekaster. the character must have a Wisdom of 9 or 
high; to be a shaman, or an Intelligence of 9 or more to 
quallfy as a wicca. 

Shamans and wiccas, suuiough small in number, play an 
important part in the lives of the various races. They look 
after a tribe or family's spiritual wellbeing and safeguard it 
from danger using their powers. m e  a look at the section 
on "Non-Human Spell Casters" in the Master DMS Book, 
p. 2 1, before you read any further. 

Wicca or shaman abilities are available to player charac- 
ters of all races except aquatic elves and tritons. Spellcasting 
can be gained as soon as a creature reaches 1st level. Crea- 
tures younger than this are too busy growing up to trouble 
themselves with additional problems like spellcasting. To 
become a wicca or shaman, a teacher must be found. Ap- 
prenticeships last at least one full level advancement period 
(the time between the moment the amrentice reaches one 

training at 2nd level, Strakhak would become a 1st-level 
shaman at the same time she became a 3rd-level shark-&. 

A character's hit points and combat abilities are unchanged 
on becoming a shaman or wicca. However, a wicca may Save 
as a magic-user of the same level, andp shaman may Saw 8s 

cleric, if these Saving Throws are better than the character's 
normal Saving Throws. 

Example: Nualla is a 4th-level nixie with 2nd-level wicu 
abilities, She can make Saving Throws either as a 4th-level 
nixie or as a 2nd-level magic-user. 
- YitiatioN 
Upon completing an apprenticeship, a novice wicca or sha- 
man is first initiated in a series of deep and meaningful rit- 
uals. These vary from race to race, ranging from 
blood-crazed frenzies for shark-kin, to more refined cere- 
monies for kna and nixies. Typical effects nf rituals are 
shown in the chart below. 

Personal Sacrifice Table 

1-6 

7-9 

Character loses 1 hp permanently. The Immortah 
are pleased with the ritual. No further effects. 
Characterloses Id4hppermanently The ritual left 
scars on the character's body, but it was rewarding 
after all. Increase total accumulated Experienoe 
Points by 5 % . 

7-1 1 An entity comes from beyond and takes payment. 
Character loses 1 point of Constitution perma- 
nently. The ritual took a heavy toll on the chuaf- 
ter's health. lncrease total accumulated Experience 
Points by 10%. 
Omen from Immortals. Character loses 2 points ad 
Constitution in exchange for an exua point of Wla- 
dom (shamans) or Intelligence (wiccas), up to a 
maximum of 18. No further effect. 

12 

If a shaman or wicca ever reaches 0 hit points or a Constitu- 
tion of 2 or less, the character dies on the spot. 

Becoming a spellcaster or gaining new levels requires extra 
Experience Points. The character must earn these e m  XP 
before reaching each experience level. In effect, these extra 
XP are added to the Experience Xble from the moment a 

1 
1 
1 

c 

character's apprenticeship begins. Spellcasters cast spells a 
cording to their level of experience. 

- A  

ievel to the next). 

Example: Strakhak the shark-kin is 0-level when she 
gins to uain as a shaman. When she reaches 1st level, 
will also become a 1st-level shaman. If+ LA r+fi*-J 

I 

4 
i 
1 

Spellcastet Extra Experience Table rl 
-1 

S~ellcastinn Level E m  Excerknce Points ZL s? 

+200,000 XP for each subsequent level U'C 'A*" OLaA+C" l 'C l  
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Example: Snkhnk the shark-kin is 0 - I d  when she be- 
gins to vlin as a shaman. A normal shark-kin ne& 1,200 
XPm become Istlevel. Stnkhakneeds2,200XP(1,200 + 
1,000 for becoming a shaman). 

ExamDle: Rasivavc Cumnr chvu is a 5th-level meman 
with jnd-lml wicca abilities. A nomalmcrmw nKdr an CX. 

v1 IL000XPio rcach 6th Icvcl. Bur &wave nKds an addi- 
tional 4,009 XP ro h o m e  a 3d-Ird-lnrl wica. R2FNave’s to& 
Experience Points wdl be 39,000 on rrachiog 6th level. 

Dual Classes 

Sea creatures are capable of learning both shaman and 
wicca abilities as shown in thc table below. Unlike a dual- 
classed triton cleridmage, a dual-classed shamanlwiccahas 
access to both the cleric and the maeic-user soell tables. for 
the pu’pose of determining how :any speils can be ;an 
each day. 

Arsuming a character studies both crafts at once, one of 
thc two teachers must have decided that the character w1s 
worth teaching. This occurs only as a great reward for some 
gloriousdeed. “Ioweyoumylifc, BirerofCrabs, andin CX- 
change Ishall teach yon the mysteries of the Way of Water, 
even though your sod is compced by the couch of the 
wicca.” 

Two texhets may also feel that they are competing to 
show which craft is the most powerful, making the appren- 
tice’s Life a misery with each teacher constantly trying to 
bully the apprentice into dropping the other craft. 

A character may otherwisc study the two clafa at diffcrcnr 
times. Level d c t i o n s  still apply. A character inten& to 
learn a diEemt craft later on mnst stop improving the fim 
craft Mote advancing past the reduced level limitations (see 
below). If he goes beyond, then the character bas become so 
uscd to the fint uaft that it’s impossible to leam a sccond 
one. In both case, the appmtice must gain sufficient XP to 
cover for both crafts. Nothing comes for free! 

Wiccas and shamans have limitations as to how far they can 
progrcsr as spcll casters as shown on the tablc below: 

M ~ X ~ M U M  LfVflS FOK SPflrCaStfnS CAble 

8 8 4.4 

@ Nixic speUcasters gain an additional 5 cham points. 
* Nixie shamans have access to druid spells. 

It is. however, possible to go beyond these limitations by 
rolling on the Penonal Sacrifice Bble each time a new level 
is gained. 

Eramplc: Blazzikisan 8th-lmlkopN with 8th-level sha- 
man abilities. He dmdes co try to become a 9th-lcvcl sha- 
man. When he reaches 9th level he mlh on the Personal 
Sacrifice Table. 

A 9 a c t c r  may decide to stop improving spellcas ’ 
at some point in his career. This is an important 
Once this dcdsion is made, it is fd and irreversible; th 
character does not gain any further spellcasting powers. 

The uperience needed for subsequent levels should re 
main the same as for a normal humanoid from then on 

man abilities. His Consdturion has just rakcn a hamm 
on the Pcrsonal Sacrificc ‘hblc so he decides to nav a 
level @aman. Goggleye now needs 3 
@-+el (1,260,000 mious %o,m), 
(300,009 plus 32,000) as would be the 
spell castex 

N o d d y ,  shamans cannot rum undcad, as this is a cle 
abiliq. It is, however, possiblc for a shaman to stud 
power if a suitable teacher can be found. This means 
ing a kiton cleric or NPC shaman with this ability w 
willin to rake on an apprentice. On no account c 
skill $ taught to d u a l - b e d  wicca/sham 
cal abfities prevent them from learning th 
sham& loses the power if he decides 
classed. Only triton deric/mages are ab1 
powen and still turn undead. 

The character must study with a triton cleric for a wh 
level, in just the same way he would to become a shaman 
the fint place. The character needs an exma 1,000 xp 



learn to turn undead. On reaching the next level, the c 
acter rolls on the Personal Sacrifie Bble and then recei 

After that, the power to turn undead can be increased by 
paying extra Experience Points each level. The cost is the 
same as when gaining new lev&. 

Example: Gakkak realizes he needs to improve hls 
undead turning powers and so he continues to study In or- 
der to gain 2nd-level abilities, he needs to earn an extra 
2,000 Xl: in addition to his costs of 4, OOO XP to become a 
3rd-level shaman, and 5 OOo XP to become a 4th-level 
shark-kin. 

Characters may continue to increase their undead turning 
powers each time they gain a new creature level. Their un- 
dead turning powers cannot be higher than their level as a 
shaman. Unlike earning shaman and wicca levels, a charac- 
ter can stop learning new undead turning levels, and then 
later return and improve them. 

Example: Gakkak decides he can handle all the undead 
he’s Wrely to swim into, and stops improving his undead 
turning level. He continues to increase his shaman level. 
One day he is attacked by a spectre and barely manages to 
escape. He decides to increase his undead turning levels 
again. Heisnowa 6th-levelshark-kin and 5th-levelshaman 
with the ability to turn undead as a 2nd-level cleric. To im- 
prove his undead turning to 3rd level, he has to earn an ex- 
t ~ ?  4,000 XI? 

lteepilvc3 Zmck of Levels 
To keep track of the various levels of a character use the fol- 
lowing abbreviations: 

AquaticElf AE Shark-kir SK 
Kna KNA Ttiton TR 
Kopru KO Wicca W 
Merrow ME Shaman S 
Nixie NI Undead Turning U 
Sea Giant SG 

Example: Tyrol1 Stargazer is a 3rd-level merrow, with 
3rd-level shaman abilities and 2nd-level undead turning 
powers. This is abbreviated as ME3/S3/U2. 

GailvilvG Spells 
Shamans and wiccas do not use spell slates or stones to re- 
cover their spells. Instead they use meditation and rituals. 
The exact form of these rituals varies from race to race. Mer- 
row and kna enter deep meditative trances and perform in- 
tricate dances. Shark-kin are more basic: they work 
themselves up into a sweeping, whirling frenzy and then go 
hunting. Usually their prey is smaller fsh, but in some of 

&rough special rituals and the expenditure of appropriate 
spell components. For example, material components 
might be a frnger bone from a skeleton for a fear spell, the 
fins of a barracuda for a haste spell, a specially consecrated 
grotto for a commune spell, and so on. 

Common Spells: These are the spells listed in the D O  
rulebooks. To acquire one of these spells, the caster rolls on 
the Personal Sacrifice Eble, and sacrifices treasure at the 
rate of 1,000 gp per spell level. The rituals to acquire a new 
spell last as long as a day per spell level. At the end of the 
ritual, the treasure is destroyed (thrown into a volcanovent, 
disintegrated by dark magics, or lost in other suitably dra- 
matic ways). 

New Spells: To acquire new spells (invented by tl- 
player), the character rolls on the Persanal Sacrifii W k  
and its effects are doubled. In addition, 2,000 gp are sasr’ 
ficed per spell level. 

Chances of Success: 
chance of gaining new spells (d 46 ): 

A spell caster has the followhg 

Common Spell: ((Int* + Lvl) x 2) - (3 per spell 1t.Sd) 
New hell: ((Int* + Lvl) x 2) - ( 5  per spell level) 

*Inteliigence applies to wiccas. Use Wisdom for snamam. 

DMs should feel free to give bonuses to the chances of s11c- 
cess if extremely valuable treasures or magic items are sacri- 
ficed. Artifacts cannot be used as sacrifices. 

Shamans and wicciw use special talismanic items to cpst 
spells. These talismans must be created before lst-kvel 
spell casting abilities can be gained. Their exact form vari~ 
from m e  to race: shark-kin prefer shark tooth necklaces; 
merrow, shell and coral necklaces; h a ,  preserved squids 
and octopi; nixies, small wands tipped with precious 
stones; kopru, fish skeletons; and sea giants, the skin of - 
giant squid or octopus. 

Upon performing the Ritual of Passage, shreds of thrr 
spellcaster’s soul are sent to the talisman, attuning it to irs 
owner. No one else can use it. The owner can sense its pies- 
ence and its exact location within 100 feet. 

If the talisman is lost, the spellcaster must create ~ L ~ W L U ~  

by going through the Ritual ofpassage once more. A spel 
caster loses ld4 hit points permanently if his or her talismvl 
is ever destroy 



?his d o n  dcsuibcs the Sea of Dread and the tritons’ un- 
derwaterkmgdom ofTilluaraver. Tilluaravermeans “the wa- 
ters beneath the waves” m the mton tonguc, but is usually 
referred to as “Undersca” by both sea and h d  dwellers. 

Undctsca is an ideal sating for sea creature playcr c b a -  
ters to adventure in, as well as for human, elf, dwarf, and 
halfling adventurers to visit. But before dealing with Un. 
denca itself, let’s rake a look at its history and at the geogra- 
phy of the Sea of Dread. 

Histow of the Sea of Dneab 
The m e  origin of life in the seas of the world is lost in the 
mists of time. The Immortals withdrew from the Pnne 
plane without telling anyone about theu original designs 
and intcntions. What Iittlc we know of the early days of lifc 
in the sea is drawn from the writings of the Aquarenrll 
elves. 

originally creatures of the sea, the aquatic elves left the 
watcts to livc upon the land, where they flourished along 
with the land elves in Evergrun (see GAZ I, The Elves of 
Althenn). In time, the clves met traders from Blackmcmr 
who told them of the great achievements of the Blackmoor 
culture. The elves that were later to be known as the 
Aquarendi saw the error of the elvish m e  in accepting the 
tecbnological ways of Blackmoor. They foretold thc dc- 
suuction that lay in store for the elves dthey did not return 
to the world of nature and give up the wild magics of Bladr- 
moor. Although some elves listened, the majority ignored 
the Aquarendi. calling them fools and dreamers. Anxious 
to escape the impendmg holocaust, the Aquarendi called 
on the Immortals of Time to aid them. They were answered 
by Manwara, the Immortal known vanonsly as the “Old 
Elf/Man/Meman” of the Seaaepending on the race 
seeking his aid. 

Manwara restored to the Aquarendi the abdity to breathe 
and live undematcr. The Aquarendi departed from their 
kin with great sottow, and entered the warm seas. Never 
very large in number, the Aquarendi dropped from the 
pages of the Elvcn chronicles; their existence was forgotten 
entircly in the years of suffering that followed the desuuc- 
tion of Evergrun and Blackmoor. 

In the oceans, the Aquarenrll discovered many new mes. 
From these the Aquarendi leamed of the suuggles taking 
place between the Immortals as each strived to secure the 
dominance of his own Sphere. The Aquarendi have pre- 
served this mcmory and speak of a world shaped and re- 
shaped by clcmental h. They also tell of a time when the 
Immortals dedared a ttuce and began uearing their chosen 
creatures. This period was brought to an cnd by the G m t  
Rain of Fire, which devastated the Blackmoor civdization 
and Evcrgrun 

Ilow, red, and then black 
hght to its children 
up m &fy Dark waves Iaxhed 
canyons of the Deep split open 

they ride the currents of Me. 

Q€ K€lIi% 
Itwas also a t  

own Spheres. Their uuce prevented them from do 
rectly, so they called upon the elements favored 
Spheres. Great elemental upheavds followed the 
uon of Blackmoor and Evergrnn. 

The Kellastoi of the Aquarendi tells ofthe savage s 

fed by the melting ice caps, slowly stole back 
the continents, and of how the elemem of E 
battled the foxes of Water in an attempt to 
from the land. The three elcmcnrs struggled 

face of the advancing water. Before th 
thrown into tumoil, another trnce was 
mortals, their ranks swollen by candida 

out their direct interference. 

me EieMemai upneavais 
Although the Immortals rcalize the importance of th 
world in supplying candid 
bers, the elements still con inue to 
premacy of the sea. It is a 
Immortals and the combin 
prevents any one element f o 
battles continue on a day to 
for the peoples of the sea. Volcanoes and gates to th 
mental Plane of Fin are relauvely common in the Sea 
Dread. Gates and whirlpools leading to the El 
Plane of Water keep the watcr constantly moving 
plenished. The Elemental Plane of Earth causes 
quakes and flexes its muscles deep underwater. Even 
involved, making its presence felt by lashing the sca wi 
storms and hurricanes. 

The Age of Rebirth 
As the elements battled one another, the sea 
turned north and discovered w a m  seas and mp 
bordering the southern continent. Here they 
thrived, but they were not safe from the elemen 
which swept the seas. Volcanncs frequently destroyc 
homes, and even the sea peoples could not stand up to 



great tidal forces that lashed the open seas. It soon became 
apparent that new seas must be found if the races were to 
survive. The sea peoples spread throughout the world, and 
many faded forever from the knowledge of the Aquarendi. 

The Aquarendi 
Sundered from their land kin and believing them lost in 
the destruction of Evergrun, the Aquarendi grieved for 
many centuries. Then a group of Aquarendi discovered 
elves living to the north. These were the Meditor and Ver- 
dier elves, who had split from the larger group of elves who 
traveled farther north under the leadership of Ilsundal (see 
GAZ 5 ,  The Elves of Alfheim and GAZ 9, The Minrothad 
Guilds for more information). Overjoyed that some of their 
people were alive, the Aquarendi moved north to the edge 
of the continent to live next to their cousins. But the ele- 
mental changes were not over, and the elves soon discov- 
ered that the boundaries of land and sea were far from set. 

The elemental struggles that followed in the wake of the 
Great Rain of Fire caused great changes to the continent's 
southern edge. Volcanic activity and earth tremors rocked 
the continent as tidal waves pounded the shore. Many 
Aquarendi and land elves were killed in the widespread 
devastation. When it ended, the elves looked out upon a 
sea dotted with islands: the Ierendi and Minrothad Islands 
stood gleaming in the newborn sea, which the elves named 
the Sea of Dread. 

The Meditor and the Verdier elves found themselves sep- 
arated by the new sea, but under the urging of the 
Aquarendi, the Verdier sailed to join their kin. Since then 
the Aquarendi have lived among the reefs and lagoons sur- 
rounding Alfei.de, enjoying the kinship of their cousins and 
trading with them for items that the Aquarendi cannot pro- 
duce in their own watery world. The Aquarendi remain the 
most secretive of the sea races. Few members of the Minro- 
thad Guilds even suspect their existence, as both the Medi- 
tor and the Verdier elves maintain a discreet silence 
regarding their aquatic cousins. 

We Camorza 
During the ancient days following the destruction of Black- 
moor, bands of humans calling themselves the Taymora 
moved south. Arriving at the fertile plains surrounding the 
southern sea, they established settlements along the cliffs 
and on the plains. They traded with the Verdier and Medi- 
tor elves, but when the sea rose, the majority of the Tay- 
mora perished. Battered by huge tidal waves and hurricanes 
of tremendous force, the few surviving Taymora fled the 
area and settled farther north in the present day lands of 
Karameikos. They were later absorbed by the Xaldar when 
they arrived in the area (see GAZ 1, The Grand Duchy of 
Zhm.neikos). The ancient settlements of the Taymorans 
still remain on the floor of the Sunlit Sea where they are 
haunted by the remains of their dead. 

We Amival of toe Memow 
The merrow were the second race to enter the warm, shal- 
low sea formed by the drowning of the continental shelf. 
Fleeing tremendous elemental clashes in the great ocean 
which surrounds the continents of the D&D@ Known 
World, the merrow crossed hundreds of miles of Ocean to 

I 
reach the warmer waters of the north. Arriving at the 
Thanegioth Archipelago in the Sea of Dread, many merrow 
settled among the reefs and mountainous slopes of this 
great island chain. Others traveled farther northward until 
they reached the drowned lands. Delighting in its warmth 
and bright waters, they named it the Sunlit Sea. 

The sea was the most bountiful they had ever encoun- 
tered, requiring them to spend only a fraction of their time 
in hunting and gathering. The elemental struggles of the 
area, while of less magnitude than the ones they had fled, 
were still not to be taken lightly. Instead of leading settled 
lives like the Aquarendi, the merrow chose to continue 
their nomadic existence, living off the rich kelp forests and 
the abundant shoals of fish that swam in the new sea. It is a 
way of life that the majority have continued to follow to this 
day. 

ZRitONS 

One of the most recent arrivals in the Sunlit Sea is the tri- 
tons. Fleeing north to escape their enemies, the devilfish 
(see the D&D@ Master DMS Book, p. 26). the tritons 
reached the Sunlit Sea in 200 BC, and found the waters to 
their liking. After a few skirmishes with the nomadic mer- 
row, the tritons carved out a kingdom in the waters be- 
tween the islands of Ierendi and Minrothad. For centuries 
the merrow and tritons fought over the area, but the orga- 
nized might of the tritons finally prevailed over the mer- 
row's splintered tribes. The tritons secured their Kingdom 
of Undersea, leaving the rest of the Sunlit Sea to the no- 
madic merrow. 



Today many merrow can be found in Undersea, forming 
a fundamental part of its society Relations between the two 
races are friendly, and have only once been placed under 
stress. This occurred during the Night of the Long Knives, 
when lycanthmpy threatened to destroy Undersea and the 
memw (see below). 

ZZIJ€ MiNOR m C € S  

Other mes have moved into the Sunlit Sea. Kna, always 
searchiig after profir, c m  its floor, and many nixies have 
I& their rivets and s ~ m s  for the open spaces of the sea. 
Sea giants are occasional visitors to the shallower waters, as 
are the less welcome shark-kin, devilfii, and other fouler 
inhabitants of the depths. Of these, the shark-kin are the 
most unusual. 

Qhe ShaRk-kiN 
The shark-kin are distantly related to lizardmen, a race that 
fim appeared in the sea. then took to living on the land, 
and f d y  returned to the sea. Unlike the Aquarendi, the 
shark-kin did not make a clean break with the land. They 
must return to it whenever they have to elect a new leader. 
For centuries the shark-kin have done so, and it has been a 
natural part of their lives. Now, as humans, dwarves, and 
elves claim more and more islands in the Sea of Dread, the 
shark-kin arc being thrown into a cultn~al and biological 
crisis. Those shark-kin who arc unable to choose a new 
leader fmd that their legs remain fully grown. But the 
shark-kin arc nnable to use them for the purpose for which 
they were designed: to return to their sacred sites to elect a 
new leader. Many shark-kin now seck to dmmy the in- 
vaders of their sacred islands. 

we rnneat FROM Below 
The Sunlit Sea is not the idyllic haven it may at fmt a p p .  
The elements still battle in this arca, although on a scale 
greatly reduced from the titanic upheavals that once tore it 
apart and then later reshaped it. But elemental forces are an 
accented oart of life: it is the unknown horrors of the deen 
thaistrik; the fear into the inhabitants of the Sunlit Sea: 
The Night of the h g  Knives: When lycantbmpy 

etupted on Trader’s Island in 410 AC, it spread rapidly to 
Undersea. Tritons and merrow contracted the repnlsive dis- 
ease, and wereshvks and worse crearures spread ac10s1 the sea 
floor. Underxa lived in fcar of bemrmng totally overrun. 
The two mrions of triton society, the wizards and the clerics. 
accused ea& other of passing the greatest number of w m  
witbin their ranks. A were hunt began. By its end, many had 
bceo slain. The slaughter was vast, and only the intervention 
of the Aqnarendi prevented the outbreak of widespread civil 
war. Unfortunately, many lycantbmpes exaped to the south 
wbere they have bred and plotted their revenge. 

The lycanthrope hunt is remembered as the Night of the 
Long Knives, and it is a source of frimion between the two 
halves of triton society. Although they know that humans 
were the source of the plague, many tritons still suspect 
each other of carrying the disease. The mertow also rernem- 
ber this time with distaste, as many of their number were 
slain in the mass hysteria. 

Dcvilfisb: These avengers and slayers of the deep are 
the en- of all that 

waters, where they feast on canion falling from above, but 
when thei~ numbers become swollen. the devilfish rise up 
to the lighter, wanner seas and attack all they encounter, 
The tritons thought tbey had escaped these killers of t h c  
deep when they entered the Sunlit Sea, but dcvilfih wer 
sighted in the southern sea 200 years ago. There followed 
brutal and pmuactcd war in which the deviliii raided th 
nomadic merrow and destroyed isolated triton settlements 

The devilfish attacked swiftly. killed all they encou 
tered, and then fled to the great depths ofthe south. 
over a hundrcd years war raged. Then suddenly the dev 
fish attacks stopped, peace returned to Undersea, and 
devilfish were almmr forgotten. Then, 21 yean ago, 
marauders reappeared ind struck again. As before, the 
tacks are conducted on a small scale, with the devilfiih 
ploying bit and run tactics. But, bad as this seems 

often aiding the devilfiih in the 
isolated gmups. Undead have 
edges of the deep waters b 

as the forces of evil prepare to pervert it to their malign 
wills. 

Histonical CiMeliNe of toe 

ing” of the fm Empemr of Thyatis. 

The Dawn of Time: The world is created hy the 
tals. At fmt it is covered entirely in water, b 
ments among the Immorrals lead to the fomauo 
the continents. It’s a time of elemental upheaval 
young world is shaped by the Irfmorrds, with no 
Imrnoruls agreeing how it should be. 

Having created the continents an 
shaped the oceans, the Immortals declare a uucc 
young world thrives and gives birth to hundreds of 
ligeut races in the sea and on land. The shark-kin 
the sea and live on land. 

GAZ 5 ) .  

Evergrun impom Blackmoor’s technology. 

Manwan. an Immortal ofthe Sea, and enter the waters 
to begin a new life. 

grun obliterated the planet shifts its ais. Meltin 
caps raise the ocean lcvcl by scvcral hundred feet. 
shark-kin return to the $ea. 

2500 BC: The Taymora humans settle the shores o 
southem sea. 

2000 BC: Series of great elemental Upheavals s 
large land masses fmm the main contine 
mora civilization is destroyed. Mcditor elv 
the ncwly made islands in the Sea ofDread 

1720 BC: The land masses split further, 
Ierendi Isles. Primitive mermw enter the S 
lowing the destruction of their homes to the south. 

The Time of Truce: 

5000 BC: Elvish civilization of Evcrgrun develops ( 

3500 BC: Blackmmr culture thrives. The elven d t u r ~  

3100 BC: Aquarendi elves seek the guvdianship 

3000 BC: The Great Rain of Fire; Blackmoor and E 
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BC: Tritons fleeing from their devilfish enemies enter 
the Sunlit Sea and establish the Kingdom of Undersea 
in the waters between the islands of Ierendi and Minro- 

AC: First Emperor of Thyatis crowned. Thyatians trade 
with Minrothad islanders. 

gdoms of Minrothad 

and humans purge 
Island of all lycanthropes. Similar events 

in Undersea, with many of the lycanthropes 

started on Ierendi Isles by cast- 
s. Islands are already inhabited 

AC: The merrow of the Sunlit Sea agree to help the 
Ierendi Navy in return for Ierendi agreeing to protect sa- 
cred merrow shrines from pirate plunder. 

800 AC: Devilfii appear in the Sunlit Sea. War breaks 
out between them and Undersea, characterized by local- 
ized skirmishes and terrorist attacks by the devilfish. 

920 AC: The war with the devilfish ends indecisively. 
979 AC: Devilfisih resume their attacks on Undersea. 
980 AC: Lycanthropes are again discovered in Minrothad 

and in Undersea; fear spreads that the devilfish might 

00 AC: Today. Shark-kin tribes take up arms against 
the land dwellers; devilfish increase their attacks on Un- 
dersea; the numbers of undead and werecreatures in the 
southern waters grows at an alarming rate. 

cb€ Wat€RS Of to€ WORlb 
told by the meman, Tyzar Foamchaser. 

is the sea. Deeper still is the ocean. Its bottomless 
could easily hold all the mountains of the world. 

of that next time you gaze out upon its great size. It 
is not merely an expanse of flat water, broken by the waves 
and an occasional island. It is large 
inings, for it once covered the who 
only the surface. None have seen 

the warm waters that our ancient kin crossed many leagues 
to reach. This is the Sunlit Sea, home to many races. We 
now float over land that was once dry. Down there the sea 
floor is rich. Plants and fish thrive upon nutrients already 
contained in the sea floor as well as those washed daily into 
the sea by the rivers. It is a shallow sea, ideal for my people. 

“Further south, the Sunlit Sea ends, and the Sea of 
Dread begins. Ah, yes. We too know it by that name, but 
for different reasons than those of the Aquarendi and the 
Water Elves of Minrothad. Out there, the deep waters be- 
gin. The sea plummets down cliffs that once stood above 
the land. For thousands of feet they fall in terraces into the 
Twilight. There live the majority of the shark-kin and their 
‘pets’. 

“These are the waters of our ancestors. 

“It grows colder and darker the deeper one descends in* 
the Sea of Dread. We of the Sunlit Sea do not vena& 
there, for we are creatures of the upper waters. The dep& 
are for other races. There the sun barely shines, and the w,- 
ter is cold, warmed only by the currents which flow from 
the south. 

“Beneath that is the Abyss, where the devilfiih dwell, 
where there is no light, but only endless night. Inhabited 
by creatures that thrive in the darkest pits of the world, 
there live the mighty kraken, and other foul monsters. We 
do not go there for good reasons.” 

waters of the Sea of Dread are wide and varied. From 
the southern shores of the Grand Duchy of Karameikos and 
the Five Shires, the continental shelfstretches south for ap- 
proximately 300 miles before meeting deeper waters. Al- 
though humans, elves, and halflings refer to the entire sea 
as the Sea of Dread, the merrm and tritons differentiate 
between the Sunlit Sea (the shallow sea that covers the con- 
tinental shelf) and the Sea of Dread (the deeper sea 
beyond). 

The Sea of Dread extends for 600 miles to the volcanic 
waters of the Thanegioth Archipelago, where huge voka- 
noes thrust up from the sea floor thousands of feet below to 
form the island chain. Below the waves, submerged voka- 
noes and vents heat the cold water, making it suitable for 
merrow habitation. A large expanse of vokanically heated 
water, rich in fish and plant life, supports Twaelar, the 
Kingdom of the Merrow. More civilized than their cousins 
of the Sunlit Sea, the merrow of Twaelar farm the rich sea- 
weed beds and breed fsh. Separated by the expanse of the 
Sea of Dread, the Twaelar only occasionally visit the ‘primi- 
tive’ merrow of the Sunlit Sea. Instead, they often rum 
their eyes toward the closer shallow waters surrounding &e 
southern continent, leaving the Sunlit Sea free from Impe- 
rial aggression, at least for the time being. 
The Continental Shelf: At its deepest, the Sunlit Sea 

covers the continental shelf by only 200 feet ofwater. Its av- 
erage depth is 110 feet, with many rocks and mbmergcd 
volcanoes lying only a few feet below its surface. k i n g  a 
shallow sea, its waters are clear and warmed by the heat of 
the sun. Underwater volcanoes, hot springs, and warm sur- 
face currents flowing from the south further add to the sea’s 
warmth. Average temperatures rarely fall below 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit, making it a thriving breeding ground for f& 
and plant lie. 

Sharks come here to give birth. Young sharks spend the 
first years of their lives hunting in its waters, before rhey 
venture out into the deeper waters to the south. Whzks 
and dolphins are common visitors, and all manner of fish 
and sea monsters may be found here. 

The Deep %ter Pool of the Koa: This large area of 
deep water lies to the north of Undersea and is where the 
kna breed and train their mashers and kccp their major 
warehouses. This is an area of sea which is off limits to all 
non-ha, and is the closest thing that the kna of the Sunlit 
Sea have to a homeland. Most kna families visit the deep 
water pool during the course of their travels. 

The Terraces: The edge of the Sunlit Sea is marked by 
steep, terraced cliffs which descend into the murky depths. 
These Terraces are frequently miles wide and resemble huge 
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stain carved into the rock, cut by gaping chasms and gorges 
formed when earthquakes split the rocks open. 

On the fmt Terrace can be found innumerablc sunkcn vil- 
lages and towns ofthe Eymora civilization. Claimed by the 
sea as it rushed to cover the land, the bleached bones ofthe 
settlements’ inhabitants lie there still. The shark-kin inhabit 
many of the ruined settlunents, but there arr some places 
where the shark-kin fear to go. Thex dark and sinister sites 
harbor malignant entities, beings whose evil has fescercd for 
much longer than they bave been covered by the sea. 

Deepcr still is whcre the true Twilight 
begins. At approximately 1,000 fect the water becomes 
murky and cold, where the rays of the suo barely reach this 
netherworld of the sea. Here can be found sea giants, devil- 
fuh, dngon turtles, giant ocropi, and monstrous creatures 
that love the half light. Colder currents flowing from the 
east chill the water here, making it inhospitable to all but 
the hardiest creatures. 

The Abyss: Few creatures descend beyond 3,000 feet, 
where the sun docs not shine at all. Deeper still in the uue 
dark, things best forgotten sleep and dream of s m g e  di- 
mensions where all is water. In this dark and cold place, no 
plants live except in the crevices of underwater volcanoes. 

Even though light has long ceased to have any meaning. 
the sea continues to descend. At a depth of over 10,000 fen 
lie gates to the Elemental Plane of Water. Through the 
garcs, water flows between the planes, and with it come ele- 
mental beings. Most stay decp underwater, but occasionally 
one surfaces into the world above . . . 

The Twilight: 

Cb€ SuNlit Sea 
Rising back up thmugh thc depths we return to the wann 
waters of the Sunlit Sea. The Sunlit Sea tccms with life. 
Hunger is a rare event for the creatures who make their 
homes hcrc. The sea is bountjfd: rich in plant and animal 
life, it also amacts many prcdators to its waters: barracudas. 
orcas (killer whales), sharks, marlins, giant jelly+&. pom- 
guese men-of-war, giant crabs and eels, plus other smaller 
but no less deadly killers. Devilfiih and shark-kin hunt in 
these waters, and sea hags hannt the shallow waters around 
the islands and the northem coast. 

Along the northern shore, sand and 
pebble beaches descend gently to a low barrier of large pcb- 
bles and rocks. Wasbd off the land, these heavier deposits 
collect a hundred or so fen from the sea shore. Behind 
them lies a large expanse of glistening white sand punctu- 
ated by large numbers of c o d  and mck reefs. Long, sub- 
merged mountain spurs and buttresses lie only a few feet 
under the water; a hazard to shipping, they support large 
numbers of underwater creatures and present areas of as- 
tounding n a n d  beauty. 

Elsewhere, long ridges of sand, gravel, and mud have 
been formed by the tides, currents, and storms. Often thcy 
lie alongside old river beds, with sea currents continuing to 
follow the kds of long drowned rivers. 

Huge forests of kelp and other seaweed cover large ucas 
of the sea floor and sway rhythmically in the sca c m a t s .  
Here and there nodules of metallic ore lie in domed clusters 
on the sea floor. Formed during great elemental upheavals, 
they provide a ticb source of metals. 

As the Terraces are approached, mud gradually replaces 
the sand. These muddy fields are rich in nutriCnrs and sup- 

The Sea Elwr: 

I 0 ,  

port large expanses of sea vegetables. A slow but steady 
stream of mud slides over the Terrace’s cdgc and falls into 
the depths below. 
Islands: Rising up from the sea flwr are the peaks of 

mountains which once stood above thc land. These now 
form the islands of the Sunlit Sea. Thc heaches of the% 
mountains vary greatly: some descend steeply to the s& 
floor, while others take a more leisurely dcsccnt. The largq 
islands are inhabited and lie in the territory of the King. 
dom of Ierendi, or within that of the Minmthad Guilds: 
Most of them are volcanic, with many boasting one or more 
active volcanoes. 

In addition, there are hundreds of smaller islands, ea& 
measuring at most a few miles moss. The majority arc 
peaks of submergcd mountaintops, but some are coral a 
o h  which have grown over volcanic rock formations below& 
A few islands rise and fall at irregular intervals, their tops 
occasionally poking above the waves. Many a ship ha bees, 
wrecked by sailing through what its cham have shown a~ 
clear water. 

The majority of the small islands ace uninhabitcd or on 
sparsely inhabited by lmal fhers. Reccnrly, pirates and 
vateers operating in Ierendi and Minrorhad 
started using these as secret bases. Fshmg flee 
two maritime countries arc incrcasingly using 
as staging posts from which to carry out deep 

Many of these islands contain the ritual sites 
kin. Here the shark-kin come asbore to conduct th 
cient ceremonies at the highest point of th 
Traditionally, the local fuhermen cower indoors 
shark-kin arrive. There they wait out the long 



prayer, leaving their homes in the morning only after the 
shark-kin have returned to the sea. The newcomers have ei- 
ther dismissed this as superstitious nonsense or else see it as 
a sign of how cowardly the natives are. Regardless of their 
initial impressions, the newcomers have fought the shark- 
kin for islands. Now they attack the shark-kin after they 
come ashore, and some have succeeded in wiping out entire 
tribes of shark-kin. Others find themselves subject to re- 
peated shark-kin attacks as the shark-kin struggle to retake 
their sacred ground. 
Volcanoes: Underwater volcanoes are common in the 

area. Some resemble truncated cones; others bubble and 
discharge superheated lava as they grow, slowly pushing 
their way up to the world above. In still other places, vents 
blast out air hot enough to boil the surrounding water. 
While most creatures enjoy the heat at a distance, a few 
make their homes close to the volcanoes. Of these the most 
dangerous are the kopru and the flame salamander. Bask- 
ing in the heat, they prey on small fire shrimps which dart 
in and out of the hot blasts released by the volcanoes. Any 
creature foolish enough to approach too close is also fair 
game. 

The volcanoes are relatively stable, but a few major erup- 
tions have occurred in recent memory. Two hundred years 
ago, an eruption destroyed the triton castle of Facats. Three 
small volcanic islands also arose 50 miles to the south of 
Aloysius Island 60 years ago. Their cones rise less than 30 
feet above the sea, and during storms, they bubble and hiss 
as large waves wash over them. 

Whirlpools: The large number of coral reefs and un- 
derwater rock formatiohs channel the tides and currents. 
Driving them into funnels, the rocks increase the power of 
the tides, giving rise to whirlpools. Here the water moves at 
tremendous speeds making it hazardous to surface ship- 
ping and underwater travelers. According to triton legends, 
the largest whirlpools a e  the entrances to the lairs of the 
undead mesmers (see AC9, The Creature Catdope, p. 
86). As to whether these wraith-like creatures do exist down 
there, no one knows for sure. Those tritons and merrow 
foolish enough to attempt to find out have never been seen 
again. 

The Ruins of the Taymora: Scattered over the sea floor 
are the ruins of the Taymora. Avoided by most of the under- 
water races, these sunken homes are used by giant crabs, 
eels, sharks, and other creatures as lairs. Some of the ruins 
are rumored to contain deep subterranean passages which 
still contain ancient pockets of air. Great treasures are said 
to await anyone brave enough to venture into the remains 
of the lost civilization; however, rumors of undead guard- 
ians prevent even the hiudiest of adventurers from explor- 
ing too far. 

Climate: The Sunlit Sea enjoys tropical sunshine for 
the majority of the year. The dominant wind blows from 
northwest to southwest, frequently raising hurricanes, 
tornadoes, and waterspouts which buffet the waters below. 
More than one triton has found himself whisked out of the 
water and flung for miles across the sea during the passage 
of a tornado. Electrical storms are frequent in the early 
months of the year, and tidal forces grow stronger as gates 
to the Elemental Plane of Water open and close. 

Fogs and mists are common, especially close to the is- 
lands of the Minrothad Guilds. While these pose no threat 
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to underwater creatures, the appearance of a fog on the sur- 
face often warns of the presence of a hot underwater air 
vent, or of an active volcano. 

‘Cbe Lams Above 
As told by Tibonius, the triton. 

“Even under the waves we have neighbors. Some are closer 
than others, to be sure, but we all have to live in and 
around this sea, so we try to get on as best we can with one 
another. Up on the land there’s the Karameikans and the 
halflings to the north. We don’t have much to do with 
them, as they’re really a bit too far away to affect Undersea 
much. Mind you, the kna deal with both races quite ofien, 
and they don’t seem to have any problems, so I guess 
they’re both all right.” 

“The Makai arc a f m  shoal 
of air breathers. They’re the local people. The M?kai have 
been on the islands ever since they were dry mmnnin 
peaks. Always pleasant and cheerful, not like the money- 
grubbing Guilders of Minrothad to the east. Yep, the Ma- 
kai of Ierendi know how to live. They spend most of their 
time enjoying themselves, doing a bit of farming and fuh- 
ing now and again. I mean, what’s the point of working 
yourself to death just so you can pile up a bunch of gold 
coins and precious stones? What’s it get you? A life of lei- 
sure? But you can have that right now. It’s hot round here, 
so they don’t need much in the way of clothes for m m  of 
the year. They can also get away with simple shelters to live 
in. Food is everywhere you look-growing on the trees, 
swimming in the seas, popping up out of the ground, and 
running around all over the place. 

“Entertainment? Nah! You don’t need money for that. 
It’s free. If you want to go out hunting, pick up a spear or a 
bow and off you go after some game. Plenty of excitement 
to be had, and good exercise, too. Lots of swimming if you 
want it, and fuhing. Your average Ierendian has got it 
made. Look at them. Pretty healthy bunch. I even hear tell 
from some of the merrow that there’s gallons of foreigners 
heading to Ierendi every year to soak up the goad life, and 
live like kings on next to nothing. 

“Mind you, it ain’t all sweetness and light on the ten is- 
lands. There’s lots of Continentals around these days, but 
they tend to live life at a low-key pace. One of the strangest 
customs that I’ve ever heard is that they fight each year in 
order to choose their king and queen. Then they set them 
up in a great coral castle, built after the triton style, until 
it’s time to beat the pulp out of each other in the following 
year’s Royal Tournament. Not that the king and queen do 
much. Most of the governing is left up to the Tribunal. 
They’ve got pools of these tribunes who decide what really 
needs doing and make sure that it all gets done on time. I 
don’t quite understand it. Ask a merrow if you really want 
to know, as many of them have served with the Ierendi 
Navy. They work as instructors, training the Ierendians in 
underwater wilderness survival and combat. The merrow 
also keep the Ierendians informed of any strange ships in 
the area, and they hire themselves out as dolphin cavalry 
and scouts. In return, Ierendi promises to keep the pirates 
away from merrow shrines. 

“The Ierendians also like our artwork a lot. They love the 
coral carvings and our mother-of-pearl creations, and 
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they’re fond of the bits of sea creamm we occasionally let 
them have. In excbange we get glazed pots and other neat 
s t u f f  that we can’t make under the waves. 

“Now, Ierendi’s got a great MV. It’s very dficient and is 
reckoned as the best in thc world. I’ve swum around afew 
of their ships and they do look much better than a lot of 
hulks that p w  overhead. They’ve never been beat, but 
then the mermw help them out. Punch a few holes into a 
ship from underneath, and thc land dwellcrs panic whcn 
the water gushes in. Mind you, the Ierendians train their 
sailors well, and they’ve got those weird characters to help 
them out. 

“They’re a shoal of antisocial wizards holed up on Honor 
Island. Wc’rc not NC what they are doing there, but we 
know it involves fm clcmentals in some form or another. 
They’ve got thcsc ships that bclch fm out of the top of 
them, and they also chuck fire mss the sea. We used to 
take an interen in them, in casc they werc trying to unleash 
the fm elementals, but we’ve given up trying. Too danger- 
ous. Thosc guys really know how to boil us water-based 
folks alive. Whole sea went up like a giant volcanic blow. 
m e r  that. we decided to k K o  an eve on them from a dis- 
creet distance. 

“Aloysius Island is where the Icrcndians suck their uimi- 
nals. Gallons of thcm work as slaves on the rhntations 
there. Most of the ones they relcasc suck around to dig in 
thc mincs. Beats mc why. Pools of thcm die every year from 
the bug bites and other stuff. They should do as the Makai 
do. Keep away from the mmbcs and nay by the sea. 

“Then there‘s thosc other strange dudes on White Is- 
land. They keep to themselves preny much, as long as no 
one messes with their birds. They seem content to just act 
weird all alone on their rock. 

“Now, our closcsr neighbors are the folks who livc on Ut- 
ter Island. They’re not likc the rest ofthe Ierendians. They 
don’t havc dark suntanncd skins. but white skin and hair. 
Spend most of their time building houses at night and 
sleeping during the day. Strange lot. But then again, 
breathing foo much air docs funny things to peoplc.” 

“Over to the east lie the is- 
lands of the Minrothad Guilds. Right mixed bunch they 
are. They‘ve got dwarves holed up on Fortress Island. Beats 
me why they’d want to livc on an island with an active vol- 
cano, unless they’re up to no good. Over on Open Island 
there’s lots of haltlings. They dig the soil, grow plants, and 
raise catclc. They‘re much friendlier than the dwarves. The 
halflings have taken good care of our folk who’ve been 
washed up there in bad weathcr. Further east is wbere the 
elves live. They call it Alfeisle, and there‘s Meditor and Ver- 
dicr clves there. You probably know them as sea and wood 
elves, The reefs around the island contain lots of 
Aquarendi, who trade pearls and potions with thcir clvcn 
cousins. 

“There‘s some other islands as well, North Island and 
Fire Island up near the Kvameikan coast, and Blackrock 
down in the south. Blackrock has nicely wvmcd warets 
from its volcano, and Fire Island sccms popular with the 
Minmthad Sea Dogs. 

“Thc main place is Trader Island, That’s where the Guild 
headquarters are. We sea people say away from there. It’s 
not a nice place, people gawk at you as though they’re try- 
ing to figure out how much you’re worth. Whecbcr that’s as 
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an interesting specimen m somc foreign collector or as a 
delicacy, I don’t know, but I don’t lik it. We’ve never re- 
ally uustcd thc Minrothads. not since they brought Iycan- 
thro~y to the sea. Causcd us a lor nf grief in the old days. 
We hkard from the Aquarcndi that lycanthropy has broken 
out ;gain, so we kecp away f m  the Guilders as much as 
possible. There’s no telling what you might catch. 

“?he Minrothads are a strange people. They are ruled by 
thcir ~Guildmasrers. the current top one is a water elf, But 
elf, human, halfling. or dwarf, they’re all obsessed with 
money and sratus. They evcn tattoo rhunsclvcs to show 
how important they are. Money is eveqthing to them. 
Work, work, work is all they do. Must have caught it from 
those dwarves on Fomess Island. 

%e ships of the Guilds call at almost rvcry port in the 
world. They carry goods to wherever they reckon they’ll 
make a profit. Basically, the Guilds arc OUT to get a monop- 
oly on world trade. Seuns to be working, too, from what I 
bear. 

“The Guilds don’t like anyone trading in thcir waters, 
eithe!. The sea is full oftheir pirates who attack any ship not 
belongmg to the Guilds. Pirates from Icrendi and Thyatis 
gct their own back by hacking up Minmthad ships. In turn, 
the hxiothad pirates chop up any ships not from Minro- 
thadl Somc days you can’t go out for a rctVing swim with- 
out Nnning into hordes ofsharks afuacfcd by the butchery 
going on above. Bodies splashing into the water and pump- 
ing aut their blood all over the place. It’s a bad business, 
draws the sharks like crazy. But what do the Guilders care? 
Theyldon’t have to live down here. They mat  the sea like a 
huge dumping ground. Then again, not rvcrything they 
dump is bad. A few ships haw gonc down ladcn with trea- 
sure, sa we don’t grumblc too much. 

“%y telling that to somc of the kna families, though. 
They lost a fair bit of shipping when the Guilds set their pi- 
rates bn them. loa ofkna d i d .  Thc Guilds &ought they’d 
beencloerdriving theknaout, butafewofthcknafami- 
lies decided to get thcir own back, if yuu know what I 
mean. 

“As you can gather, we don’t have much to do with the 
Minrothad Guilds. They’re far too alien for us to really 
comprehend what they are about. Still, the Aquarendi get 
on with them without any probluns. So. ifws want to deal 
with the Guilds, the Aquarcndi act as our go-bccwecns.” 

1 
AS toid by Munanska the Sagc 

“Now, let’s sec d I  can remember what you need to know. 
Ah! Yes. Undema is quite a loosc placc. It doesn‘t redy 
have any dearly dehed  borders, but son of washes back- 
wardb and f o m d s .  just likc the tide. When the nomadic 
merrpw ride in on their dolphins, the borders contract. 
When they Icavc. the barons of Undcma daim the waters 
aroupd there as their own, and so the bmders expand. 
”’& Tcmccs to the south arc as far as the border ever 

gocs. No one in Undersea seems keen to lay a claim to the 
cwihght world down there. To the north lies the great deep 
wacet pool of the kna. Thii is whcrc they keep their stocks 
and breed their mashers. So, 1 guess you CUI say chat Un- 
d e w  ends where the kna’s pool begins. 



“To the east, the barons reach as far as BladrrouE Island. 
The western barons lay dah to waters stretching as far as 
Ierendi Island itself, but this is just the barons blowing 
themselves up like puffer f& to show how powerful they 
are. None of them actually live any farther west than Utter 
Island.” 

Government: Undersea is ruled by Queen Tarovra, 
Guardian of T i e ,  Wielder of Energy, Mystic of the Sacred 
Spring, Keeper of the Current, etc., etc. Queen Tarovra has 
ruled for 50 years and looks set to rule for at least another 
50. A dual-classed clericlmage, the Queen personifies and 
symbolically unites the two elements of triton society: the 
clerics and the mages. As a cleric and a mage, the queen can 
represent each party without being accused of favoring one 
over the other. 

The monarchy is not hereditary, but it has remained with 
the Farmarva family for over 500 years. Theoretically the 
Pearl Throne is open to the hqghest level clericlmage on the 
death of the previous monarch, but as the Farmarva family 
grooms its sons and daughters for the post, few other candi- 
dates are even of a remotely comparable level to the family’s 
ahosen candidate. 

The tradition of the throne being available only to a 
clericlmage dates back to the dark days of the Night of the 
Long Knives. The Aquarendi, seeing the fear and hatred 
that was destroying Undersea, proposed a compromise be- 
tween the warring factions in which society would be united 
under a leader acceptable to both parties. Their proposal 
was accepted and the two factions have lived in peace ever 
since, although each continues to harbor suspicions towards 
the other. 
The Barons: The queen is aided and advised by her 

barons who divide their time between their estates and the 
court. The barons meet in council four times a year to dis- 
cuss recent events and to vote on any major decisions that 
face the queen. They have the right to veto any decision 
they don’t iike as a group, but a majority vote against is re- 
quired to sustain any veto. As Undersea’s way of life is quite 
slow moving, the queen rarely makes any major decisions, 
so the barons have little room to exercise their right of veto. 

Most barons would like to see some changes made in the 
way that Undersea is run, but as few agree on the nature of 
those changes, little gets done. 
The Army: The army of Undersea is composed equally 

of mages and clerics. Its role is both to defend Undersea 
from outside attack and also to act as an internal police 
force. In recent years, the army has grown in size to counter 
the threat posed by the devilfish. The main army consists of 
1,200 tritons divided into 10 battalions. Each battalion 
contains 120 tritons led by a either a cleric or a mage, usu- 
ally a baron who is responsible for its upkeep. The battal- 
ions are divided into six sub-units: four sea horse riding 
cavalry wings and two infantry units which use giant manta 
rays for transport. Clerics and mages are separated into ds- 
tinct units to prevent bickering. A typical battalion will 
have two clerical sea horse rider wings and one clerical in- 
fantry squad. 

Merrow have also been recruited to bulk out the army of 
Undersea. These dolphin riding freeswimmers patrol the 
borders, keeping a watchful eye out for any devilfish raid- 
ers. They are primarily tribal groups, consisting of entire 
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families and their fBh herds. The merrow are given waters 
on the edge of Undersea and have a free hand in how they 
handle problems in these areas. The policy, laid down by 
the queen with the consent of her barons, is to encourage 
the merrow to settle around Undersea and to form a fm 
line of defense. So far, it has worked remarkaMy well. 
Thirty merrow tribes have accepted the overlordship of the 
queen, and they have proved themselves invaluable on a 
number of occasions. 

Small numbers of shark-lun and nixies serve the army as 
scouts. The shark-kin are given freedom of passage as long 
as they do not bring their sharks into the center of Under- 
sea. While some shark-kin tribes have found this to their 
liking, others consider the laws of Undersea too restrictive 
and have withdrawn their aid. The nixies serve on a more ir- 
regular basis; as many are long-term members of Undersea, 
they serve for pay whenever their services are required. 

In addition, the entire population of Undersea is ex- 
pected to carry arms in times of dire need. This allows Un- 
dersea to field a force in excess of 10,000 spellcasters, a fact 
which has been a decisive factor in preventing a full-scale 
attack by the devilfish. 

The Coral Guard: Four hundred elite tritolw reme as 
the bodyguards of the queen. These live in the queen’s cas- 
tle and are all clericlmages. Their loyalty to the queen is 
unquestioned, as many are members of the queen’s own 
family. In times of war, the Coral Guard is led personally by 
the queen; otherwise, her brother Juliast is entrusted with 
their upkeep and Uaining. 

The Coral Guard ride sea horses of the highest quality 
and are equipped with + 2 lances and + 2 tridents. They 
wear enchanted + 3 shell armor and each one carries a selec- 
tion of clerical and magical items: w 
so on. 

potent police force. Renowned for their general good cheer 
and fairness, members of the Coral Guard are respected by 
al l ,  and they are encouraged, in turn, to mix freely with the 
populace. 

Alliances: Undersea is allied to the merrow of the Sun- 
lit Sea. Mutual defense pacts have been made with many of 
the merrow tribes. In the event of attacks on the memw, 
Undersea guarantees to come to their aid. In exchange, the 
merrow tribes have agreed to serve Undersea as auxiliary 
forces. The main basis of the alliance lies in the threat posed 
by the devilfish. The merrow realize that by combining de- 
fenses with Undersea, the devilfish are likely to be discour- 
aged from launching all-out attacks on individual tribes. 
For her part, Queen Tarovra sees the alliances with the mer- 
row tribes as vital to strengthening Undersea’s position and 
in maintaining a united front against the threat from the 
deep. 

In practice triton forces and groups of adventurers regu- 
larly patrol through merrow waters. They give advice to 
merrow on how best to defend against devilfii attack, and 
their spellcasting abilities have made the defense of the 
merrow tribes a reality. At first the merrow were suspi&us 
of the queen’s motives, but Queen Tarovra has made it dear 
that she has no desire to fully assimilate the merrow tribes 
into Undersea. She sees them as valuable allies, rather than 
as a subject race, a situation that the merrow are more than 
happy to accept given the current threat from the devilfish. 

The Coral Guard patrols the areas ar 



The sea giants of the Tenaxes vcalsdaliied w Un&em. 
Most sea giants are reclusive, but a few families regularly 
visit Undersea. It is from these more outgoing families that 
player characters should be drawn. The giants are f a m i i  
with the ways of the deep and are invaluable suppliers of 
m d e  when it comes w banling the larger sea monsters. 

Dolphins me frequent visitors to Undersea; whales lcss 
so, Undersea has informal agreements with both races. The 
hunting or exploitation of eithet race is considered to be a 
very serious crime. Slavery does not ndst in Undersea, and 
anyone keeping a dolphin against its will would be charged 
with kidnaping. The dolphins and whales arc aL0 impor- 
tant in keeping Undersea informed of events in the x a s  and 
oc- of the world. The whales and dolphins are in almost 
constant communication with each other, using their songs 
to relay information across the watets of the world. 

A ‘LOUIZ 0frUNiU3RE€a 

The coral castle shimmers as ocean cnrreuts flow gently by. 
Overhead the sun shines throngh the water, bathing the 
pink and yellow coral in a soft glow. This is the castle of 
Smaar, capital ofundersea and the homeofQneen%mvra. 
From out of the upper d e s  of the castle swims a triton, 
his graceful athletic form gliding swiftly through the water. 
He p”s through a shoal of brightly colored fuh, who dan 
out of his way. 

“Welcome to Undersea,” he says as be bows. “I am Luc- 
tins and I have been instructed to show you the heights and 
depthsofourwaters. Asvisitotsfromthe~~eworld, I’m 
sure that there is much about Undersea that is strange to 
you. The castle you see More you is the home of our 
queen, and houses her advisers, any barons who are cur- 
rently in attendance, the G~ral Guard, the Great Temple to 
Manwara, and the Citadel of Magic. 

“The castle is typical of mwu construction techniques. 
The c o d  at its base is a natural formation, but the upper 
reaches are created from corals that have been brought here 
from other pam of Undersea. They are gnfred onto the 
original coral. and are then encouraged to lay down addi- 
tional coral deposits by the use of various magical tech- 
niques. By employing spells, we speed up the process and 
shape the coral into the mnctnres yon see before you. 

“As you can see, the castle only vaguely rexmbles the 
strong fod ied  strnmucs favored by you surface dwellers. 
Beauty and amhetic appeal take precedence for us. The 
great galleries that you can see in the walls are fded with sea 
plants and flowers, forming hanging gardens which ddft in 
the currents. The walls are d y  designed to channel the 
cnmnts to ensure the steady flow of clean dcar waters and 
to set up resonances in the coral itself. Each gallery has its 
own distinct sound, which we fmd very pleasing. 
“In the went of attack, sections of coral are manipulated 

to fd the openings. It spoils the panoramic view from the 
galleries, but it makes entry into the castle possible only 
along well defended passages. 
“Letb ride a ray over to the castle and I’ll show yon its in- 

teriox.” Lnctius motions to where a giant manta ray is gli- 
ding through the clear waters. The ray approaches and a 
miton can bc seen sitting above its head. “We use manta 
tays as a wnvenient form of transportation. This one is ca- 
pable of carrying a large number of people, but smaller 
ones are used to tow one or two people. The giant rays are 
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contmlled by the llsc of *;the n o d  rayt 
nixies, or metmw who have evolved a fdendship with 
them:’ The giant manta ray glides w a stately MI and hov- 
ers effottledy above the sea flci~r. “Right, just push your- 
self off from the sea bed and d e  hold of the fnrward edges 
of its wings. Yon don’t actually sit on the ray, just allow it w 
tow you. Everyone ready? Good. Let‘s go.” 

The ray‘s wings rise and MI in smooth flowing aw. 
which send it skimming over the sea floor. Effodcs ly  it 
dses up wwad one of the great galleries. “ B c h ,  yon can 
scc the great wral gardens. The wral is d p r e d  into thcsc 
splendid shapes by triton mages. Some d the formatiions 
are over 600 years old and were m e d  by Tiblonisus, the 
greatcst c o d  sculpwr ever. The gardens are his crearion as 
well. I’m snre you‘ll agree that their byout is not ody awe 
i n s p i i ,  but practical as well. Very little cnkivation is re- 
quired to keep them in flower all year w d ,  as ’Fibsonjsus 
collected many sca flowers from all over the Sunlit Sea.” 

The ray M and comes to a halt next w one oftbe gal- 
leries. ‘ynst let go,” Luctius btrncts. “The ament will 
carry yon in.” In the @ry great open spncs liein everydi- 
rection, and the WllL of each one me dewrated with shell 
motifs and adorned with flowering plants. At in& 
along the walk phosphorescent plants give &a plrsant 
light, and sunlight & the area in a w a m  pink glow. 
Fluonscent fish swim through the many openings in the 
coral. ‘‘During the dag the castle is lit by the sun. The top 
of the castle lies a few feet beneath the waves. In gwd 
weather, it is an ideal place w swim and tclax, but in bad 
weather, it gets choppy up hue, so we retirr w the lower 
reaches. At night the glowing plants and tish provide a 
pleasant light w see by. We augment these by spells of Uu- 
mination which are cast behind WllL of thin coral. so that 
the light is more gentle and relaxed. 

“If you listen, you can hcy the sound ofthe current as it 
mom through the wd.” A deep -thg rbrum fills the 
waters, rising and falling, suggesting the sound of the ride 
washing against a M. “Do not be h m e d  by the la& of 
flmrs and culiogs. As a people who move in three dimen- 
sions, we prefer open spaces, even imideourhnmes. The-- 
wccdcovucdledgnthatyousccucfnrthe~ofvisitors 
who come here w lelu and sopk up the gallcrg’s waters. 

“Let’s follow the nurent inw the next chamber. The a- 
rent is a very imptrant part oftriwn archixrture. It serves a 
great many putpms. It creates the music of the cod a d  
aids movement within the d e .  The m+ity of pvsages 
are one way only. Other ppssages flow adi6kemsay. While 
it’s p i b l e  w travel agaiost the current. it’s fu casier w go 
with the flow, In the went of attack, the atmag& ofthe CUI- 
rent can be iwnsed dramatically by closk@ offcerwin pas- 
sages and h e l i n g  the warn down the nmaining ones. 
This maha it hard for attackers w mta defensive areas and 
allows the coral Guard w quickly rnch the attackers. The 
pvslgesaredaignedsotharfn~scahorsrldersarirhlances 
can block them and flow down onw anyone in&cm. We’ll 
come across this type ofrhinking many times dudng our tour 
of Undersea. We &ns build for b e a q  but with an 
eye w the pmcticalities of defense. 

“The current serves another viul role. It keeps the castle 
flushed so that any unpleasant tastes are removed inw the 
open waters. This is very important, becausc we aquatic 
races don’t so much smell as taste the waters. Toilets? Yes, 
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them. Most people prefer to swim. The sea floor is therefore there is one just there. Any one who wishes had best go 
now, as they are found only at the edges of the castle where 
the water can easily clear the coral cisterns.” 

The tour continues through the castle, visiting armories, 
craft rooms, and the public area of the Great Temple where 
a pearl likeness of Manwara stares down with a benign ex- 
pression. Eventually the tour reaches the Hall of State. 
“This is where the queen holds court. The throne at the 
end is carved from the largest black pearl ever found. It’s 
believed that the oyster which struggled with such a mon- 
strous piece of sand was the last of its kind. Certainly, no 
oyster I have ever seen has been so large. The pearl shells be- 
neath the throne are where the barons sit. 

“As you can see, this hall has huge mother-of-pearl doors 
so that affairs of state may take place in private. We have 
doors throughout the castle, but they blend with the walls, 
so they are far from obvious. Now we will adjourn to the 
dining room, before leaving the coral castle to visit other 
parts of Undersea.” 

The food is served upon shell plates and consists of raw 
fuh and vegetables. “While eating, please take care to en- 
sure that all your movements are graceful and flowing. 
Otherwise, food and plates may be sent hurtling across the 
chamber, propelled by the eddies created by sudden rapid 
arm and body movements.” 

After lunch the party takes another manta ray trip over 
the waters surrounding the castle. “Down below, you can 
see the constructs which form the town of Smaar. These are 
like miniature versions of the castle, and house the crafts- 
men, kna merchants, and common people of Smaar. You’ll 
notice an absence of roads. We simply have no use for 

waterscaped to enhance its natural beauty. All settlements 
in Undersea follow this open plan design.” 

ourselves, or else use their own personal transportation, or 
even employ an underwater boat. Most tritons have a sea 
horse for travel, some have dolphin companions who will 
carry them, and others may use other types of fuh. Giant 
squids are sometimes used-more for entertainment than 
1s a serious form of transportation. Underwater boats are 
nade from carefully sculpted coral and are powered by wa- 
ter elementals. They are mainly used for long journeys, but 
they are becoming increasingly popular for transport 
around the settlements. Personally, I prefer to travel by 
more traditional means.” 

4 

“Those traveling longer distances will take a 

LiviNG iN UNWrzsea 
Luctius, the triton, answers some common questions a h i t  
Undersea. 

Citizenship: “One of the main things that you need to be 
aware of in Undersea is that all tritons are spellcasters. At 
me time, citizenship of Undersea was limited to spellcast- 
ers only, but we are now a much more open society. Even 
the kopru are an accepted part of Undersea. Anyone is wel- 
come to settle in Undersea providing they adhere to our 
laws .” 

“We do not have many laws. Murder and 
robbery are of course abhorred. We do not punish ouccrim- 
inals, but rather use quest and geas spells to prevent crimi- 

The Lam: 
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nalsfromcontinuingintheiran~~ways. Ourcourtsarc 
presided over by clerics and mages who nse their spells to 
determine the innocence or pd t  of anyone swnding trial. 
Evildoers we expel from Undersea, and we placc a gem on 
them never to return. We reserve the death penalty for 
weresharks and undead. In the latter case, we view our acts 
more as laying their sods to rest than as punishment. as 
they are already tecbnically dead. 

“I will not prctcnd that Undersea is a perfect society. We 
havehadmorethanourshveofuoublesinthepast,partic- 
ularly during the Night of thc Long Knives. Although we 
thought we bad eradicated lycanthropy thcn. we arc now 
aware that morc and more wercsharks have been discmcrcd 
prowling our borders.” 

Clerics and Mages: “Intcrnal struggles between clerics 
and mages are now on a much more friendly basis, thanks 
to the Aquarendi. Ever since the monarchy p d  to the 
clericlmages. clerics and mages have seen themselves as 
part of a unified sociery. That’s not to say that we don’t 
have our differences. Friendly rivalry goes on all the time. 
but we no longer tear at each other’s throats to show who is 
the m’ost powedul or important. Besides, we arc aware that 
lycanthropy is a threat to us all. There is nothing to be 
gained by blaming each other, particularly when we know 
that it was humans who were responsible in the first place.” 

“There are currently eight barons in Un- 
dersea: four clerics and four mages. Within their own terri- 
tory the barons dispcnsc justice fairly Becaw of the extent 
of the sea, thc borders of the baronies tend to be very elas- 
tic, and squabblcs bctwecn the barons are few and far be- 
tween. We tritons are aware that we share the seawith many 
other ma, and so we do not claim vast areas of water that 
we have no real right to. The reach of the barons is really 
only the areas around their castles. Their subjects live close 
to the castles with kelp forcsts and fish waters surrounding 
them. Although the barons like to lay daim to larger 
stretches of water, it is genedy considered that this is more 
for thc fulfillment of the barons’ egos than a serious claim. 

“You must understand that although the tradition is for 
a bvony to be banded down within the same family, this is 
not laid down in law. Any baron who abuses his privileges 
and neglects his duties to his subjects can be removed from 
ofice. This does not happcn often, and it requires the 
agreement ofthe majority of a baron’s subjects for a baron 
to removed. As you can sce, a baron stays in power only by 
acting in a fair manner and catering to thc wishes of the lo- 
cal populace.” 

“Weekly meetings are held in each bar- 
ony to allow the local people to voice any grievances to the 
baron or one of his representatives. These are usually lively 
affairs, as we water breathers like to live life to the fullcst. 
The barons or their representatives listen to each speaker, 
and then decide on the best way to resolve disputes. People 
who disagree about apanicular resolution have one month 
in which to restate their c a x .  This is done in front of a jnry 
of 21 members, and a simple majority is all thatis required 
to rea& a binding decision. 

“Although our barons are powerful. they must cater to 
the well-being of all of their subjects. Unfortunately, this 
often means that the wishes of the uiton majority are the 
ones imposed on the rest of society But u n d  we become a 
truly multiracial society, this is unlikely to changc.” 

The b n s :  
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Rites of Passage: “Wc tritons bury our dead in tomb 
dug into the sea flwr. Thc meum and sa giants pile loda 
upon their dead. The nixies ate a smngc CW: thsy simply 
dissolve when they die. I gum that’s what comes from be- 
ing water sprites, but it does mean that &cy never can be 
raised from the dead. Thc knpru throw their dead into lava 
vents, and they also have a mange custom of betting on 
how long the body takes to bum up. I think it’s barbaric. 
but then again thc kopru always give me the creeps. The 
kna lay their dead to rest inside of giant squid shells: thc 
s m c  ones they use for uanspning their goods in. They 
then tow them out ovcr dccp watm and relwc the ak 
sending them down to the depths. The shark-kin are really 
callous; theyfeedtheirdeadtothcirsharks. Itdoesn’tshow 
much respect, does it?” 

Ruins: “Not all of Undersea is as devrloped as it once 
was. To the south ofutter Islnnd. for example. is Colhador. 
Once upon a timc this was an island, inha$itcd by clves as 
I’m told, but it sunk untold centuries ago. and now the 
whole place is filed with muck and monsters. To thc mt is 
Kwm‘s Castle. right on the cdgc of thc dropoff and inhab- 
ited by a sea giant who doesn’t know any better. Fnnher 
south is Suthus, an actual city built ofqmhiog but caverns 
and tunnels in the &. Thc whole placc is infested with 
shark-kin. so I couldn’t mommcnd that you visit. Another 
s o d c  of ruins is the dupping that goes on. ‘here are mfs 
all around the most dangcmus of these arc the Buccanccr’s 
Rcdr. wherealotoftheshipJsunkshowsignsofmorethvl 
a red, if you catch my drift. There are d e r  undeveloped 
rcgidns that have their uses besides these, such as the places 
frequentcd by wdd sea horses or various monsrers:’ 

RCOURCCS a N b  Cuabe 
Silvercrest, thckna trader, giw ns the lowdown on the eco- 
nomic situation. 

“I gulm you could call me an ousidcr, but when it comes 
righo down to it I’m a vital part of Undascn’s Uistence. My 
fanulyandotherknafamiJiesarcthelifcbloodofUndcrsca. 
We keep goods flowing around the phce and act as a d c h -  
ety service ac~oss the sea flwr. We arc based in a deep water 
pool to the north of the kingdom. That’s where wc brecd 
our mashers and also store our goods. 

“Undersea produces many of our trade ituns. Por thc 
most part, the uitons are happy to let us handle trade. They 
know that they‘ll get fair prices and that our services are 
vcry reasonable. Pish are one of thc most important re- 
sources of Undersea. They are available in abundance and 
they are also a commodity that wc ulde in only for our own 
supplies Shells. corals, pearls, and ingrcdienrs for magical 
potions and spells are our main inrercsts. AU of these we 
trade with the surface world and with other aquatic races. 
We also cany the metals and goods made by the kopru.” 

r o e  View q n o M  Outsiw of 
UNbensea 
A SOaRk-kiN’S Vf€W Of UNbelZSCa 

“It’s a place of corpulcnt wasters I should know, I lived 
there for a few months. It’s not the kind of place that any 
self-respecting hunter would pant to spend roo long in. 



Civilization, the tritons call it, but it’s more like slobbery. 
Few of the tritons know how to hunt. How can you grow to 
be strong and powerful if you never have to catch your own 
lunch? And what they do eat, someone else has killed for 
them. Barbaric, it is. They don’t let the fsh go where they 
want. Keep them herded together. Don’t sound very fair to 
the fsh, does it? Not allowed to row the seas, and only he- 
ing kept alive so you can feed some fat triton. 

“They tried similar tactics on my tribe, too. Told us it was 
all right to settle on the edges of Undersea, just as long as 
we didn’t cause no trouble. Trouble? Us? Look at me. What 
do you see? That’s right, an honest face, and good sharp 
teeth, too. We wouldn’t cause any trouble. Stayed there we 
did, some of us even got jobs as army scouts. But com- 
plaints started coming in. “They can’t control their sharks. 
Always out swimming late at night. No respect for other 
people’s privacy. Always holding their bloody parties. It’s 
not safe to go out of doors. They’ve got no self control.” 
Well, I couldn’t see what they were complaining about. So 
what if some sharks tore up a few pet fsh. It’s not our fault 
that the fsh had lost their natural instincts. And we shark- 
kin like a good time. You can’t beat a good shindig, with 
lots of blood in the water to get you going. The Aquarendi 
were the worst at complaining. Bunch of soft anemones. 
They find it hard to understand the ways of the sea. Just be- 
cause we picked on a few of them for a bit of fun, and then 
borrowed their pretty armor, they got all uptight and com- 
Blained to the tritons. 

“The tritons started to lean on us, so we decided we’d 
had enough of Undersea. We left. Not too far, though. Just 
a nice safe distance from which we could keep a watch on 
their herds. Yeah, we raid occasionally. We don’t attack 
anyone unless they get in the way. But the fish are fair 
game. How do you think they’d like it if we rounded up 
every fsh that passed through our waters and called them 
our own? Because that’s what they do in Undersea. They 
want everything for themselves. We’re just redressing the 
balance of nature, and having a bit of fun at the same time. 
Tell you what, though, the sharks love it.” 

A Sea GiaWs View of UNOe?zsea 

“Undersea is a fine place. A little too cramped for normal- 
sized folk, but the little people seem to like it that way. 
They make good use of the coral to enhance the natural 
beauty of their homes. 

“It’s good to have a force for civilization on the sea floor. 
The nomadic merrow are decent enough, but the people of 
Undersea are very cultured and well read. They have li- 
braries full of slates which cover all manner of things: phi- 
losophy, medicine, religion, history, the intricacies of coral 
formation, and other st&. The writing is a little small for 
comfort, but I can normally find a triton to read it to me. 

“Undersea is a good force under the waves. It helps to 
keep the place stable, and the shark-kin under control. The 
queen is a frne triton and her people have benefited greatly 
during her rule. The tritons manage everything well, and 
have greatly increased the productivity of theit f& farming 
and kelp growing in recent years, so much so that their pop- 
ulation is slowly expanding.” 

A NoMa&ic M~RROW’S View 
“Undersea is a good ally and it makes an interesting place 
to visit, but I wouldn’t like to live there. Life is too slow and 
organized. I much prefer the open waters where you can go 
where you like. I’ve served with their army in the past. The 
work’s not bad and you get treated quite well. One of the 
good things about the tritons is that they don’t uy to push 
you around. All merrow who Serve with them do so under 
merrow leaders. 

“Oh sure, we’ve had our differences with them in the 
past. When the tritons arrived in the Sunlit Sea, they 
thought that they owned the place. But now they are con- 
tent to leave the majority of the sea to us. We’ve had our 
run-ins with individual barons, bur they’ve come to realize 
that we don’t raid their fsh stocks, as we have our own. Be- 
sides, we have a common enemy these days in the form of 
the devilfish. Those cold-blooded killers don’t care who 
they at&, so it makes sense for us to work with the tritons 
to keep the sea safe.” 

R€liGiON 
The main Immortal worshiped in the Sunlit is 
Manwara. All races acknowledge Manwara and he takes on 
the form of his worshipers’ race. Mvlwara is referred to as 
the Old Being of the Sea. The being aspect varies from tri- 
ton, merrow, shark-kin, nixie, etc., depending on the m e  
in question. He is an Immortal from the Sphere of Time, 
and is considered to be older than the sea. Manwara is 
present in the currents, waves, and depths of the sea. He 
can be kindly, violent, or simply uncaring, much like the 
sea itself. All beings look to him for guidance, but he is nor- 
mally regarded as a being of fate. If something happens, it 
is because Manwara has willed it. All change, whether good 
or bad, is credited to Manwara. He is the guardian of time, 
he maintains the flow, and keeps the Sea alive as it moves 
through ever changing cycles. 

Manwara is believed to dwell on another plane which is 
reached by one of the gates on the floor of the abyss. But 
part of Manwara’s essence is believed to be present in every 
lrop of water. 
Racial Views: Individual races concentrate on a puticu- 

lar aspect of Manwara, one most suited to their own life- 
styles and experiences. They are all correct in their 
interpretations: the ways of the Immortals are such that no 
one can truly understand all their intents and powers. But 
this does not prevent each race from viewing their own in- 
terpretation as the only true one. 

Racial Heroes: Each race also worships racial heroes 
who have ascended to Immortality. One of these is given for 
each race. Feel free to create more, and to alter the ones be- 
low to better fit your own conceptions. 

Powers of the Shanlans: All shamans (not triton clerics) 
gain a special ability at 1st level conferred by their racial 
hero. These optional powers are described below. Shamans 
do not exist in Aquarendi society; instead, the spiritual 
needs of the aquatic elves are catered to by the Keeper of 
the Sacred Frond (see “Heroes of the Sea”). 

Aquatic Elves: To the elves, Manwara is the great savior 
and guardian of their race. Worship of Manwara is  con- 
ducted in the Kellaraalb, the sacred Cavern of the F r d .  

I 



The elves emphasize Manwara's role as the Guardian of 
Time and Precursor of Change. They place much store in 
recording all events which occur in a grcat hook (in fact 
hundreds of books) known as the Kellastoi. Within its 
pages can he found the complete racial history of the 
Aquarendi. 

Tdlivu. theRoor Maker is the most honored of elven Im- 
mortals. She is credited with the creation of the fmt Frond 
of Life. She represents life and continuity to the elves, and 
the abundant bounty of the sea. 

Kna: Ocean currents and the diversity of life figure prom- 
inently in the kna's conception of Manwara. The Old Kna 
of the Sea created many races throughout the oceans of the 
world and gave to each one unique skills and natural com- 
modities. He then created the kna so that all races could 
benefit from his wisdom. The kna travel his currents carry- 
ing with them the products of each race's skills or namal 
habitat. The kna see that every race has access to the pro- 
duce of other races. allowing all the races of the waters to 
benefit. 

Sharpmr Squid Slaycris the kna who created the fm kna 
camvan by singlehandedly slaying a giant squid and then 
taming the fmt masher to pull its shell. Sharpcrest then 
amased the greatest fortune that any kna family has ever 
possessed. With such great abilities, his place as an Immortal 
was assured. Sharpcrest's goodwill and superior barfflining 
pwets arc invoked by the kna each time they head out on an 
Ocean crossing, and in each trading deal they make. 

Shamm: Gain a + 1 bonus to damage and automati- 
cally have the Sea Monster Empathy (Masher) skill, and the 
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Bargain skill at + 2, or at a + 2 bonus if they already have 
either skill. 

KOPN: The seas can be cold and freezing, but they can also 
be hot and boiling. The kopru worship Manwan as an Im- 
m o d  ofdiversiy. To them he is the Iord of Heat and Cold, 
and an Immortal of Chaos. The kopru consider thcmsdves 
important to Manwara's plans becaux he has given them the 
power to exin in hot and cold watets. They arc the ones cho- 
sen to watch over the sacred steam springs whkh explcde out 
of the f u m e s  of the great volcanoes. Manwam is also viewed 
as a callous being, who creates other races to do his bidding 
and to carrg out his great plans. The kopru's domination 
ability is further evidence that they are chosen to emphasize 
the violent and uncaring power of the sea. 

S h a r k  the Lurker is the major kopru Immortal. She is 
credited with assuring the kopru's supremacy by earning 
the kopru their power of magic resistance. 
Shamans: Gain the ability to make Saving Throws vs. 

Magicat +4. 

Menow: The freedom of the seas figures highly in the 
merrow's worship of Manwara. He made the sea so that the 
mermw might enjoy themselves and explore its evennost 
reaches. All its creatures have a right to freedom, as the sea 
contains no walls or boundaries, The merrow of the King- 
dom of Twaelar to the south place a different interpretation 
on Manwara. To them, he is the h m o d  who made the 
oceans so that the merrow could revel in its vast delights 
and becomc stmng. Any who take it and use it to bring sta- 
bility are following his will. 



Mddor the Dolphin-fiend is worshiped by both groups 
of merrow. Malafor was the f i t  of their race to bring about 
the union between dolphins and merrow. Malafor is said to 
have taught the merrow how to communicate with dol- 
phins and whales and he is believed still to travel the world 
in the form of a dolphin. 

Shamans: Once a day, they gain the ability to shape- 
change into a dolphin (Dungeon Maters Companion, p. 
29) on making a successful Wisdom Check. A successfbl 
Wisdom Check is also required to revert to merrow form. 
Both transformations take one round to occur. The shaman 
takes the form of a dolphin: AC 5 ;  MV 180’ (60‘); # AT 1 
head butt; Dmg 2-8. Armor Class is adjusted by the sha- 
man’s Dexterity bonuses and penalties. The shaman’s HD 

etermine Saving Throws and combat ability. 
ing into dolphin form, the shaman’s posses- 
hind. They should either be left in a safe 

or entrusted to another character. Dolphin form con- 
advantage of dolphin song telepathy in a 50 mile 

not the dolphin’s detect magic power. The sha- 
also surface every 15 minutes for air, although 
prolonged by making a successful Constitution 

Check for every extra minute spent without air. 

we their great strength without causing excessive harm tn 
he lesser creatures. 

Shamans: Gain the ability to create a water blnstd 

Shack-kin: The seas and oceans of the world are a cruel 
place to live, but only if you are weak. The strong hunter 
does not fall prey to the orca or the shark. Instead, he de- 
lights in the thrill of the hunt and the joys of the kill. The 
shark-kin’s interpretation of Manwara is a uniquely private 
one. Manwara gave them the ocean to hunt L; inrcturn 
they agreed to explore the land and report on events these. 
When they completed this appointed task, Manwara re- 
turned them to the waters. But Manwara aIways has need of 
news, and so the leaders of his people must always be cho- 
sen upon the land. There they can revel in their superitwity 
over the other sea races, and report the latest events to him. 

Crakkak of the Sharp Tooth swims high in shark-kin my- 
thology. Not only did this mighty warrior and shaman slay 
over a thousand dolphins in one day, but by so doing, he 
impressed the sharks so much that they rushed to join the 
shark-kin. Since that day the two races have been me. 

Shamans: Once a day, they gain the ability to SlapPC- 
h n g e  into a mako shark on a successful Wisdom Check: 
AC 4; MV 240’ (80’); # AT 1 bite; Dmg 2-12. A SUCECSGfUI 
Wisdom Check is also required to revert to shark-kin fmm. 
Both transformations take one round to occur. Annor Wlss 
is adjusted by the shaman’s Dexterity bonuses and pava.l- 
ties. The shaman’s HD is still used to determine Saving 
Throws and combat ability. When changing into shark 

The seas and oceans are places of natural beauty 
r you look you can fmd the care and attention lav- 
Manwara on the smallest of creations. Beautiful 
quisite coral formations, sea anemones, the gossa- 

ists of plankton, tiny, colored fishes, and the nixies 
emselves. Of course, the nixies are the most beautiful and 
irable of all of Manwara’s creations, for they are as0 in- 

of the Seven Veilsis the most revered of all the ni- 
me ImmortaS. It was through her efforts that Manwara 
granted nixies the power to charm others. She also taught 
the nixies the elements of natural beauty, and the benefits 
of physical toning and stretching in prolonging their 
beauty. 

Shamans: Gain a + 2  to their Charisma score (maxi- 
mum 18), or they may choose any skill at + 2 if they already 
have an 18 Charisma. 

Sea Giants: The oceans are large and so are the giants. So 
that the giants would have freedom of movement, 
Manwara made the other intelligent races smaller than the 
giants. Just as the great whales are good natured creatures 
and have been given the freedom of the seas, the sea giants 
should strive not to cramp the style of the lesser races. They 
should give their aid when necessary, but should refrain 
from interfering unnecessarily in the affairs of the smaller 
races. 

Gorrziok the Wave Lord sought out Manwara and re- 
,quested the ability of water Mast so that the giants could 
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form, the shaman’s possessions ate IA-bihind. They 
should either be left in a safe place or entrusted to d e r  
character. 

Tritons: Manwara is revered as the Father of the 
and Creator of Magic. It was his foresight that de te rmid  
that the beauty of the ocean and the power of its natural 
forces could be further enhanced by a race knowledgeable 
in magical forces. The tritons were therefore gifted with su- 
perior magical powers. The tritons use their powers to add 
to his works and to bring stability to the shifting currents d 
the world. 

Polunius the Designer is the Immortal credited with & 
covering the mysteries of coral manipulation. He was a 
great clericlmage who taught the triton mages how to 
shape and accelerate the formation of cod .  He personifies 
creativity and freedom of thought, and exemplifies dx 
benefits of enlightened and open structures, whether th 
are triton coral creations or triton societies. Triton clerics 
Polunius as a great teacher and symbol of triton values. The 
mages view him as an Immortal of aesthetic freedom and 
expression. 
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The followuiog penooalities arc all active in tbc Sunlit s a .  
Each NPC is pmcntcd as a dunctcr complctc with Icvcls of 
cxpctieocc and Ability Scorn (where appliablc). To allow 
you to use them in more conventional D&D’ p e r ,  the 
C~UXXCK ue also rated in t e r n  of HD. As the “ C ~ N R  
Hem” character generation rules allow for more powcrful 
characters (up to 36th level) than those given in tbc moa- 
ster descriptions in the D&D ~ l ~ b o o k s  and ‘Ibe Ocanuc 
C?dogue, an NPCs HD ue &en far less than his level of 
cxpcricncc. 

The stately form of Queen Tarovra surveyed the Court 
from the Pearl Throne. Before her sat her barons, each 
one watching her carcfully. The queen had called a spe- 
cial meeting of the Court, and although all had their 
suspicions as to why she had done so, none knew for 
sure. The queen’s voice cut clearly through the waters of 
the Court, “Thank you all for coming. It is for a matter 
of the utmost urgency that we call upon you today. We 
are under threat from dark forces issuing out of the 
deeper waters to the south. Devilfish and weresharks as- 
sail our kingdom. The emissaries of the Minrothad 
Guilds send dire warnings that if the attacks by the kna 
do not stop, they will take matters into their own hands. 
At the same time, tribes of shark-kin are being eradi- 
cated by the surface dwellers. 

“We will not tolerate such threats! Be they from the 
devilfish, undead, the Guilds, or other Imperialist sur- 
face dwellers. Wc charge you all with seeing to your hor- 
ders. We require detailed reports, and the 
strengthening of our armed forces. For too long have we 
sat in contentment, while others seek to weaken our po- 
sitions. While we are aware that the kna have a just case 
against the Guilds, we cannot afford a war with the SUI- 
face dwellers at the present time. Any kna who are 
proven to he engaged in attacks are to he expelled. The 
shark-kin, endangered as they are, will hav 
themselves.” 

AstheC 
with the YO 

I . .  

’ZT~ROVR& Q u ~ € N  of the C K ~ ~ O N S  
(Cletic/mage21,St10.In16,Wi17.D~11,Co12,.Ch14; 
HD 7, ALNeutnl. Age 145) 

Queen k v m  has ruled Undersea for I O  years. During this 
time she has tended to let matters of state take care of them- 
selves. The recent problems besetting Undersea have 
caused her to take a more active role. She resents the curtail- 
ment of her magical research that this wiU bring, but she 
knows that she must appear strong to her barons if she is to 
avoid their vetoing her right to rule. 

The queen is haughty and proud, the representative of a 
poweifd family, and she ~ C C U  the proper respect to be 
shown to one of her station. While she handles the current 
crises competently, she dws so grudgingly. Her attitude to- 
ward surface dwellers has hardened recently. She has 00 

great love for the shark-kin, but they are of the sea. The 
Minrothad Guilds inhabit an alien world. and she does not 
appreciate threats. But she has decided to deal with the 
threat of the devilfish More turning her attention to the 
world above, Consequently, surface dwellers get a very cool 

m t i o n  from the queen and she is likely tn refuse to m e L  
them, sending her brother Juliast instead. 

Queen h v r a ’ s  current p m p a t i o n s  make her distant 
and short-tempered with any but her a d v k ,  b n s ,  apd 
personal servants. The word is out to avoid the queen or, if 
that is impossible, to bow so low that she cannot see you. 

Adventurers may be sent on missionS by one of the 
queen’s aides, but never by the queen herself. Even such 
powcrful allies as Bratar, the sea giant, never get to meet 
the qncen. This means that it‘s possible for you  player 
characters to be used as dupes. They think they are working 
for the queen, but in reality, they arc being used to fur+er 
the goals of another NPC. 

~ 

lged and wrinkled form of Marcus of Souedge was 
_._ k s t  to rise. ”Majesty, the kna frequently pass 
through my barony on their way to their deep water 
pool. I fail to see how I can take any active role in pre- 
venting the kna from attacking the Guilds. The kna 
rraders are essential to the continued well-being of 
Souedge. They carry the produce of the kelp forests and 
fish farms to Smaar. Besides, our borders have always 
been open to the kna. Short of searching each trading 
family to ensure they are not carrying surface goods, 
how else can I curtail their activity?” 

The queen stated long at him before replying. “You 
are entrusted with preventing attacks in the vicinity of 
Fortress Island. In the event of attacks. you are to go to 
the aid of the Guilds.” 

“Majesty,” Marcus replied, “my people will be reluc- 
tant to take such action. We of Souedge still remember 
the Night of the Long Knives. We will not risk contract- 
ing lycaothmpy by dealing with humans. Instead, let it ~ 

he known that we will punish severely any renegade kna ~ 

:h.” 

MEiRCUS, =RON Of sOU€h?€ 

(TrironMlge16,St8,InlI,Wi9,I)r7,CoS,Ch12;HD 
7. AL Nentnl. Age 209) 

Marcus is over 200 yem old and is one of the oldest living 
tritons, as cvideot by hs wrinkled skin and white hair. ‘He 
dislikes surface dwellers. Historically, Souedge became in- 
fmed with lycanthropes and suffered greatly during the 
Night of the Long Knives. Since that time, the tritons of 
Souedge have turned all surface dwellers from their waters. 
Threats by the Minrothad Guilds to interfere in the &$IS 
of Undersea have angered him greatly. Souedge has not 
been a “get for devilfikh attacks and Mamu feels &a@ he 
can handle the Guilds. 

Marcus passively suppom the kna att& on Guild ship- 
pmg. He gives them no aid, but he does not stop them 
from attacking ships in his waters. While he resents the 
queen’s orders, he docs not feel strong enough to attempt a 
veto. He knows that the southern barons would not support 
him. For now, Marcus has sent word to the h a  to cease at- 
tacks in hi waters. In exchange, hc intends to use trusted 
tritons to follow Guild ships and let the koa know when 
they leave Souedge. 

M m s  always appears grumpy He suffers from rheuma- 
tism, and shouldn’t he living in such a damp envuonmeot. 
His &like of d a c e  dwellers and his fear of contncting ly- 
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canthropy prevents him from retiring to one of the Ierendi 
Islands. “I’m not going up there. It’s full of weirdos who’d 
turn me into a were beast in a week. You can take your sun- 
shine and dry world and keep it.” 

K m ,  R ~ K O N  of NOffteNs 
(Triton Mage 16, and wereshark, St 14, In 17, Wi 11, Dx 
13, Co 10, Ch 13; HD 7, AL Chaotic) 

ClauOia, Balto~ess OF welzea 

attacked by them, but she shares 
barons that it is only a matter of 
rther into Undersea. 

baron and his followers. 
Kitas appears friendly and kindly to others, and he al- 

M~iGtk le~e ,  B ~ R O N ~ S S  OF Soua 
(Triton Mage 15, St 14, In 17, Wi 6, Dx 8. Co 13, Ch 12; 
HD 7, AL Neutral, Age 154) 

Autalanus 1s rat-very far. d e  doesn’t so much swim as bob 
along. His skin hangs in great wrinkles across his volumi- 
nous paunch. Most tritons in his condition would wear con- 
ceding robes, but Autalanus considers it a sign of his 
wealth and a symbol of the prosperity of his barony to 
flaunt his physique. Members of his court all follow a simi- 
lar pattern, but none have so large a stature. The court rou- 
tine at Easa Castle has been described as endless merrow to check on events in the west. 
banqueting, punctuated by naps between meals. In truth, 
the culinary delights of Autalanus’s table are held in high 
esteem by all who visit him, but most people are incapable 
of making much headway past the first course. Autalanus is 
capable of eating all lesser mortals under the table. 

The resources of normal baronies would be stretched to 
the limits by such shows of conspicuous consumption, but 
Easa is situated on one of the main fshing grounds. Mil- 
lions of fish pass through here constantly so that the taking 
of a thousand a day does little to reduce their numbers. 

Autalanus takes little part in politics. He is self-satisfied 
and is happy to let others deal with outside problems. Ifhis 
fsh supplies were ever endangered, the baron would be- 
come a formidable adversary, but until that day, he con- 

Anyone visiting Autalanus will be treated to a magnifi- 
cent feast lasting for at least two days. Engaging the baron 
in conversation about anything other than food is hard 
work, but can be achieved with determination. If external 
threats can be shown to be having, or to potentially have, 
an adverse effect on his food supplies, then Autalanus will 
become avery active campaigner against them-at least un- 
til the threat is temporarily removed. 

(Triton Cleric 18, St 9, In 8, Wi 16, Dx 13, Co 10, Ch 16; 
HD 7, AL Neutral, Age 59) 

Although Baron Kitas nas been carerui, repom have 
reached Magdalene of wereshark activities to the west. 
These have been brought to her by the merrow who hunt in 
that area. She suspects that Kitas is not doing all he could to 
prevent these attacks, but so far, she believes that his zeal to 
wage war against the devilfish i s  what prevents him from 
doing so. She does, however, send patrols of tritons and 

The majority of merrow who settled near to Undersea are 
along the borders of Soua. Magdalene actively encourages 
the merrow to settle and she employs large numbers of 
them as scouts who scour &e waters near the Terraces. 

Magdalene is a very beautiful triton and she takes many 
lovers, some of them merrow. She gives the queen her 
whole-hearted support, as Soua has been the object of most 
of the recent devilfish attacks. Magdalene is much liked by 
her subjects, who feel she has their best interests at heart. 
They realize that they are effectively in the front line of any 
devilfish attacks, and those living at the south of the barony 
are on a permanent war footing. 

ACtONiUS, &llZON OF ~ K i W a R  

HD 7,  AL 

Actonius is a warlike and ferodous triton who has person~y 
led raids along the T ~ ~ ~ ~ .  udomately, the 

rather than devilfish, 
but Actonius doesnPt care. He bears a fongstanding 
against the shark-kin ever since his prize-winning stud barra- 
cuda was killed by them in a raid on his fsh herds. Actonilr~ 

himself with his hobby Of cOnsPicuous consumption* (Triton Cleric 19, St 17, In 10, Wi 14, Dx 11, Co 9, a 13; 
Age 98) 

of his raids tend to be 
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had spent years selectively breeding barracuda to arrive at his 
champion. years that were wasted when the shark-kin drove 
off the rest of his breeding stock. The tribe of shark-kin re- 
sponsible was hunted down and killed years ago, hut Acto- 
nius doesn’t let that get in the way of his fun. 

Actonius resents Magdalene of Soua’s attitude in allow- 
ing merrow to border her waters. As merrow dolphin riders 
occasionally raid his fuh, Actonius sees it as evidence ofthe 
unreliahility and lawlessness of the “lesser” races, as he 
calls them. In reality, he suffers from so many raids because 
he provokes his nomadic neighbors. 

In council. Actonius is always the first to accuse the 
shark-kin nf being in league with the devXish. if not actu- 
ally being the ones responsible for leading the devilfiish. 
Pew others take him seriously: there are tm many reports of 
shark-kin being the victims nf devXish attacks. Actonius 
claims that this is just an elaborate cover-up. He also 
blames the shark-kin for the increase in weresharks, and 
this argument has swayed other barons. 

To a uiton, sea giant, nixie, or kna, Actonius is proud hut 
friendly. He never lets anyone forget that he is great warrior, 
and he is fond of boasting of his past exploits. He treats 
merrow in a patronizing manner; they are all f& thieves as 
far as he is concerned. Shark-kin know better than to meet 
Actonius. Actonius is always looking for advenrurers tn 
carry out tasks for him. Prospective candidates will be inter- 
viewed personally by Actonius and then subjected to rigor- 
ous tests designed to dixnver their martial abilities. (These 
tests usually take the form of mock combat with his 
guards.) Shark-kin need not apply, and merrnw had best be 
prepared to take more than their fait share of knocks. 
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Mawefa. RanoNess of cfanoans 
(Triton Mage 18, St 8, In 18, Wi 8, Dx 12, Cn 10, Cb 12; 
HD 7.  ALNeutral. Age 112) 

Marseea is a much respected uiton mage who is also a per- 
sonal friend of the queen. She has avery liberal anitude to- 
ward other races and encourages them to dwell within her 
barony. However. they must abide by the laws of Undersea, 
a situation that has resulted in most of the shark-kin leaving 
sbordy after they arrive. Baron Actonius bas claimed that 
Maseea is in league with the “barbarian races,” and that 
she intends to fill Undersea with them and then destroy the 
kingdom. Marseea finds this amusing. “If that overblown 
puffer fuh wants to waste his time looking for conspiracies 
where none exist, let him. There are far more important 
and enjoyable things in life to concern oneself with than 
the ungrounded fears nf a paranoiac.” 

Baroness Clarhars spends a lot of time at the court at 
Smaar where her nixie servants entertain guests by present- 
ing the Dance of the Seven Veils. Marseea likes tn play the 
upper-class lady, whose interests run nn further than her 
dresses and the jewelry of her nixie servants. She often ap- 
pears distant, in a vacant son of way, becoming animated 
only when the conversation NIUS to fashion or barracuda 
racing, the other great passinn in her life. 

All this is a front. The baroness shares the queen’s fears 
regarding the devilfish attacks and suspects that there is 
some malignant force which drives them and coordinates 
their activities. She and the queen have spent vast periods 
of time scrying the Terraces and the Abyss in the hopes of 
discovering whether such a force does exist. The fact that 



obsemcia &n seem to be bbxked, and their at- 
tempts to contact other planes are met with silence on this 
matter, further convinces them that they are correct. Unfor- 
tunately, they have no real way of finding out. None of 
their patrols have ever returned. 

J U l i a s t  to€ Brzotnerz aNb 
Cotzal Guano 
18, In 16, Wi 15, Dx 12, Co 13, 

triton. His highly muscled 
hair and flashing blue eyes 

C u d  and spending 

Makeea is a shrewd judge of character who is likely to 
hire adventurers to work in secret. This would require them 
to spy on other baronies. “One cannot be too careful in 

possession of his own mind 
these troubled times, darlings. Who can say who is still in 

Caxctiou, Aano~ of Calitarz 
(Triton Cleric 14 and velya, St 18, In 14, Wi 17, Dx 13, C 

, Ch 13; HD 14, AL Chaotic, Age 75) 

As a youth, Caxctiou loved to explore old ruins. He and his 
companions entered large numbers of Zymora tombs to lay 
the dead to rest. One day they set off to explore the ruins on 
the Terraces. Led by their shark-kin guide, they entered an 
ancient temple and were confronted by the horrific form of 
Saasskas the Hissing Demon. Using her demonic powers, 
Saasskas claimed their minds and souls. Her undead ser- 
vants leeched the life out of them and turned them into 
velya-the dreaded vampires of the deeps. Secure in her 
control, Saasskas sent them back to the Sunlit Sea with a 
special talisman with which she could keep in contact with 
Caxctiou. Saasskas destroyed the mind of the shark-kin 
guide and sent him in the form of a wight to attack his own 
people. 

Caxctiou and his followers are similar to the velya de- 
scribed on page 89 of The Creature Catalogue. The main 
difference is that Saasskas turned Caxctiou into a powerful 
velya with 14 HD, who is capable of operating during day- 
light hours. Cmctiou will be destroyed if he is exposed to 
air for at least a minute. Any less time causes him only to 
weaken: he loses Id8 hit points per round. Caxctiou’s six 
followers are normal velya who can retain their original ui- 
ton forms. Neither Caxctiou or his followers look any differ- 
ent from normal tritons. 

Saasskas exercises little control over Caxctiou, being con- 
tent to use the baron to spy on events in Undersea. Mean- 
while the baron slowly extends his power by creating watery 
wights to guard his castle crypts and to lie in wait for the day 
his mistress calls him. Caxctiou is busily restocking the ruins 
of the Taymora with his own undead. 

Caxctiou is aware of his dangerous position. He knows 
that he is merely one of Saasskas’s many pawns, but he can- 
not break free of her control or count on the demon for as- 
sistance. He tries to keep his true nature hidden from other 
tritons and has bound a shadow (the monster variety) to 
keep close by him at all times so that his lack of a real 
shadow will go unnoticed. He likes to keep his appearances 
at Smaar to a minimum, but when there he presents him- 
self as an advocate of war against the devilfiih. 

On a personal level, Caxctiou is charming and well man- 
nered. He takes no risks with guests or visitors unless they 
pry too deeply into his affairs. Only then will he set his un- 
dead upon them. He knows that it is far safer if no one con- 
nects Calitar with unexplained disappearances. This 
doesn’t mean that Calitar is open to all visitors. The attacks 
by the devilfish provide excellent excuses to search people 
and then turn them away: for their own safety, of course. 

, In 18, Wi 8, Dx 10, Co 13, Ch 8; 

accent. Conver 
labored affairs. 

H a d h  finds it amw- 
set him into cats. In the 
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Bottom of the Sea” provides details of HamisWs resevcb 
station and some of his inventions. 

Dnazlik, tnf K o p ~ u  EN~R€VR€N€UR 
(KOPN 12, Wicca 10, St 12, In 17, Wi 10, Dx 9. Co 14, Ch 
13; HD 8 +4, AL Neutral) 

If Drazlik lived in the surface world, he would be desuibcd 
as oily, but in Undersea he is merely considered slimy. 
Drazlik is a kopru who has managed to curtail thc majority 
of his antisocial tendencies, having decided to make the 
most of what Undersea can offer him. He is frequently 
friendly to people, with the kind of fawning attitudc that 
makes others squirm, or at least decide not to buy any used 
underwater boats from him. But Drazlik doesn’t let that 
get him down. In the old days a quick blast of his domina- 
tion ability was all that was required to smooth the way and 
make friends. Now, be has enough clout and friends for 
him not to be bothered about what others think. 
His smelting operations are going well, and he hopes to 

he able to persuade the Aquarendi to go into a joint ven- 
ture producing magical weapons. 

Drazlik‘s Employment Agency is proving a great success. 
It supplies human and occasionally dwarvish servants for 
anyone who wanrs them. Drazlik has been able to circum- 
vent Undersea’s laws against slavery by employing only 
shipwrecked sailors. In exchange for promising to work for 
Dnzlik for a year, he provides them with water breathing 
spells, courtesy of his nixie assistants. As this is a voluntary 
agreement (although one made under duress), it is legal. 
Much more dubious is Dnzlik’s recruitment policy. Hc 
soon realized that not enough ships were getting wrecked, 
so be encouraged the kna to attack more and supplied them 
with metal weapons, forged by his kopru and fue ban- 
der servants. His aew of pan-nixies is always on hand to see 
to the needs of the wounded when a ship is sunk by thc 
h a .  Grateful sailors will promise anything to their beauti- 
ful nixie saviors. Drazlik also encourages volunteers to join 
his organization. His nixie recruiters do a fine job of enuc- 
ing sailors from passing ships to fling themselves into the 
water. 

Drazlik‘s motives are not really monetary. He does it be- 
cause he loves scheming and plotting, especially when it in- 
volves humans. Hc is concerned about the devilfish threat, 
and would gladly lend his talents to the service of Under- 
sea, once things reach a more critical level. Until then. he 
intends to have as much fun as possible. 

Nualla, Sflfgtgleb QUWN Of to€ Nixif8 
(Nixie 16, St6, In 16, Wi 11, Dx 17, Co 13, Ch 18: HD 1, 
AL Neutral) 

N u d a  is Drazlik’s partner in the Employment Agency. She 
handles staff problems like getting her groups of nixie re- 
cruiters to the right place at the tight time, and seeing that 
Drazlis “employees” receive their water breathing spells 
on time. Nu& has a strange attraction to Drazlik, mainly 
because he is so unlike other men she has met. Where oth- 
ers fmd Drazlik’s appearance off-putting, if not repulsive, 
Nualla sees a fme specimen of a man. That’s what comes 
from being subject to Drazlik’s domination powers! 

Nualla likes to have fun and party. She is the party ani- 
mal of Undersea. Any party, any time, any place, Nualla 

will bc there, invited or not. Shc is an expert at getting past 
doormen, who simply cannot refuse to let such a beautiful 
lady in. She L not as empty beaded as she may at fmt ap- 
pear. One of her roles is to discover as much information as 
she can about events in Undersea and pass it onto Baroness 
Marscea, a situation that Drazlik encourages as it keeps him 
domed of recent events. 

Halbo WaVeRiWR, NoMabic M@IZRoW 

(St18,In9,Wi8,Dx17,Go14,Ch11;HD4,ALNeutn 
Age 123) 

Haldo Waverider is the leader of a tribc of merrow whi 
has close ties with the Iercndi Navy This call and well- 
muscled merrow has taught more young recruits than he 
cares to remember. He no longer revhes at the Ierendi 
Academy, but be encourages members ofhis tribe to do so. 

Haldo is typical of many of the nomadic merrow of the 
Sunlit Sea. He sees the sea as a grcat playground and pro- 
vider. All it needs to continue to be so is to be treated with 
respect. He has visited Undersea but found the d c d  way 
of life totally alien to his temperament. “The tritons have a 
great civilization in Undersea, and that’s where ids going to 
nay. I’ll take the freedom of thc sea.’’ Haldo has an easygo- 
ing tempcramat. If somethjng isn’t fun, then it’s not 
worrh doing. 

Haldo views the mcrrow who have settled in Undersea 
with some suspicion. Hc does not undmtand why they 
should want to involve themselves in triton affairs, particu- 
larly as they are risking their lives to do so. It is a some of 
tension, but be realizes that it is their decision to accept so- 
called civilized ways. “Let the devilfish come, and we will 
deal with thcm as we deal with all invaders.” 

He and other memw watch events along thc Terraces 
with interest. He has no Imc for the shark-kin, and be is 
concerned that they will start to move into the Sunlit Sea if 
they continue to be attacked by the dcvilfii. This is a situa- 
tion which causes him some disuess. He appreciates that 
the shark-kin have nowherc else to go, but hc will do his ut- 
most to stop them. As a famous and wcll-liked merrow. it’s 
likely that other tribes will follow him. The possibility of a 
full-scale interracial war is not something he looks forwvd 
to, buthchasnowishtogiveupanyofrhcscatotheshu‘ 
kin or the devilfish. 

S ~ ~ V ~ R C R G H ,  Hfab of the KNa C~abf t l s  
AssociatioN 
(St 18, In 12. Wi 10, Dx 13. Go 14, Ch 12; HD 7, ALch 
otic, Age 133) 

Silvercrest is an imposing h a ,  with his uest lppareni 
made of real silver. He is the mastermind behind the attacks 
on the ships of the Minrothad Guilds. Silvercrest collates 
dormation from various sources on the movements of 
Guild ships and then sends kna familics to attack thcm. 
The goods are then moved to the deep water pool where 
they are sorted and stored ready for shipment to other lands 
and waters. None of these goods evcr turn up in Undersea, 
as Silvercrest wishes to make sure that no evidence can be 
gained against kna who operate in triton waters. 

As a front, Silvercrest tutu a warehoux in Smm fmm 
where he operates the ocean-spanning Kna Traders Associa- 
tion. Membership in the Associauon is open to all h a  f a  



tage of its facilities. Only a rew 
of the families who call reguldy at the warehouse &e en- 
gaged in piracy. The vast majority of kna families are honest 
traders, and Silvercrest wants it kept that way. 

Silvercrest is a good source of information about the 
Oceans of the world. This information is free to all kna, but 
other races are charged a nominal price of 2 gp per item. 
Should Silvercrest’s cover ever be blown, he has contin- 
gency plans to move his operation to the deep water pool. 

Brzatarz toe Sea Gialvt 
(SeaGiant 15, St 18, In 12, Wi9, Dx 10, Co 17, Ch 12; HD 
15, AL Neutral, Age 256) 

Bratar is a long-time ally of Undersea, occasionally called 
upon to help defeat any large monsters that wander in from 
the ocean to the south. Bratar lives with his family in a great 
ravine at the foot of the Terraces. There a great castle rises 
for hundreds of feet, almost to the top of the ravine. 

Bratar is good natured and friendly, but like other sea gi- 
ants he likes his privacy. Few sea creatures are foolish 
enough to interrupt him at home. When the tritons desire 
his aid, they send a dolphin to ask him to visit them. It’s not 
that he doesn’t want to help others, it’s just that he likes 
spending time with his family. He also doesn’t like worry- 
ing about the damage he could do to lesser creatures wher 
they come to visit. 

Et€RNaJ VOpaGetz 

gNarwhal Mage 20, HD 20, AL Lawful, Age 506) 
5sir 

Eternal Voyager is the name that this great narwhal is 
known by in the Sunlit Sea. Her true name takes almost 
half an hour to sing, so when dealing with other races she 
prefers this much shortened version. Her songs are so well 
developed that she can use them to communicate with any 
creature. When in Undersea, Eternal Voyager spends a 
week with the queen, keeping her up to date with events 
taking place elsewhere in the world. 

This magnificent whale is treated with great respect by 
the races of the Sunlit Sea. Even the aggressive shark-kin 
show her the polite side of their nature. They can still re- 
member the time that one of them attacked her only to enc 
up spitted on her great horn. 

Eternal Voyager is a large version of her species. She is 40’ 
long, with a 15’-long gold spiral horn issuing from her 
head. Her skin is pure white with a pronounced dark gray 
underbelly. She detests evil and attacks it wherever she 
encounters it, but only rarely will she actively seek it out. 
She knows that evil has its place in the world, but if it ever 
crosses her path, she is sworn to destroy it. Her golden horn 
has the power to detect evil UD to 120’. As a 20th-level 

ago if he were not aqmally the fmt dolphin that Malafor the 
Dolphin Friend beqriended. When Malafor completed h i  
quest for Immortdity, Skyrider decided to stay with his 
people. As a reward, Malafor dramatically extended the 
natural lifespan of his friend. 

Skyrider appears w a normal dolphin, with the kind of 
charming, ear-splitting grin that humans find cute. He 
likes to frolic in the warm shallows surrounding the Ierendi 
Isles when he is not kiving advice to younger dolphins. He 
is a personal friend f Haldo Waverider and he takes an ac- 
tive interest in the a& airs of the merrow. He never visits Un- 
dersea, not because be dislikes the tritons, bur because he’d 
rather keep his presqnce secret from them. Skyrider knm 
the magical powers oossessed by the tritons and has no wisk 
to get too close. f l e  other dolphins that visit Undersea 
keep him informed of events there. 

Saasskas toe Qesmoyerz 
(Hissing Demon, HD 32, St 28, In 24, Wi 20, Dx 30, Co 
30, Ch 16, AI. Chao~c) 

The depths of the spa contain many things that man was 
not meant to know. One of these malignant entities is 
Saasskas the Destroper, a demonic Immortal from the 
Sphere of Entropy (see the DMs Guide to h o r r a k ,  pp. 
29-33). Saasskas s t eed  life as a devilfish who contracted 
vampirism and then sought Immortality. This she attained 
by sacrificing thousapds of tritons on her altars deep at the 
bottom of the sea. After spending centuries on other 
planes, she returned PO finish the work she had begun. Us- 
ing her powers, Saaqkas discovered that many tritons had 
moved to the Sunlit ,Sea. Appearing to her devilfiih wor- 
shipers, Saasskas fired them with an unholy crusade against 
the tritons. All the dqvilfisih attacks which have taken place 
in Undersea have occprred as a result of her commands. To 
avoid intervention br other Immortals, S& has not 
made her presence knpwn to the tritons; rather, she uses her 
followers to accomplibh her ends. 

Saasskas prefers to Oorrupt any who venture into her dark 
realm, using them to further her aims. The devilfish are 
firmly under her co+rol and she occasionally appcars to 
them as a devilfiih of bast size. Totally in awe of her powers, 
the devilfisih carry out her every wish. 

As an Immortal, Swskas takes a long-term view. As far 
as she is concerned th ultimate destruction of Undersea is 
inevitable. She can a& ord to take her time, and revel in its 
slow destruction. Her plan is to spread dissent among the 
races of the sea and tD set them against one another. She 
raises the dead of the1 sea as her soldiers in her war. Thou 
sands of drowned sailbrs and the bones of the ancient By 
mora wait for the day dhat she will send them against the se 
peoples in a wave of unstoppable undeath. 

mage, Eiernal Voyager has an ikpressive array of magic* 2- ’ 
powers at her disposal. &..? 

SkytziWtz 
(Dolphin Shaman 10, HD 10, AL Lawful, Age unknown 
precisely, but figured in tens of centuries, not years) 

Skyrider is the spiritual leader of the dolphins who reside in 
the Sunlit Sea. It is to him that other dolphins go for advice 
and aid. Skyrider is very old, and he would have died long 
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Aquatic magic parallels the development of land- and air- 
based magic in many ways, but not in all. The use of fire- 
based spells is v h d y  unknown to the aquatic races, and 
certain spells have different effects when cast undcrwatcr. 
This section details the difference between water spells and 
standard D & P  game spells. It also describe the effects of 
spells cast by visitors from the d a c e  world, as many of 
these function differently when cast in water. 

POtiONS, scnolls. aNb Books 
To surface dwcllers, all porions created underwater have a 
salry mte. Undematcr creatures are unaware of this and 
will be able to note other distinct flavors to potions. Potions 
are taken in the same way as in the snrface world, but they 
must be consumed as soon as they are opened, or else they 
become diluted with sea water aftcr one round and lose 
their effect. 

Scrolls are not used by the sea peoples, as inks tend to tun 
and smear. Instead, slatcs are used to record information 
and to store spells. The writing is either scratched into the 
slate or else the slates are covered in grease, and are written 
on by scraping or tubbing away the grease. 

Spell stones and shells are also used by the sea peoples, 
pvticularly triton mages. These small stones and shells are 
inscribed with spells and are studied each morning in the 
same way as a magic-user from the surface world studies his 
spell books in order to memorize his spells. Instead of 
thick, leather-bound books. a triton mage carries a bag of 
brightly colored pebbles covered in arcane symbols. 

Spell stones and shells are also used to store spells in a 
similar manner to that ofsctolls. To activate a suoll stone or 
shell. the caster holds the stone or shell and chants the spell 
inscribed on the stone. This casts the spell and wipe the 
spell from the stone. The writing on these spell stones is en- 
tirely magical, appearing as the stones are enchanted. 

Books made from slatcs arc used by the aquatic races to 
store information and to record past events. The aquatic 
elves also posscss many vellum and parchment books which 
are written in ink. These books are kept in the dry areas of 
their reef homes, where thcy are protected from the effects 
of salt water. When these books have to be transported. 
they are sealed in airtight containers. 

Magical scrolls inscribed in the d a c e  world can bc used 
normally underwater, subject to any changed spcll effects. 

Spells of the LaNb Dwfllcns 
Land dwellers require a watcr breaching spell before they 
are able to cast any  spells underwater. Spells which are not 
listed below have normal effects when cast underwater. 

Clenical Spells 
Aerial Senant: 

Create Food: Any food created is polluted by salt water. 
Characters eating it suffer from stomach cramps for ld6 
turns unlcss they Save vs. Poison. Characters affected by 
stomach cramps attack at -4 to hit, move at quarter nor- 
mal spced, and make all Saving Throws against area of ef- 
fect spells or attacks at - 5.  

This spell does not work underwater. 

Earrhquake: When cast on the sea floor this spell creates 
shock waves which m n  all within the castcr's area of effect 
unless they makc a succcssful Saving Thmw vs. Death R q .  
Whcn cast underwater the area of effect is halved. Stunned 
creatures are unable to cast spells, and move at quarter 
speed. The cffccts last for as long as creatures stay witbin 
the arca ofdfect, and for ld6 rounds nfterwards. 

Sticks to Snakes and Insect Plague: Snakes drown in ld4 
rounds and insects drown immediatcly. The insects create 
an obscuring cloud. io 

D K U l b  SPeUS 
The following spells have no affect wbcn cast un 
produce fur, call lightning, mnrrol winds, and 
doom. 

Summon Elemental: Only water and earth elemen 
may be summoned, and an earrh clcmental must stay Ik 
contact with the sea floor or bc dispelled in ld4 rounds. 

MaGfC-USfR SPfllS 
The following spells have no affect undcrwater: invisible 
sralkerandlowerwater(unlesscurinanareawithalimited 
volnmc of water, such as a lake or river). The spells listed 
below are altered in some way when cast underwater. 

Cloudkill: Tbissp 
mass of sickly-green 
fect. Thcse bubbles 
at the rate of 60' pe 
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Fireball: The area of 
the blast causes only half of its normal damage. 

Fly: This spell allows a chancter to swim at twicc his n 
mal movement rate. 

Icc smnn/wall: An ice scorn works n o d y  except 
it loses somc of its downward force, causing only ld4 points 
of damage per level of thc caster. Unlcss an ice wall is braced 
in some manner it will float to the surface of the KI at the 
rate of 60' per round. 

Lightning bok  This lightning is conducted by the water 
to form a sphere of lightning with a 20' ndius. It intlius 
normal damage to all within the sphcrc. 

Masrmorph: This spell causes the affected c r e a m  t 
semble kelp. 

Summon elcmentd: Only water and c a d  e l m  
may be summoncd, and an eartb elemend must 
contact with the sea floor or be disp 

Wall offur: The arca of effect an 
spell is quartered. The spell a h  cau 
creating clouds of obscuring steam. 
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Spflls OF to€ Sea PfOpJfS 
The following spells are either different versions of existing 
spells or new spells used by the sea peoples. The name of 
the spell which is replaced is shown in brackets after the 
spell name. Any spell not detailed below is unchanged 
from the normal effects given in the D&D@ rulebooks. 
These new and variant spells may be learned in the normal 
manner by surface-based spellcasters who discover them in 
books or on scrolls, or who are taught by tritons. Clerics 
who worship Immortals of the sea may also cast the special 
aquatic versions of clerical spells. 

Clenical Spells 
First Level 

Purify Food and Clear Water (Purdj Food and Water) 

This is the same as the purify food and water spell, except 
that it can also be used to clear mud, ink, or other obscuring 
substances from a 20’-diameter globe. It makes the area 
into clear water which does not obscure vision. It can also be 
used to remove any water-based poisons from its area of ef- 
fect. It has no effect on the druidic obscure spell. 

Fourth Level 

Air Breathing (Create Water) 

Range: 30’ 
Duration: 1 day 
Effect: One water-breathing creature 

This spell allows the recipient to breathe normally while out 
of water. It does not affect movement in any way, nor does it 
n ~ v ~ n t  the recipient from breathing water. 

sticks to snakes 

The snakes created by this spell are the water-breathing va- 
rieties. They die in ld4 rounds if created out of water. This 
spell may be cast on seaweed fronds as well as sticks. 

Fifth Level 

Shtimp Plague (Insect Plague) 

This spell summons a vast swarm of stinging and biting 
shrimps which have the same effects as an insect plague 

location, the undine departs to 
The undine will take as much 
mission, up to the duration of 

the spell. 

Range: 120’ 

This spell causes a sec ‘on of sea to churn and creates under- 
water currents of dev tating force. A 17th-level caster can 
affect an area up to 6 ’ square, adding 5’ to each dimension 
for each additional 1 i el of experience. 

Within the area of effect, all small dwellings are reduced 
to rubble and larger onstructions are cracked open. Crea- 
tures in the area of e ect are immediately swept out of the 
area in a random dir ction suffering 4d10 points of dam- 
age. Ships on the su ace are flung out of the area of effect 
and take Id20 + 20 p ints of hull damage. 

D~uiOicNixk aMaN Spells 
k m d  Level i 

spell, except that this spell works only underwater. 

Summon Undine (Aerial Servant) 

er level of the caster 
tches one creature or item 

gent creature made of water. It comes 

ten Companion, p. 42). When summoned, the undine ap- 
pears immediately. The caster must then describe one 
creature or item to the undine or it will depart. The approx- 
imate location of the target must also be named. After 

Enchant WeaPOn 
R ~ ~ ~ :  0 (caster 
 ti^^: T~~ 
~ f f ~ ~ ~ :  creates 

from the Elemental P L e  of Water (see the Dungeon Mas- 

61 
F 
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Sixth Level 

Elemea*ll Proteaion iu' Radius (WHII of Iron) 

Range: 0 (caster only) 
Duration: 12 turns 
Effect: Barrier 20' diameter 

An invisible and magical barrier extending 10' in all direc- 
tions surrounds the caster. It otherwise provides the same 
protection and benefits as the fifth-level elemental protec- 
tion spell to all frieridly creatures within the sphere. 

nydrzx (Invisible Stalker) 
Range: 0 (caster only) 
Duration: Until mission is accomplished 
Effect: Summons one hydnx 

This spell summons a h y h ,  a creature from the Elemen- 
tal Plane of Water (see the Dungeon Masters Companion 
rules, p. 41), which will perform one task for the caster. The 
hydrax will serve for whatever time or distance is involved, 
until the task is completed or the hydrax is slain. A dispel 
evil spell will force the hydrax to return to its home plane. 

Raise %ter (Lower Water) 
Range: 240' 
Duration: One turn 
Effect: Creates a lOO'-high waterspout 

This spell causes water in an arca of up to 10,000 square feet to 
tiX up as a lOO'-high waterspout. Ifcast under a baat or ship, 
the vessel will be lifeed into the air and fluhg back to the sea. 
This causes aship to take ld20+20 points ofhull damage. If 
cast on c r e a m  they take 3d20 points of damage. 

Eighth Level 

Corrosive Cloud (Enrposive Cloud) 
Range: 30' 
Duration: Six turns 
Effect: Creates a moving corrosive cloud of bubbles 

This spell creates a cloud of luminous green bubbles in a 
2O'-radius globe. Anyone within the cloud must Save vs. 
Poison or be paralyzed from its poisonous effects. A new 
Saving Throw is required each round that a creature re- 
mains within the cloud. The bubbles bum any creature 
they come into contact with for 1 point of damage for each 
2 levels of experience of the caster, rounding down (9 points 
at 18th or 19th level, etc.). The cloud rises at the rate of 60' 

t\ Y 

wers an underwater boat is contained 
. It cannot be attacked or harmed in 
s hull points have been reduced to 0. 

Underwater ac 

100 I200 I300 feet; Dmg 

of lightning are created. 



This spell is cast on a normal weapon, transforming it into a 
magical weapon. The p e r  of thc enchantment dcpcnds 
on the level of the caster. A + 1 bonus to hit and damage is 
gained for every six lcvcls posscised by the caster: levels 1-6 
= +I; levels 7-12 = +2: levels 13-18 = +3; levels 19-24 
= +4; levels 25-30 = +>; levels 31-36 = +6. Only the 
caster may wield the enchanted weapon. If any other char- 
acteruses the weapon the eochantmcnt ends, but it returns 
if thc caster uses the weapon again (subject to the spell’s du- 
ration). 

Third Level 

Move Rocks (Call Lightning) 
Each turn the caster can create a current to pick up small 
rocks and sweep them along. The rocks fill an area 20’ across 
and any creature therein takes 8d6 points of damage. This 
is reduced to 4d6 points of damage if a succcssful Saving 
Thmw vs. Dragon Breath is made. 

Fifth lerel 

Conml Cumnts (Conuol Winds) 

This spcll is similar to the conuol winds spell except that it 
is used on water instead of air. It may be used agajnst crea- 
NICS from the Elemental Plane of Water. 

seventh Level 

Summon Elemend 
Only earth and water elcmentals can be summoned. An 
earth elemental must remain in contact with these? floor or 
be dispelled ld4 rounds Iatcr. The caster is not restrictcd to 
the numbcr of times shc may summon the same type of ele- 
mental within the same day. 

Swimming Doom (Creep&- Doom) 

This is the same as thc creeping doom spell except that 
hordes of stinging and biting shrimps are created instcad. 

Malgc-UsfR Spflls 
Semnd level 

h t  @.evirate) 
The magic-user is able to axend or dive through water at 
double movcment rate. 

Third level 

Ball lightning (Fireball) 

Range: 240’ 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Effect: 

The casfer causes ld6 points of elecrrical damage. per level 
of the caster, to any creatures within a 2O’-radius globe. 

Rapid Swim (Fly) 

The caster is able to swim at three times normal spced. 

Electrical blast in a 2O’-radius sphere 

Ice Shard (lightning Bolt) 
Range: 180’ 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Effect: Ice shad 60‘ long, I’ wide 

This spell cauxs a shad of ice 60’ long and 5’ wide to sho 
from the caster’s hand. All ueanua within the area of L 
fect take ld6 points of damage per level of the caster. Eo 
victim making a successful Saving Throw vs. Spells rak 
only half damage. If the shard hits a solid surface it creats 
sphere of ice shards in a 20’ radius which iatlict Id6 noir 
of damage per l ~ c l  of thc caster. 

Watm Breathing 

As wcll as being cast normally Y a water brcarhing spc 
this q c l l  may also be rcvcncd and uxd as an air bmth i  
spcu. 
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m t m  Boniet (Wau OfFire) 

Range: 60’ 
Duration: Concentration 
Effect: Causes 1,200 square feet of water to move 

An opaque barrier of rapidly moving water is created. It bas 
the same dmcnsions as a wall of fm. and blocks all sight 
through it. Fire-using creatures take d--‘-’- damage if&-- 
break through. 

Fifth Level 

Conjure Elernend 
Only water and emh  elunentals can be conjured with d- 
spell. Earth elemcntals must stay in contact with the sca 
floor or eke they will be disp=Iled aftcr ld4 rounds. The 
same type of elcmcntal may be summoned up to four times 
a day. 

Elemental Rotmion (wd of Scone) 

Range: 0 (Caster only) 
Duration: 12 turn 
Effect: Protects caster from water-based attacks 

A character protected by this spell suffers only half damage 
from any attack involving water or ice. Against any attack 
which allows a Saving Throw. a succeshl save means the 
caster takes no damage. A Saving Throw is allowcd against 
attack forms which do not normally allow a savc. Ifsucccss 
ful, thc caster is eithcr unfiectcd. or tkes  half damage (if 
the spell causes damage). Creatures from the Elemental 
Plane of Water can attack the recipient of this spell only if 
they themselves arc fm attacked. Any damage they cause is 
automatically halved. 

The caster can also movc through strong currents and 
stormy seas as though they were calm water. 



This section has two uses: b t ,  for D&D” game players 
who wish to convert AD&P modules for D&D game use. 
especially for sea people player creams; and, second, for 
those of you who are AD&D game enthusiasts and would 
like to adapt this supplement for use in your AD&D game 
campaign. 

The differences between the D&D and AD&D games are 
small enough that adaptation should not he much of a 
prohlem. However, for those of you who are not familiat at 
all with the D&D game, there are a few details that need to 
be darifed. For simplicity and reference, topics appear in 
alphabetical order. 

Keep in mind when adapting your D&D adventures that 
AD&D game characters are slightly tougher at low level, 
but D&D game characters can deliver much more damage 
at middle and high levels. The D&D game is designed to 
handle very high levels of play, up to a maximum of level 
36. It is suggested that you keep the same levels of experi- 
ence in the two games, up to level 20. Beyond, assume that 
each two D&D game levels equal one character level in the 
AD&D game, roundedup~.%sing this. a 36th-level D&D 
game archmage would turn out to be a 28th-level wizard in 
the AD&D game. 

Gazetteer nations, sucb as Minrothad and Ierendi men- 
tioned in this supplement, can now be set up in other game 
worlds, such as those in the FORGOTI” REALMS’” 
Campaign Set,  or the WORLD OF GREYHAWP Fantasy 
Game Setting, This could offer interesting alternative de- 
velopments to regions not yet charted, allowing you to con- 
tinue your campaign without having to switch to the other 
game. The best of two worlds could create the greatest cam- 
paign ever! 

Sea people, you will fmd, can be adapted without much 
difficuty to various campaign settings anywhere there’s an 
ocean. 

D&D game characters have only three 
alignmenn-Lawful, Neutral, or Chaotic. In the AD&D 
game, assign Good. Evil. or Neutral alignments, depend- 
ing on the context. 

In the D&D game, elves, dwarves, and half- 
lings are charvrer classes. D&D game elves correspond to 
AD&D game elven fighter/wizards. D&D game dwarves 
and haltlings are fighters. At high levels, D&D game demi- 
humans use Attack Ranks, which are abilities to fight bet- 
ter, Ignore these in AD&D gaming. Human fxhtets, 
clerics. and thieves are unchanged. Magic-users become 
mages in the AD&D game. 
Coins (cn): The cn abbreviation stands for coin and is a 

measure of weight. P i  cn are equal to one pound in the 
AD&D game. 

Dominions: These are lands under a character’s rule, 
like AD&D game baronies. Rulers receive taxes from in- 
habitants as well as income from natural resources and serv- 
ices. The D&D game dominion populations grow an 
average15% minusIdlOpeoplepermonth.At50inhnbit- 
ants per square mile, the growth tops out at Id>% minns 
Id10 people. 
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Alignments! 

Classg: 

Encumbrance: See “Coins.” 

Eguipment: The terminology in the D&D game IS aery 
simllar to that in the AD&D w e .  Equipment costs, en- 
cumbrance, damage in wmbat, and AC protection u e  
slightly different, but not enough to be wonb mentioning. 
Use the AD&D game statistics. 

Experience: Total accumulated experience for charac- 
ters is different b e e n  the two games, but again, not 
enough to have a suhstanual effect on play. Everybody un- 
derstands the difference between a 1st-level magic-user and 
a 15th-level wizard . . . we hope! 

Immonals: These are equivalent to the AD&D game’s 
deities. Immonals often are NF’CS who m h e d  36th level 
and completed a heroic quest of some son. Immortals be- 
long to various “spheres,” namely: 

Matter: Usually related to Lawful beings, fightertypes, 
or the earth element. Opposes the Sphere of Time. 

Energy Usually related to Chaos, magic-users. or the 
element of fire. Opposes the Sphere of Thought. 

Time: Usually related to Neutral beings. clek types. 
or the element of water. Opposes the Sphere of Matter. 

Thought: Usually related to any alignment, thief 
types, or the element of air. Opposes the Sphere &Energy. 

Enuupy: Not related to anything except destructiod, it 
opposes all other spheres. It corresponds to the AD@ 
game lower planes. 

Whenever NPCs or monsters run into difficul- 
ties, espeually during combat, there is a possibility that 
they would surrender or flee. Use the AD&D 2nd Edition 
game morale system. 

Some monsters mentioned m this supple- 
ment do not adst in the AD&D game,or exist but are de- 
scribed differently. Keep an eye on balance; your best bet 
may be to go with what’s presented here, at least as f u  as 
player creatures go. In other instances you may rcplacc the 
monster with an appropnate AD&D game creature. 

Movement rates in the D&D game are 
given in fm/tum, and then, in parentheses, in feet/ 
round. In D&D, lOO’/turn equals 10 factors in the AD&D 
2nd Edition game 

Ranges: All distances are expressed in feet, rather than 
inches. 

Rounds: Rounds and turn are used the same way in 
both games A D&D game round equals 10 seconds; a 
turn, 60 rounds (10 minutes). For simplidty use the AD&D 
game equivalents, without converting. 

These ate spellcasting m m c r s .  The AD&D 
2nd Edition game handles each spellcasting moater sepa- 
rately in the Monstrous Compendium. 

Some D&D game spells have slightly different 
names than their AD&D game countcrpm. Simply use 
whatever comes closest. Dealtog with sea people, of conrsc. 
use the special spell lists present in this supplement. Modifg 
the number of memorized spells listed for spellcasters to 
match the AD&D game rules. 

These are spellcasting monsters. The AD&D 
2nd Ediuon game handles each spellcasting monster sepa- 
rately in the Monstrous Compendium. 

Morale: 

Monsters: 

Movement: 

Shamans: 

spells: 

Wi-: 
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ABILITY SCORES 
STRENGTH: 
INTELLIGENCE: ___ 
WISDOM: 
DlXlEHTE 
CONSTITUTION ___ 
CHARISMA: 

ADJusms 

AC m c o  
ALIGNMENT: 
m: 

ARMOR AC ENCUMBRANCE 

MOVE 
SWIMMING: 
WALKING 

MOUNTlCOMPANION 

l3"E AC HD HP MV THACO DMG 

SPECIAL ABILITIES BREATHE 
AIR? 

LANGUAGES 

SAVING THROWS 

DEATHRAY 
OR POISON __ 

MAGIC 
WANDS 

PARANSIS 
OR l" 
ro SMNE: __ 

DRAGON 
BREATH: 

ROD, STAPP 
OR SPELL: __ 

TREASURES: 
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